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I clasped in mine her tender hand.
And side by side, with loitering pace.
And pausing sometimes, face to face.
We wandered slowly on the strand.
We left behind a laughing crowd—
We felt no need of company:

Ourselves, our thoughts, the beach, the .-ea,
The clear blue heavens that o'er us bowed,

thought of sleep. I saw the dawn come,
hut the haze was too thick to let the
light show on the horizon ; it was overhead as well as around when the morning broke ; there was no darkness that
you'll tind hanging in the west at daybreak
Indeed. I elieve the sun w as up
above the sea before any light came, so
thick it was. All the men were awake,
and dreadful they looked, as of course 1
did. One of them was named Burke. 1
noticed him at once, and thought he was
dying. He lay athwart-ships, with his
back against the starboard side of the
boat, and there was a strange working
in his lingers, like the movement of a
woman’s hands opening a skein of thread.
“The captain said, ‘For God’s sake
look around, lads, and see if there’s any-
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The sun was within half an hour
of his setting when Parsons, who was
leaning his breast on the gunwale, stood
upright and pointed. His mouth was full
of froth, and as he tried to speak the
foam tlew out of his lips, but no words he
spoke; it was naught but a kind of
death-rattle in his throat. We all looked
in the direction he pointed to, and saw a
large sailing vessel heading right down
for us. How we watched her! all of us
standing up, never speaking, and only
moving w ith the roll and toss of the boat.
It took her an hour to approach us, and
then she hove us a line : but her people
had to sling us aboard. Noue of us could
move.
Nothing but the excitement of
seeing her had allowed us to stand. The
moment the line was in the boat and we
were alongside, we all became as helpless
as babies.
“The vessel’s name, sir ? She was an
Austrian bark Grad Karlovak, commanded by so humane a man that I feel fit to
cry when I think ofhim and his kindness
to up poor, miserable, ship-wrecked English sailors. That's the story, sir, or as
much of it as there is any call to relate.
Five days and four nights in the month
of January in an open boat, most of the
time blowing heavily ! The tale's known
at Plymouth—it’s known at Huncorn—it
is known to Mr. Hopkins, the agent of
the Shipwrecked Mariner’s Society at
Plymouth. Ami I'll tell you somebody
else it’s known to sir—some one as'il
swear to every word of it, and that’s
me.”
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Allan

Pinkerton.

Travelling Lazaret.

A
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EXPLOITS OF THE FAMOUS DETECTIVE. E. J.
ALLEN, THE SPY OF THE REBELLION.

TWO CHINESE LEPERS WILL EXHIBIT
LARGE EASTERN CITIES.

Allan Pinkerton, the founder of Pinkerton’s
detective agency, was born near Glasgow,
Scotland, in August, 1SPJ. He learned the

1 >11
Sunday, the 20th of July, (_'. C. < TDonnel
will start out on a lecturing tour supported by
tin* most novel company that ever a lecturer

trade of cooper, and in early manhood was a
boss cooper in Glasgow. During the C hartist
excitement he attended public meetiugs and
made some strong speeches on the Chartist
side. He was charged with uttering seditious
sentiments, and, learning that lie was about to
be arrested, embarked with his wife for Canada. The vessel was wrecked in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, and all on board were landed on
an island.
He went tirst to Montreal, then to
Toronto,and finally settled in Dundee. Illinois,
where he again took up his business as a cooper.
He made barrels and tubs, which he carried to
Chicago and exchanged for goods.
Pinkerton’s tirst exploit as a detective was
the discovery of a gang of counterfeiters nu an
island in the Fox River, a few miles above
Dundee, lie used to go to this island to gather
hoop poles, and on one of his visits discovered
in an abandoned camp the evidence that counterfeiters had been there. The country was
sparsely settled ami the place lonely. Ry following up clues, however, the gang of counterfeiters was discovered and punished. About
this time he was frequently employed to aid
the sheriff in searching for horse thieves and
other outlaws.
Removing to Chicago he soon became deputy
sheriff of Cook county, and was noted as a
brave and successful officer. The sheriff and
his deputies had much perilous work In the
pursuit of counterfeiters, horse thieves, and
other criminals, to whom Allan Pinkertou soon
became a terror. He was an early abolitionist
and an associate of John Rrown. He rendered
important and enthusiastic, service in the management of the Underground railroad for the
escape of fugitive slaves.
It was in lsog that he fouuded the detective
agency which bears his name, and for more
than thirty years he has been employed in ferreting out some of the most desperate crimes
of the age. Among his exploits was the extradition of the notorious Reno brothers from
Canada. lie was engaged in the pursuit of tlie
notorious Jesse James and his brother and the
Younger brothers One of the most famous
exploits of Pinkerton*.* men was the tracking
and exposure of the Molly Maguire bands of
murderers in the mining districts o? Pennsylvania. Another noted piece of work was the
detection of the robbers who took slO.OoO from
the office of the Adams Lx press
company in
Montgomery and the recovery of nearly all’ the
It
was
on
thi* job that Pinkerton first
money.
introduced female detectives.
When Abraham Lincoln was elected President. Mr. Pinkerton wa* engaged to see him
saft lv to M ashington.
He became convinced
that there had been a plot to assassinate Mr.
Lincoln on hi* way Through Baltimore. He
convinced Mr. Lincoln and hi* immediate
friends that the plot existed, and it was by hi*
advice that Mr. Lincoln reached Washington
privately by way of Harrisburg, lie wrot*
recently an extended account of the trip, ami
denied authoritatively the story that Mr. Lincoln disguised himself tn a Scotch cap and military cloak.
ihiring the war Mr. Pinkerton was employed
in the delicate duties of chief of tin* .secret scr
vice of the United States, and served under the
various secretaries of war up to Bt;rn*ide*> re-

signation.

He

specially employed by General McClellan, and lias recorded hi* perilous
and ex« iting experience in a large book called
**The Spy of the Rebellion."
He was known
\va*

in ilie servin' as L. J. Allen, and many ollieer.*
the army knew him by no other name.
Mr. Pinkerton wrote tiftcen volumes relative
10 his own experience and the
way s of criminal*. lie had a theory that it i* impossible for
a criminal to keep a secret, and that income
way, to some one. be is sure to betray himself.
He trained hi* men to work on this theory, and
by patient and tedious work, extending over
months, or years if necessary, often unravelled
tiie most intricate crimes.
Mr. Pinkerton was the father of eight children, ami two of his boys have become noted
in hi* business. of late years bo was much
occupied with book writing, hut was always
ready with his advice and counsel in important cases.
He was a robust man, with a large
head and face, rather stern in manner, stubborn and uncompromising when his mind wa*
once made up. yet just enough to acknowledge
an error when found to be in the wrong,
lb
was proud
of being a Scotchman and e\a r
to
hi*
ready
help
countrymen. Although in
bi> ♦bib year bis ey es wen bright and untiiuching to tin* last, hi* \oiee clear and manly. He
carried in hi* body two bullets reeeiv.d’in desperate encounter* with criminals. His widow
survives him.
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do is to feed it
Where all with peace and joy was tilled.
that the soil may lack : but we may
Where
jarring fears and cares were stilled.
mode of raising potatoes:
! usually
assist it back to a normal condition of And speech were interruption rude.
select tlie best piece t,: land on my farm, thrift and health,
by reducing the num- So on we wandered, hand in hand,
i
a .;.. are authorl/.ed agents f->r the Jourbei ut its growth points by removing
an old pasture or meadow, if I can about
O'erglad to be to each so near.
So heart-content, so fond and dear.
buds, or by “heading in." before growth
Mi.kv v >. J.v. Washington St., Boston.
the first of May or when the ground is
Alone upon that pleasant strand.
I
K anv
-i ;.i !
Wasiiingtoii street,
is fairly started iu the spring.
in good shape.
1 prepale my seed from :
Boston.
So too. when a tree is robbed by other
v
And when our footsteps we retraced,
M. I't: r ieno;i i. A « *■.,]' <tiiU: St.f Boston, and ;
ne dmm -igtd tubeis. caning down one
The comrades we had left behind
ate
greedier roots invading its soil: as
Broadway. \. \
11■'k v• k
J* .*> Washington s;., Boston.
Exclaimed: "Well, what's upon your mind.
w
be: glass sod catches the moisture and
or two eyes, as may -ait best -rather j
'i.i’. K< *w El i. A c<»., I" >pr .-•« m.. New \ ork.
Old boy? What fancies have you chased
thing in sight.’
H. fiAir.v *1 Park K* w, New York.
have one good eye than more. I cut the the food gases which come in front above
“The sea ran high, and made it danground and keeps them from the roots: While wandering slowly and alone?
"•
i'»>< UIUERS remitting money t desiring to
You are not wont to stroll away:
potatoes the same day I plant, have lost or as when the greedy
gerous for any of us to stand up. for fear
proprietor deo.
t!ie address d papers changed, must state the
What do the wild waves say to-day,
;
too
beforecutting
Lmg
of capsizing of the boat; so we hung
P1
ell c to *\ hieh ttic }>aper has been sent,;.* w.di I most seed by
mands from the orchard a crop of small
By us unfaueied and unknown?'*
aTe
to which it i> to go.
over the gunwale, with our chins on a
as when lustier, hungrier roots
hand. i commence three back-furrows j gta.n.
I smiled. They could not see the hand
level with it. and stared into the driving
with old ground plow, having potatoes of a he* trees, like the willows and pops. Ex
rous
ins
1 elapsed In mine, the
upturned face:
smother with all our might : hut thecp
!■
:• g their Pr
ate advertising published in the
distributed ill barrels through the field j lar.-. sap the stock of food from the soil;
Their duller eyes beheld no trace
urnai. ni
piease so state to the Court.
was nothing to be seen but the breaking
by the back-furrows. Two boys can the first thing to do is to choke off the Of little foot-prints in the sand.
seas when we were hove up. and the
-•
r: *ers are requested t
drop fast enough to keep plow going by robber, then enrich the soil, and then in But that sweet hour along the sea
take n- lice of *. c
water .-t.ueiiog like walls on either hand
Will never vanish from my heart.
having three or four lands commenced, spring reduce the number of growth
f■ t'i ->f receipt
w usd. F
instance,
When, silent, from all els*1 apart.
when we dropped into the troughs.
All
i drop me or two piece- ‘very twelve or ; paints so that all left can put forth thrifnn
inthat
ttie
is
to
Ma>
subscription
paid
1 walked with unseen company.
at oie e Bui ko sat up, and began to sing
I'he ! ty leaves and make strong growth.
nut late.
Wrap, a new pay ment i~ mad*', the date
fifteen mrbes i; every th.rd furrow
:..a; -- i :
rr, -j, .T:
.tnd "l B>» RIBout for a drink of water,
lie talked as
And again, tf severe drouths have pre- [Harper's Magazine.
furrow that re.-fives the seed should not
> * ,K lit •*!d.'TKD T<> "KK THA I TIIKIK
il be believed we had it and wouldn’t
he as deep is the rest, three or four mature. y chocked growth, and then the
i*\i
\KE
<HtRr.- I. Subscriber* lr, arrears
In An Open Boat.
arc
rwar 1 the sums due.
give it. which was the first sign of his
inches is my ns i.tl depth be planting. I ! rains come and growth is resumed, it is
The captain tried to pacify
let the ground lay in the tough state ll- ; nsi ally best to interfere and stop part of A STORY OK TIIK SI A BY \V. CI.ARK KI'SSKLL. insanity.
Belfast Directory,
tii 1 can see the potatoes at places coin- 1 :i
points of extension, by pinching, as
My name is William I’earee. 1 have him, speaking very kindly, and seeking
.-"on as they start.
used the sea fur about eight-and-twenty to cheer him.
mg through, then I hunow them until
i. vll.U- Mid" AM.
1 I. VMH- »A I'".
W e have outlived a day and a
< tr. when the winter lias come,
1.
:
m.
in.. J.4
Arrive l".4'i a. i the ground i-thoroughly ch an and pm
'many years, have sailed in all kinds of ships in
j
veri/ed as tine as a gulden.
When 1 or in"-: buds are weakened, and the all Burts of capacities—boy, ordinary sea- night.' said lie. ‘Keep up your heart,
i’.
mi
1 •:
L -: i.
». v'fpt .-uut-r.
t;
mate: we may have a thousand-ton ship
e tu
; the tree- the sap—has been acsee the
tile held. s,r 1 tl.'.id
man, sailmaker, bo'sun's mate : crossed
petal ie- m
A Hot Air Ship.
under us before it comes dark again.'
f
Hr.
••.ter if date iar:
| three or fair inches high, give them a good i '.i,v v altered from its normal condition the Atlantic seventeen times, and been
'•
r*.
r-1
'| t M- r. !ny ,»n arrival |
“But
Burke
for
water, HOW AN INVENTIVE PHILADELPHIAN EXPECTS
kept on crying
plowing and cover as "iany up as I can. ivy too great and too equally sudden around the world eight : been shipwreckii mm tv "i*in.
TO NAVIGATE THE AIR.
he
nt again
i.'
and iis a few hays ail ■.
r Florence makes
changes of temperature, we should inter- ed thrive : likewise overboard during saying that he was dying for it. and
round trips per
v.
k
!i
iieilM-!.
a-tiae, l-i.-iinrii and
of study and labor on the
w o n growth is about to
, ay j fere
for seven bouts of darkness, and picked up pointing to his throat: and then, falling
ecu more <f. ,‘ky.
I h
Thirty
years
ing
begin
p
pi
It:
ks\1iI«
v-cmlv
week oi ten hays until potato crop is I the season, and by removing part of the at daybreak with my head in a life-buoy ; on all fours, he puts his face to the part of .Mr. Charles P. Test, of GermanSI \-IKS.
buds, turn the whole of the tree's ener- know pretty nigh the best and the worst salt-water washing about in the bottom town, is believed by that gentleman to
made."
!•'••• rfl« i. ;i'i n Los, it
uv
;;<«_•
\' i n l a in !■ Haisin.u
(
il. rpham.
M
gies to fewer points, to the end that the ot the weather that's to he found at sea : of the boat and sucked up several mouth- have resulted in an invention which will
Kir \, F :•< ! n. \
H-nt<>n t-» Fair
;
1‘ !■
trips to Addon, and daily from latter of Watertown. M.
Well, it seemed to do him no enable him to navigate the air with the
wr to.- i. tlie Mii'ivi : ; physiologi" t! action may be more perfect
and am therefore capable of taking my fuls.
Heda-t l.H'lny-, 1 hars-Iavs and
Soon after this safety that a ship sails the watery way.
I !i.:ve been hi the vegetable business j and stronger.
oath to this, that of all the had jobs that hurt, and he lay quiet.
-dr:
n.
Keturr dig arrive at Bel last on
W
I spied something'knocking about in the Mr. l'est is a German jeweler,
Mm
im.-sd*> an F relay it 12 in.
As ih" chief end of the plant seems to ever I was in, or tiiat ever 1 heard of any
dal s t, plow I
tears.
possessing
My
««r!l t ie town- -d
in ail my n an
:n ti..
fall, il I can. 1 j be reproduction, and as in every case, other sailor being in, there's nothing to sea a few fathoms astern, and called the an inventive mind, and during his thirty
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1 ’r'*speet, Frame tort, Winterof
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it.
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said
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Daiy except .-unday. have learned that
work,
fall!) successfully ] such reproduetion. is an exhausting pro- beat the sufferings us men of the schoon- skipper's
patents were granted
ft.
I:. Returning leave
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every ;-y
j doe.- not take a ,ngr f'.trnj. i Use ten !,< ; ’■■■ s-, tenobis to destroy the life of the er Richard Warbrick had to endure when one of some kegs of butter that had been him for aerial apparatus which proved unI;.i
i-.-v at 7 n. mi
arriviim at Belfast at 3 p.n..
follows that with perennial the foundering of that vessel obliged us aboard the schooner, so we pulled the successful, and while bringing him no
I
\ u.
1
fifteen cords
manure
to the acre,
?ta, 4' allies. ti.r> ugh the tow np;.] > a;.
IIir -n
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L: -eriy M-aitvide, Baleroars in and dropped down to it and picks
fame, cost him in all St!,000 The last pan« will ask
what I plant t, make t plants, like our fruit trees which bear to take to the boat.
ii;i.a, -*» v n--.tP»a", and. Augusta. Dai.v ex
We broke it open and ate the tent he obtained on March 18, and the laThe fifteen cords “1 manure cost crop alter nop ol ,-eeds, the exhaustion
•The schooner sailed from Runcorn ed it up.
iull.tst '.'V’TV -1,11 atop III
pay.
I
•"-.ileiay. Je
:: v tug t- Au^iidt at In. .!• next da\
sReturning
"I an over-crop may be fatal or nearly
with a cargo of coal for Plymouth. She butter in fistfuls, being mad with hunger; bor seven months before and since that
per cord deliveivd. oi AI go. I sow
a
in
M- .'iii '. W.- In
.1 Id. .-I r
hut it was as salt as brine, and the effeet date has enabled him to pro luce a strong
so.
unless a constant repair goes on
wie iiusbcl of early pc.,.-, which wiii cost
was twenty years old, and a trille over a
1
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n
-da_-< goes via N .*. s*-aMiui.
la >ear."lll<-lit
1
s.i. and w ill y add from I'm 1 dob ieisiieis :
-da. ", 1 :1..: -da;. a! 1 -.tlurday
There were five of it was to make our thirst raging. The nianilla paper and net moi el of his air
through
vigorous growth. The biennial hundred tons burden.
v
oid MtLurdays via H all’s Cur1 i.
iv1
call it loll, and 1 get -1 fin mi tlie peas. bi-arcr.- are generally great croppers of a crew, and nothing particular happen- knife we had used to open the keg lay in ship. This is in the shape of a cylinder
v\ a:i v i
ie-'. .~i
iivf a-; via
<
and N adii
Then rake off tile \ me.- and set ibbage when they do bear, and so in alternate ed until we were abreast of the Bristol the bottom of the boat, and Burke, on a with one cone-shaped end. thirty feet
>
Leave Bedast Mondays, Wed
ir-j
: ants f
mi a ied
oved iiie KHli of May,
years, sutler exhaustion through over- Channel, when there blew up a heavy sudden turning over seized hold of it, long and nine feet in diameter, weighing
.11>-1 In lays at 4 p. in. Leave Frankfort
ne-d.i
and from tilt acre I get -vli'l fu ,V.
frtiilage. and then recover by growth g.iie of wind from the east'ard. There's jumped up, and fell upon the captain. 24 pounds. At either end on the under
an.
‘■.on
lay
lng.it Bt Hast -7 p. in.
He iiit him once, but the knife didn’t side ot this tube are lamps, wl ich will Ini-t :<• R
Hi
ki.u.d, in Julies, through the towns
while barren of trait.
Mich trees need
Another
method is to
third
no call to describe it : it was of the reguevery
m
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the
are
loaded
with
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for
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l’l.uit
of
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full
and
sea
a
do,
wet,
a
kind,
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they
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Arriv.
in.
squashes,
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at Heil.tsL 12
raising
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!
ive Hod i-t at 2 p. in.
iu spring after blooming
so that
about tile time I g-t tlirougii iioeiag tlie bait
sight too big for a vessel of one hundred per had on, and before he could raise reservoir. The lamps are designed to
enlre Lincolnville, B2 miles, twice a
Be iH-t to
ins hand again we dragged him down and generate hut air, which is to be the buoy:i '■ fruit is thinned to such an extent
and ill August y ou would not know
tons pretty nigh chock-a-block with coal
u
1.
lie; t a
Mondays ana imir-iavsal peas,
ant and guiding power.
At each end of
i there
had been a crop
; p :n. L. on
ci!ire "aim- lay- arriving -it Fie
of peas on that a g" 'd. thrifty growth will take and with twenty years of hard use in her kneeled upon him.
; i-l at 2 p.
There was no worse part in ail that the tube is a valve, and on each side two
the ground. Then take tin- root crop, pi.icc. in this wav better fruit will be hull. However, we scraped through the
1
lieiiast i-> >earspi*rt,
miles, twic e daily c\
pi
The madman's others, which will he opened or shut so
winch w i 1 yield from sbhil i,, s-nii pin- grown, and often the habit of bearing al- gale, and two or three more that follow- dreadful time than this.
s
a. m. amt 7.->-'»
;
i.. ave R- Hast at
p. in., or
1
11 i"t L
Lean
in .v -i;
ar-p' -rl
acre.
l'utsiiips. -I. carrots, do -o tin p-mate years will be broken up so that ed fast, until one morning we w ere so ne- face was a terrible sight. almost black it as to allow the hot air to escape and
cents
bushel : iieets. the same. ft tit " I be borne every year. Hut if the wliore betwixt the Scilly Isles and the was. lie snapped about him with bis change the direction of the ship, using
per
Summed all up il means this. a smaii over-crop has been borne, and the tree is
Cornish coast. It was dark, thick weath- teeth, and his ciics and curses were the principle of “Barker's Mill," widen is
nil,; IK"
a
farm well tilled
.vi-.i.".
Ida f'-le-w log i- ;n<- pi ’grainme t*>i
ready exhausted, it should lie headed er, blowing and raining hard, the sea things it brings the sweat upon my face seen in operation every day in the re••J-Jsi'lNo" cm.:..
I'iie new ice'll,id in the next year, that its recovery may
rough, bitter cold- as you may calculate to talk about. Think of our situation ; volving water fountain of gas jets. By
W 11 W.i Main-,
v.
M
lei -treed. Rev
be more thorough
of putming corn, which i-termed “listit was. tiie month being January—ami mad with thirst ourselves and struggling opening and shutting these valves, it is
a
t, in.; >ahl»atl
r
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meeting.
‘"••fn’ol,
2.1' ;
"'Mg pec-pic •- pl ay er : ing." i- thus described:
In all these cases where we interfere every tiling invisible that was more than with a madman, a killing north-easter also proposed to regulate the height of
"It consists in
pr ever meeting,
p. :n
tlie use of a double mold hoard plow., .old remove part of the growing shoots halt a mile off.
The wind was east and blowing like knives through our frozen the course. If the miniature ship behaves
:..
! Market am!
.-•
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•o that vigor
.] A. R"-», paster. Breaching, 1 which open- the furrow, and a dropper
roaring so well in trials as to prove its practicILoM sire. ts. R.
may in- added to those re- north, and w e were Hitching along under bodies, the sea leaping and
j
:i...
i'■
f. *»< ii'*”l, 12 in.; prayer meeting
which is operated by a wheel and gears i maining. says the Professor, the inexper- very small canvas, when, being turned! around us. and nothing between us and ability. Mr. Pest intends to at once con7
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dure,
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it 1 p
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the furrow behind the plow.
A scraper ( are must he used, and good judgment
Land o' Nod close aboard, I was roused were in. We were too weak, and in too 450 pounds. It was 40 feet in diameter,
2
| in
player meeting. 7 p. m.
much suffering ourselves, to remain hold- 150 feet, long and will weigh 250 pounds.
It,
too. and only experience with trees can
I
.i-t‘< :.ur--h, L' .r; street. Rev. T. Ii- conies after and ,the seed
up by a loud cry on deck and a tremenIt will contain about 8.050 cubic feet of
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Brighton Hides, 7s7>iC*
ft; Brighton Tallow, (i‘4
young trees, on the other hand, the hark
lead of Randall, were violently opposed to
^ ft.
c # ft. ( ountry Hides, light
ones,
Thus the twelfth man got his bedroom. The boat did well, and the oars were a heart failed me altogether; I felt that the as
still
a
of
and
which
is
ft
7'-&
Calf
taking
smooth,
it,
they are to nearly all the large national
3
Tallow,3**
34clb;
.Country
heavy,t>>*
and
her.
Afkind
of
there
was a curse upon us, and that we
Of
course
there
is
a
breakwater,
helped
in
the
hole
interests. Serious minded statesman, in both
saucepan
•skins, lOgJIc V lb. Wool sheep Skins, 75c3$2.25
more or less active part in. the growth,
drew were doomed men, singled out to die of
ter
four
in
the
afternoon
the
each, sheared sheep skins,20325c ; Lamb Skins,40 3
hut
night
we
leave
to
the
reader
parties, are beginning to be very anxious about
the covering of Ivy or other vines, w ill somewhere,
50c.
determine exactly where the fallacy is, on. We never could get used to the famine, the most cruel of deaths, because the state of things at Panama. Whether the
The supply of Cattle in market this week has
arrest development and lie injurious to
Think of ninety-six hours canal there has been completed or not, enough
with just a warning to think twice before darkness. The daytime was bad enough, the longest.
been lighter and the quality of them of a poorer
the tree.
French money has been expended there to
[American Agriculturist.
but the night made our sufferings mad- in an open boat, in January, in tho | warrant
ginde of beeves than those in one week since. The
as to which if any of the traveldeclaring
the French government in setting up
but
has
been
more
fair
beeves
trade for good
active,
when
The
the
sea
was
northeast
lers was the “odd man out.”
dening.
wind,
gale blowing most of j a claim to authority over the interests of its
Chopsa,
prices obtained did not vary any to speak of from
most
of
those
Cattle
the
feel
of
solid
ice.
a
week
Finger
would
take
the
with
never
citizens.
It is known that French influence is
noted
one
Pkcning.
Bv
morsel
of
those
food exago,
timely rubbing
black,
time,
sold to butchers ranging in prices from 0‘4 g7‘4c
off needless shoots from young fruit trees
We couldn't see one another, and that cept the salt butter, and no drink but the at work tu upset the existing government at
at
the
latter
however
but
Jive
few,
peril).
weight,
An Alabama paper, describing a lire, made talking a kind of foolishness ; and salt water washing in the boat! And Panama, and the senators referred to above are
and grapevines, the necessity for heavy
price.
beginning to be very much alarmed at the
Sheep and Lambs—Nearly all the Sheep and pruning may be entirely obviated, and says “15y this time the supports nf the so we never spoke—which caused every yet when the Friday morning came we establishment of the French
power at Panama,
Lambs from the West were owned by butchers, a
there will be none of the loss of wood upper deck were being eaten rapidly one to feel himself a lonely man upon the were still alive, the captain steering, and fear that serious difficulties will arise
few only being for the export trade. Western
as
a
of
the neglect of the United
consequence
Likewise the noise of the water doubled ui) with faintness and the cold,
.•Sheep and Lambs are costing butchers landed at which has already grown, and no check away, and tbe llames circled round and sea.
the yards from 4>»47>icoer lb., live weight. P ut
be given by large amputations. Examine round over tbe hurricane deck, licking would sound stronger. In the daytime I his knees against Ins month, and his head States to assert the Monroe doctrine, and
a few Western Sheep or Lambs are offered on the
not only that but to put itself in a position
market for sale.
grapevines as soon as the growth has the glass of tbe state-room doors. To took no notice, but at night I’d find my- lolling for want of strength in his neck ; to maintain the Mouroe doctrine. [WashingSwine—Fat Hog—Those from the West cost lids
pushed an inch or two, and select and disappear now and anon through the self listening to the crying of the wind up Daly and Parsons lying still as dead men ton Despatch to Boston Herald.
week from 5*4 gb>,c per lb live weight landed at the
slaughter house. During the past week Messrs. J. retain those shoots which will give an black curls of dense and stifling smoke, in the dark, and the hissing that rose all under the thwarts ; and me in the bows,
P. Squires & Co., slaughtered at their establishevenly distributed growth, with suflicient then again to streak the black sky like over the ocean from the breaking of the too weak and broken-hearted even to
Admiring cousin—“What are you going to
ment, East Cambridge, 9521 Fat Hogs.
cast my eyes around the sea to notice if do, Tom, now you’re through college? Tom
space between them. The same care the livid pulse of destruction that it was, waves.
(who wishes to be considered cynical)—“Oh 11
with young fruit trees, as soon as they and then to soar away and vanish into
“I don’t know what my mates did ; there was a vessel in sight.
shall stand aside and let the world roll on,”
“My (laughter paints” is the title of n new novel. have
“The morning passed ; the afternoon
fairly started, will give handsome the oblivion of heat to sear the invisible but that first night I never closed my
And she probably powders, but it is a mighty mean
Admiring cousin (charmed)
<‘Why, that’s
atoms of the air.”
anti symmetrical heads.
man who would thus give the girl away.
eyes, never tried to shut them, never passed. Were we to go through another very kind of you, Tom.”
■

NUMBER 20.

Mr. Cyrus Plummer the veteran stage driver
and express agent, who still drives tli.- Cnited
States mail frojn the post «»ili*
to the trains,
was questioned the other
day. in relation to the

old stage tines. “I began staging" said he,
"•VI or *d. I went from Brunswiek to the old
Day's Ferry, dohn .Marshal and Aimer McDonald were driving the mail stage daily from
Day's Ferry t«» Portland. u\er the ,. .T i m upike. Aft* r driving here a \eur or twi-, I went
to driving between Brunswiek
and Portland.
l'«ed to take about ti\ • hour*. We considered
it do mile* distance at that time. We didn't
try
to make any very quirk time. The mail staged
didn't carry *t» many as the accommodation
stages.
We had nine eoaehes. fourteen sometime*.
"The accommodation stages between Portland ami Augusta were driven by (G orge De-ring and Frastus Kiehard*. These stage’s met in
Brunswiek every noon, also the Bath accommodations met them there. We used to pay ti,
cents for a drink, and most of them took sunthin, and they didn’t go behind the door for it.
Dinner was :»7, cents for years. The fairs used
to be from Portland to Augusta sb bv accommodation. by mail s-T. It took four days to go
from Bangor to Boston by accommodation.
There were four different corporations on
this stretch
from
Bangor to Augusta; to
Portland; to Portsmouth; to Boston. The fare
was sit; by mail, spg by accommodation.
Tinmail would go there in two days. It would go
day and night and didn’t stop.' The fever and
ru«h of these times had begun, men who wanted to go quick could take the mail, those who
were not in sueii a hurry could take the slower
coaches of the accommodations. One beautiful afternoon in September there went from
Brunswick to Portland nine couch*-* all together with as mue11 as they could carry. The
college hoys were going home, just after commencement.
There was

the Maine Stage company. Hale
A Waterhouse, agents, when I came on to the
line, which was in 1 *:!•_!. From Portland to
Augusta there was a daily line. 'There was an
accommodation from Bath to meet them.
These three stage* met at Brunswiek b dinner at the Tontine.
'These three coaches and
extra coaches would often bring together !0o
That you *ee was a pretty
persons for dime r.
good staging. Then from Dux's Frrrv and
back there was a daily mall stage. Sunday not
excepted. Then there was a line from Portland to Augu*ta via Freeport and Lisbon Fall*,
another line In tin-same eompanv from Portland via South West Bend, Durham.
Then
there xvas a daily from Brunswiek to Portland
and back every day. I remember the drivers
as xvell as though it were but
yesterdav. 1
think they are all dead hut dohn Marsha!, Hiram Keed'and my*clf.
Hale A \\ aterhouse hud
their headquarters in Portland. We were n't
troubled with any beats. If a person did not
have means we 'put them along. Wry kind
the stage people xvore with poor person*'. ’Tiestage men from other lines went free."
[Bath
Times.
The

Bills

That

Passed

Congress.

The following measures passed both houses
and were
signed by the President, in addition
to the regular annual appropriation bills and
the River and Harbor hill: Rills to reduce the
rate of postage on newspaper and periodical
publications of the second class, when sent by
others than the publisher or news ag< lit to one
cent for each four ounces; to provide a civil
government for tie Territory of Alaska : to ex
tend the duration of the court of commissioners of
Alabama claims until December, l.vO;
to prevent and punish the counterfeiting in the
United States of bonds or other securities of
foreign governments; to grant fifteen days
leave of absence with pay. in each vear. to letter carriers; to authorize the Secretary of War
to otter a reward of 3‘Jo.OOO for the fescue of
the (ireely Aretie exploring party: to establish
a bureau of labor statistics: to make all roads
and highways, post roads: to authorize the
legislatures of the States of Illinois, Arkansas,
Louisiana and Tennessee to sell or lease certain
lands appropriated for school purposes; to remove certain burdens from the American merchant marine (commonly known as the Ding-

hy shipping hill;)
uates of
ment to

to

equalize

the rank of

grad-

the Naval Academy on their appointthe various corps; to establish a bureau
of animal Industry; prevent the exportation of
diseased cattle, and provide for the suppression
and extirpation of pleuro-pneumonia and other
contagious diseases among domestic animals;
to make it a felony for any person to personal
uu officer or an employe of the United States,
acting under authority of the United States or
any department thereof; to authorize the National Academy of Sciences to receive and hold
trust funds for the promotion of science, and
for other purposes; to repeal the test oath act
of 18t>2; to authorize the fitting out of an expedition for the relief of Lieutenant (Ireely and
party in the Arctic seas; to limit the time in
which prosecution may be begun against persons for violations of the
internal revenue
laws to three years; to relieve from the charge
of desertion certain soldiers of the late war,
who, after having served faithfully until the
close of the war left their commands without
leave; to provide for the location in a State
West of the Mississippi River, of a branch
home for volunteer soldiers of the Mexican
war and war of 1812, whose disabilities were
not incurred in service against the United
States: to provide for the disposal of abandoned and useless military reservations; to reorganize the corps of judge advocate of the
army; to establish a bureau of navigation in
the Treasury Department.
Wife (anxiously)—“What did that young lady observe who passed us just now?” Husband
(with a smile of calm delight)—“Why, my
love, she observed rather a good-looking man
walking with a lady—that’s all. Ahem.

IN

had. Two pronounced and unmistakable lepers
will be the Doctor's companions on the passage. and will silently, by their mere presence,
preach a sermon far louder and more eloquent
than Dr. O’Donnell himself an preach. They
will show to the Eastern people wiiat they will
not believe by any other than ocular demonstration, that leprosy is not a myth in this
country, hut that its existence is a settled and
definite fact.
THE TWO

lepers who

doctor

the nomination of Mr. Blaine to-day'. The next
was Hon. R. II. Dana, one of the delegates. He praised the alacrity of the Maine
delegation in taking the initiative to make the
nomination of Mr. Hayes unanimous. Hon. E.
Rock wood Hoar, who was another delegate-atlarge. next addressed the meeting, and in the
course of his remarks paid the following high
tribute to Mr. Blaine :
There was a great difference among the representatives of Massachusetts in their choice
and preferences. Mr. Blaine (cheers) whose
friend I have been honored by calling myself
for years, whose brilliant qualities and great
public service" have attracted to him an extent
of regard among the Republicans of the country
to which no other man has attained (applause)',
received in that convention an enthusiastic,
persistent and affectionate support, which must
have been a comfort to him and will be the
most precious treasure of his life.
Rev. James Freeman Clarke, another delegate, followed Mr. Hoar. After declaring that
the Massachusetts delegates who voted for Mr.
Blaine hail just as good a right to their preferences as had those who voted for Mr. Bristow,
he spoke of Mr. Blaine in words of glowing
eulogy, as follows;
1 do not think that Mr. Blaine had a single
personal enemy in tie del* gariou, nor one who
did not admire his splendid abilities, his great
past service and his ehivalric courage. In him.
no doubt, more than in any other public man
who has appeared among us during tic past
decade, arc- to be found the qualities described
by au American poet:
“The inonnrch-iiiiinl, the mystery of commanding,
The i-Tth-imur gift, pm art NajmlcK -f
Wiclditi.. gathering, molding, welding, banding.
The heart" of thousand" till they heat a- one."

LEPERS.
are

<

travelling companion.
corusi:

pkoi/kssion.

uf thi'

Dr. O'Donnell and his horribles will make a
public start. At 2 o'clock in the afternoon of
Sunday. July *20th, lie will move from the front
of the New City Hall on Market street,
lbwill be escorted by a large number of the
workingmen and will pro e«t in open procession down Market to Kearn*.. to California, to the* ferry landing at the foot of Market
street.
He has already contracted for a box
ear. which will he divided into two sections,
one of which will be occupied
by the Doctor
and the other by his company. He will g'
Fast over the Central Pacific Bailroad. attached
to a freight train.
lie will d> liver a lecture at
Beno. illustrating it with hi- living -ubj. -t*.
and will deliver similar free lecture- iii St.
Houis, t hieago. Cincinnati. Indianapolis. New
York. Brooklyn—where h<- intends to deliver
his lecture on Sunday in front of Beecher’s
elmr h—in
Boston. Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington
He intend- to lecture in the
latter city from the -tep- of tie* < apitol and
then to take the two < hinameii into the Si-mite
Chamber and leave them tin
as

[Cheers. J

W• all honored hi* character and sympathized with his sufferings Massachusetts loves her
daughter, the State of Maine.
This praise, falling but little "hort of that
which Ingersoll bestowed upon Mr. B aine in
presenting his nam-■ to the Convention, was
"poken after all the t-Mimonv which the Committee of the Democratic House had collected
had been made publi- after the publication of
the Mulligan letters and when the matter was
fresh in the mind" of the public, miut that
time Mr. Blaine ha" not been prominent in
legislation, exempt so far as h-- has acted with
the ad\o -ates of sound motley to def at the repeal of the Resumption act and to prevent tic
free coinage of silver.
Nevertheless, a I- w
week" ago Rev. Jamc" Freeman ( .arknut
only spoke in terms derogatory d Mr. Blaine,
hut declared that his assuciatis and followers
are the rUf-ratf of the party.
Mr. Blaine's following in !s7<'• was \cry nearly the same as in
lss4.
In 1 •‘"7b Mr. Clarlo spoke of that following in complimentary terms; in I'**'! ir was the
rifl-ratl of the country. I" it because Mr. Blaine
and his following h. ve deteriorated sine- 1 >7*'•
that he condemns both in sw-eping terms?
[B<-"ton Journal.
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GIFTS

TO

Till; NATION.

There are no ijurantinc law
against departing lepers in this city, nor against entering
in
-o
ofle
r
he
doctor doc- not
lepers
any
city.
expect to meet with any hindrance- on hi- outward trip, lb* e.innot. however, bring his
lepers ha.-k to this city and so has adopted the
plan of leaving them in the room of the liigh* -t tri: unaI in the <• mnt
ry.
The Be port ha- frequently called the attention
of its readers to th< gravity of thi- danger lo
the American puM;
and ha- succeeded in
drawing notice to it. Dr. O'Donnell will take
Fa-t with him imt onl\ hi- living u per-, but
a Do a large number of
photographs, taken in
thi- city, of lepers who are not in the P« -1
Holl-e. Hundred- of people atll led with this
di-ease call !»■■ found throughout Chinatown
working with frightfully di- i-.-.l bodi. in the
lllanufaeture of article- to be u-ed by win
throughout the country.
That the’ articles
which they produce ar*- deadly in their efi'eets,
call be set n by the number of portraits.
■

WHIT K I.FPF.KS

>t

not

II SFXFS.

Changed?

speaker

to accompany the
are both Chinamen. Ah Wong and (ice
The
i*
former
Cp.
twenty-two years of age
and has been affected with the disease for about
four years and a half. The particular form
of the disease with which he is affected is
known as tuberculosis. His features are badly
swoolen, his cars being nearly five times the
natural -lze. The llcsh on his face stands out
in great wrinkles and folds and he is a most revolting looking object. He will probably die,
if the disease run* its natural course, in three
or four year*.
The other man is older, being
thirty years. He has had the disease about the
Mine length of time as his eompauion and will
probably last about a* long. Combined with
tuberculosis, he has that horrible form known
a* elephantiasis, in which the limbs become
swollen until they lose all resemblance to natural form.
In the ease of this man. the legs
have swollen to four or five time- what they
should be.- and the man
an harelv hobble
around. His face i* ath-cted like that of the
other man. the flesh being ridged and seamed.
Hi* eyelid- have swelled t-» such proportions
that they hang down over his check*. For repulsiveness he can share the honor* with hi*
The two

Has

Wednesday evening. June dd, 1S7U, the Republicans of Massachusetts assembled in Faneuil I lull to ratify the nomination of Hayes and
Wheeler. Governor Rice presided and his eloquent and touching reference to Mr. Blaine,
says the report, elicited long and hearty applause. Ex-Governor Rice heartily indorses
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“About bow iiiiii'h foul dot' tb< America
carry *»n each voyage?” the chief engineer of
lie- America was ask.d after her womlerful
pass.igt across tile Allantic.
"Weil.** replied the engineer, “marly hk'n)
toils, hut we
.ad ill about 1400 toils, because
*\

genera 1

iy

got Mbo tons on hand."
\on iis. ?”
“W lien wt load in Liverpool vve generally
in
>*utli
Wales
,-oal. etimnitmly ealletl
put
Nixon's na\iiialion coal. « Mi ihis side we take
in the Kureka bituminous coal.”
“How much «.>ai do you burn a day ?“
“About !!•<> tuns, blit til*
\ae* tpi.unity depends. of course, oil the kind of coal. Some
1 coal burns
away fast: hut never mind, we’ve
got t" pile it on or the furnaces w uld get too
wt

e

What coal do

The number of these white lepers is st
Men. and wonien too. can be-, en with frightlow."
fully distorted features; skin lying in ft
“How many furnaces has the America?*
cut by deep chasms, lingers and
rotting .-tf
and iimb- swollen to an almost ineoneejv aid*
“Only thirty-nine. That don't seem many
>i/e.
compared with the Oregon’s seventy-two, does
Although not a-yet a- numerou-a-til
Chinese lepers. lh>' photograph- of the whin | it? (Mir stokeholes are in double rows, with
l‘*pers of S;m Frauei-co a-, -utli.ient to-end a ! nine on each *-nd. except tin- forward, which
I’lie eoai Is rec« ived from barges
shudder through tho-c who 1,:I\ no! ,iciVtofme ! lias twelve.
paid altciitimi to tin -; read ofih»* di-casc. Dr. j at the side of tilt- ship and >toi'< d ill three lumk«
i's
clos«>
to
the
furnaces.
Tin* fore hunker
< >'lloniiell's method
a radical and novel ..n<
holds non tons, the middle 7M. and the aft TV*.
and may perhaps awaken the people of the
Fasteru States, tin < 'ililie-e lo\ el-. to a -enst of I Tile three milker* ontain liT.lMl ellhi« feet.**
“i Mi
; In \ oy tge a a* y on constant y fe< ding
one of the great danger- of a Chinese
popula- the furnaces?"
tion. rSan Fram-is-i, 1 >aiiy lb-port.
“Ye*. they ar fed in rotation very thirty
minutes. The stoker* clean >*tit the tire* and
The New Shipping Law.
supply new file’, generally throwing in twelve
\W heartily congratulate Congre'S. hr I'p-'- or tiftiau shovelfulls at a iinn But the Amerident and the country on the passage of the
ica, ii comparison with the other great ships,
Shipping Hid, n-niox ing ail ex nthm* upon the i* a small burner ..f coal, mnsidering t!i speed
sailing of Am* rieaii 'hips and aboli'Ming 111-' '■lie get*. Why. the Oregon, which only made
live hour** In-tier time that tlie America, burn*
restrictions w hieh forbade the pa\m lit
f fa i?
compensation for carrying our on an mad'. It about ■-0 toil* a day. \\ eiaim that this ship
will get great speed with small power.”
is useless to stop to eoii'ider other merit uioiis
provisions that liave been suggested and wide“Why ?"
“Be ail*, of her lire-.
Look at her n *se a*
-d.
but
not
We
have
deal
to
ly approx
passe,!.
with the statute a* it now stand' 'ince tin
sharp i* a razor, she w> didn't bruise the water. but cut right through u.
I* ten look at her
signature of l’p-'idmit Arthur confirmed it a
law.
stern; it's almost a* sharp > h r how.
Then
Instead of free foreign ships xve ha x
now free
\meri- an ships, without. it i* true, her straight model imperfect. AM ttii* help*
ht r speed, which call he iin-r*-a*ed easily withany (io\ eminent aid or e neon rage m- nt to building or sailing: but nevertheless relaxed of th- out any enormous ex priidil lire of eoal."'
I'll.- (»r«
n, originally
a
burdens that have long weigh*-l doxvn and
Union steamship,
finally sunk out t an-marine tl- et. \\ now and at p -es.-nt the fastest ve-s, atloat. having
stand, a* to metal steam vessel', in *ub'tantiai- | made!! r trip in si.xday* and ten hours, was
iy the same posh ion as xve stood r« g.aniing xvood- tratisfi -red to tin (Milliard line. One of the
reasons for her sale vva* her enormous cmi■n xa sseis xvhen Thomas Jetferson initiated tiepolicy which enabled it' todi'pute with ( pat i *nnipti<*n of coal, (in even her Fiste-t v..yag*sin- consume* nearly Mdou tons of .-oal. tin co*r
Hritian tin tide
f ••MishV'S of r- Sr-,,.”
•*f Whieli for a round irip would amount to
Wiiat did he do with -ur five \\ ..»d< u 'ail il• t-T
then? What shoul-1 we d-> with our inm steam
about Slb.iHM.
New A rix Morning Journal.
1

I-

j

■

fleet

now

v

11

made it

an

obi-.-t bn- all

our

im-

porters and shippers to the I'nited Sta s t
Free Ships.
prefer American xesst !> for the American
trade. I nder hi' polity Anierii an x> ".-b w, r.
mi' i:ri*i bi.ican polity vs. mi: mark i;aifavored to the extent of ten
-r n-nt. of tie
R la Il.m
duties on imports. This policy endured for
V w-rkingman \\ r > i«» th
1Miii:n 1 iphi:■
with
resuits
that
will
emblazon
thirty years,
\\ hit is IJi*• full meaning of
Bn" as Inllnws:
the record ;!' long as history lasts.
Let II' noxv
free
ml
do
tin
I
Vm-nral
follow tie light of thi' glorious « xperieiic.-.
ship,
why
opens,
and secure for bn year* a ditl\ renti:d dutx dis- tile mail su »^id\ and Ha .Alibiing ->f vessojs ,tf
The p*<>ple want to understand I'm in
crimination of ten per cnt. in favor of impor- war:
delaii Me of
NnV, IlilxT.
I'lie iron int ’rests
tations in vessels built of American materials
|*i> tint.- and thousand'
are all d' prt ssrd :,t
and oxvned. officered and manned by American*.
I'lidor such a policy the end of a d ea-le gnnd Work limn are O lit of employment.
The Press replies :
xv on Id see our metal steam ocean comm, tvial
By “free 'hip'** i* mean
fleet second, if not ti.-st. among tin* merchant I the elmissio:! of foreign-built v, s-eis to A in- t
marine of the World, w ith tle- eerianny of an i* an rt‘gis:rv wilhoiit charge. In othei words
invim-ibh* navy ready to hand in th- ex- nt of ii means tie importation, tree of duty, of Brit
ish iron at d steel nianufaetured into 'hips !>\
war.
(The American Protection!*!.
British labor.
The Ii- publicans opp *'- this method
f nAcross the Atlantic in a Dory.
Vn ericaii shipping.
l'le v wish tin*
\iving
1
revival to develop at the same time American
( apt. .lull n Tray no;-who lias started to cross
shipotiii :ing, give a market to American iron
tin* Atlantic til tin- lii-foot < ape Ann dorv
and ste, i at •! inploymen: to American work
Urn old '1 iiihber. i- i~ yeai “Id and tie married'.
men.
Theiefor,. in induce Americans to hiuid
"The only trouble 1 anticipate,” -aid lie. **js
and own 'hip', the Io puhlie ms propose to :-ay
from tin* neoes-ary -lowness of tin- pas-avxe.
iiberallv f<»r mail eatriagv -it American-built
It may take more than tin
inn days I have
and "W tu d v "ssels. and in !im way to
ihe
■-riven iiiy.-t If to row a.-in--. and I mav act out
11
lie
l Tlibd
gle'ltt f cost of Vessels built
of stores.
And aitain. 1 may he run down
St it s. as
t
mp .red w it h t lose bui
upon In
swamped hy ,i passing ship while riding at mv I’lvde. Had i-* Democrat- consented t<> the
drair and sleeping in the flay tim>-. lint 1 -hai'
eotislt uetioll ot the steel cnii-er'.as proposed
look out for tin se ilimes a- nnieii a- po>-ible.** hv (In lo
pu 'Means, tin- Aun tiean iron n,d
111- out lit i- a- 11 d low s
steel inheres! S won hi have received a stimulus
Five pounds ri-e, 1 do/, u cans soup. 1*
much needed at the
time, and large
dozen cans eonden-ed milk. I'm pound- con- ! nuuihers <11 workmenpresent
now idle
would have
densed heef. To gallons water, dn pound- hard
found eiupiov un n!.
|
hr ad.
1 do/en cans I oh-ter. I d> >/.n cans
Wliv the Democrats take this un-American
salnioii, 1 do/en cans mackerel. 1 do/en canposit ion and iahoi so strenuously to give a free
sardines. | dozen
do/en
■

s

<

1

cans

pearhe-.

1

do/, n can- Iloston haked
heaus, I do/en cee-. 1 dozen cans peas. 1 loaves
I
bread.
do/en
cans
ham. t pounds cliee-e,
rye
d pounds hmter. I'd pounds -near. !
pound
chocolate, I pound- tea. 1 pound codec, \'l gallons kerosene, d pounds oatmeal, 1 oil stove,
kettle, Wicks, dock, lamps, lantern, matches,
mustard, pepper, salt, blankets, tin cup-, woolen clothes, oil -kins, new lile
preserver
< apt.
Traynor estimate- that on his Ion#
journey of il.dOO miles hi-boat will he lightened
cans

tomatoes,

1

about fifty pounds daily h\ food and water
consumed and -and tliiovvn overboard. He left
hi- friend-at the mouth of the harbor in the
hi -i of spirits, promi-iiiix to send hack an aeeounl of the ti ip at the lirst favorable
opportunity from the other shore.
Eastern

State

Fair.

The pros|>i i*t that tie*
tion of the Ea*h ni State

*.i‘(-ninl annual exhibiFair w ill In* one of the
largest imt held in Mine increases daily.
There will in all probabilit) be a large exhibit
from the Maritime Provinces.
Mr. F. (>. Ileal
has received a letter from a gentleman in < arleton county. N. It., who say* that a number from
that section are ta.king of bringing horses ami
cattle to the fair, tie writes that in the country there are heavy draught horses, tine bred
cattle and sheep winch will make a good showing anywhere. The arrangement with the New
Brunswick ltailwa) is such that all articles intended for « xhibition will b--carried free.
we have before stated a number of horses from
the Provinces will be entered for the trotting
an<l running events.
This year there will also
he a large exhibit from Aroostook. Everything
i> working to tin* satisfaction of tin* managers
and they are encouraged to believe that the exhibition this year will l«.- very successful.

[Bangor Commercial.

The Appointment of Captain dames Patten,
Bath .as commissioner of commerce amt
navigation, is appropriate and commendable.
It is lilting that a Maine man. himself a practieal seaman and a ship-owner, should be the
first head of the new bureau under a law in
which Maine is specially interested and for
which the country is indebted « hiclly to the
efforts of a Maine Congressman. Mr. Dingle) *s
bill to constitute a bureau of commerce and
navigation in the treasury department went into effect on the first day of this month.
By its
terms the commissioner is invested with numerous and responsible duties.
He is to exercise a general superintendence of American
seamen, and of the registers, licenses and
measurement of vessels, to decide law questions arising out of these matters and out of
collection of the tonnage tax. to collect statis-

of

tics of commerce and navigation, to supervise
all navigable waters of the United States, and
has discretion to change the names of vessels.
The commissioner is to have a deputy and a
suitable clerical force and is to report annually
what in his judgment may admit of improvement or require amendment in the navigation

laws of the United Slates.
tiser.

[Portland Adver-

The Hartford Evening Post has probably hit
the nail square on the head in the following
paragraph accounting for the opposition of
Harper’s Weekly to Mr. Blaine:

market in this eountrv to cheap made foreign
w ares, which collie into direct competition with
products of American labor. > question
vve are unable to answer. Whether their policy
or the Republican Protectiv e policv is to prevail
under the next administration is the all important issue w Inch the coining N veniber election
is to decide.
the
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Bill Nswti K. Julv '•*. In spin-of the heavy
rain on \\ ednesdav. a large audience assembled
in the afternoon to listen to Rev. K K. Hale.
D. D., of Boston. The speaker took as his subject. the government in distinction from the
administration, ami held the close attention of
his hearers for a little less than an hour.
Near
the end of ids oration he paid a very delicate
compliment to Mr. Blaine, hut did not call his
name.
Some of the alumni talk v, t v strongly
"f Prof. H. R. Chapman for president, but it is
hardly likely that he will be chosen. Prof.
Chapman lias won the confidence of a great
mail) on account of his very successful management of the a flairs of the college the past
V'-ar.
It is proposed to hold the commencement two weeks earlier than now. and begin
so much earlier in fall.
It is felt that it would
be an advantage roall concerned, on account of
the hot weather in July.
I’lie following members of the Senior elas«
were initiated into Phi Beta Kappa: W. II.
Cot lire» of Farmington. O. M. Means and K
<• Smith of
Augusta, c. c. Toney and J.
Roney. Jr. of Yarmouth, II. M. Wright of
West ford. Mass, and J. A. Waterman. Jr. of
Gorham.
The annual commencement concert, which
for the last d years has been omitted, was resumed this year by the graduating class.
Although there was a pouring rain, a large audience
assembled
in Brunswick Town Hall,
where the concert was held, and listened to
one of the best concerts ever had in commencement week.
Rhe talent consisted of Madame
Sherwin, soprano, Mr. C. R. Adams, tenor.
Miss Carrie Wells, contralto, Mr. II. R. Camel!, basso, and Giminers orchestra of Portland.
The tirst part of the programme was of miscellaneous character, and the second part consisted of tirst and second acts of Gounod's
Faust. Madame Sherwin and Mr. Adams were
received with applause and the concert was a
groat success.
Hon. Wm. R. Putnam of Portland, was elected trustee of the college.
We are iufonnnl that the arrangements for
music and speaking at the temperance eampmeeting at Lake Maranocook this year will
exceed for entertainment and instruction, any
meeting heretofore held at that place. The
children’s chorus, now forming in the various
schools and temples, to be led l>\ Mr. ami Mrs,
Bent, cornet ists, and the I'm formed Boys'
Band of Brunswick, will be a grand affair.
Hons. Nelson Dingley, J. II. I>rumtuond and
many distinguished speakers will i>e present.
Uev. Mr. Munson is now arranging for a large
meeting of leading men and women for consultation on that occasion. This meeting opens
the campaign for the adoption of the amendment

examination for admissiou to the
class at Bowdoin College Friday
thirty applicants were accepted. This number
will be largely increased at the fall examinaDEATH OF PROF. PACKARD.
tion.
The party engaged in surveying a railroad
Prof. A. S. Packard died at Squirrel Island.
Sunday noon, aged n> years, ii i- thought from )in< from Harvey. X. B.. to Moosehead Lake
heart disease. He went toeburch in the fore- report a very rocky country, covered with
den** underbrush, but quite level.
noon and listened to a sermon by Rev. Mr.
Commencement at Bowdoin College ThursBrown of Bruuswick. after which he went to
LL. I>. was conferred on Hon. James G.
day.
walk on the beach.
While returning, he fell,
Blaine. Among other prominent gentlemen
face downward. He was soon discovered and
removed to the hotel, where he died forty-live present were Rev. E. E Hale. Rev £. B.
minutes later. The body was taken to Bath W ebb. Senator Frve and Governor Robie.
Ti e Augusta Refrigerator Co., are reeeivby special boat, and taken to his home in
Brunswick. Md. Packard, a son. daughter ing now oil an average about a ear load of
a week.
meat
The popularity in that market
and niece were with him. they having gone to
of Western dressed beef is so great that it has
the island Saturday to remain over
Sunday. driven out to a
Dr.
A. Packard, son ot deceased, sailed for
great degree native beef.
The project of extending tho Shore Line
Kurope **n Wednesday Prof. Packard was
born in Chelmsford. Mass., in ]T'.*s. being a son railroad through Washington county to con
nect with the Graud Southern is now under
of Rev. Dr. Packard, a Congregational clergyman.
In bis youth he was educated at home, consideration. With due as*i>tanee from the
and after a year spent under the tuition of the people of Washington county, the work of
distinguished Dr. Abbott at Kxoter Academy construction will soon be commenced.
The Bath and Boolhbay steamer Sasanoa ran
be entered Bowdoin College, graduating in
1MU.
He at ouce devoted himself to teaching, ashore Sunday afternoon on Clough’s ledge in
pursuing that calling with success in Gorham the Slicepseot liver in a dense fog and ha*
Academy in Wiscassct. also in Bucksp. rt and careened badly and will till probably. The
Hallowell. In Is 19 he was appointed tutor in passengers, mail and baggage were taken oil’
Bowdoin College and had been a member of safely by the steamer Samoset and carried to
She has since been floated and
the Faculty of the institution continuously Boothbay.
since that time. In Is-J4 he was made Profess- beached. The boat is badly damaged.
The Maine Pres* Association. John W.
or of Latin and Greek, and occupied that chair
forty-one vi ar>. until l>tio. ha\ ing charge also Adams, of the Portland Argus. President,
for a portion of the time of rhetoric and orator). numbering forty-two left tor Boston at l.o>
Mnce ls*d he had been Collins Professor of Monday on their anuual excursion which goes
Natural and Revealed Religion. In addition t<* as far a* X* w Bedford.
In the S. J. court at Malden. Mass.. Monday.
his duties of instruction lie was for a long
time College Librarian. He was also a licensed Silas C. Thomas of Camdeu was arraigned for
and ordained preacher.
breaking and entering the house of Charles
Since the retirement
of General Chamberlain he had been acting Woodside and n- id in one thousand dollar
President of Bowdoin College, and despite his bonds for trial. July 2flth.
\. despatch from Portland July lb. states
irreat age had performed the duties of the responsible position in a most satisfactory man- that the steamer Xew Brunswick, the last reof four sp-anmrs of the International
maining
ner.
He presided last week at the Commenceline, which lefi Boston Monday morning for
ment exercises, introducing M
Blaine. On
>t.
John,
collided Monday night about ten
the same day he was re-elected acting President. His publications include an edition of miles olF soguin light with tin sehoouer Lottie
Xenophon’s Metnoraiis. the writings t»f Dr. E. Hopkins of Yiualhaven. The schooner lost
desse Appl-. toii. in two volumes, a history of the her bowsprit and hull was badly damaged,
Bunker 11:1! liniimn nt Association, ami many and ha> arrived in Portland. The steamer was
occasional essa) and addresses. He also edited only -lightly injured.
I>ied in Waterford. July 12. Caroline E.
an*i completed the history of Bowdoin.
begun Brown, well known a* the
mother of the eeieby N'ebtmiah Ch vclund.
brat* i humorist, Artemus Ward. Mrs. Brown
].<>» <>1 niK STKAMKK Si AIK UK MAINK.
wa> born in Waterford in Sept. l>nr>.
The steamer Stab of Maine, (.’apt. PyKe.
which left I *<e-t**n Friday morning, bound for
The National Democratic Convention.
st. .John, duSaturda) at 4 P. M.. PJth iiist..
••’rink on a reef at tin? extreme end of Point Cl ; V K L A NI > AN1> IIFNDKK’KS NOMIN IT'D. A
i. i*r* aux. JO miles southwest of St. John.
KI.ATFOKM WHICH Ml.ANS ANYTHING OK
A
t’A k fog prevailed at tin- time. No live- were
N< ‘THING.
M-t.
The fog whistle was blowing regularly
\\ e gave last week the doings of the Demoat full Mast at the time tin -team* r struck.
No crat* at Chicago
lij. to the close of tile first (lavs
tin
< an be attach! d to the keep* r of the fog
'e**i.»n <»f their N a;ional < onventiou. Juh >:h.
Whi-tle. The vessel is a total w reck. Her bot- The se**ion the nth wa*
occupied hy the presentom i- badly st"\e. and the water cover- the
tation of candidates
George Gray, of Delasaloon and part of the hurricane deck at high ware
the
name
of Bayard. Mr. Henpresented
water.
The pas.-* ngers are well eared for by dricks of Indiana the name of
McDonald. Mr.
Mr. 1 homas. k- perof til* L* pr.aux ighthouse. John NY.
Breckinridge of California the name
Nearly all the baggage and smaller articles be- of Carlisle. The name of Cleveland wa* prem : wen
sa\« d.
Most of *ented by Mr. Fork wood of New York. Butlong! is
thefreigbt.it is feared, will be io-t. Tin? lost ler wa* not even named. Massachusetts had
steamer was built in Hath, Me., in lsvJ. and
nothing to say when that Mate was reached in
was 14<ni ton
burden, she was owned by the the rol! call for
presenting the names of candiInternationa:
of
‘am-hip eomp;tn\
Fa-?port dates. The Butler boom went up a rocket with
M* and was e... d Jered one of the be-t steamof
noi.H
and
coruscations; it came down
pent)
ers running along
ir eastern coast.
The Kid- a stick, in silence and darkness.
\t «;.:>•> p. in.
pres- Went down t.
Lepr-aiix and took oil toe convention adjourned to lo.:»n a. m. Thursboard the pa-sengers ..f tie wrivkcd steamer
day.
sta'e
d' Maine: al.-o .'!<• pass.ugers* baggage
Thursday the convention In i I long sessions
and tin* \
1’- furni: ire. and n-turned to St.
adjourning at 1.12
morning. The platJohn. It is certain that -he will prou atota! form was read and Friday
a minority report v« a* preI"—. but her maehi:vr\ will probably be saved. sented
General
who moved to sul>Butler,
by
The steam* r Forest City lias hern’engaged to *ti?utc hi* tariff
plank for thr minority tariff
take her place. This i- the third steamer which
plank. Tiii* motion wa* lost—!»7 to 714;. The
the l.ne has lo-t this sea-on—one wa- burned
majority report was adopted and one ballot
at the .lock in Portland, on, wa- lo-t off Owl's
taken for a candidate for the Presidency a*
Head, and til*- Slate <*! Maim i- the third. The follows:
latter Meamer wa« worth o\ei s'jod.ooo. upon
Cleveland.J92
wi:i h there i- -ome insurance.
Bayard.17o
si. John. N. IF. July 14.
A dc-pateh from
Thurman.
j*s
Point Lepn aux say- the -i. aim r -'at*' of
Randall
7V
Main remains in th*--am*- eomlition. If tieMcDonald. .Mi
weather continues
it i> at pr. sent th*- \*--<
Carlisle.
27
'•an b*-got off ami the machinery -aved.
Th*
Flower.4
tug iiirigo and a wood boat ar* taking off the
;{
lloadly..
freight. Tln re i- a larg* Miianti'y that .an l*e
Tllden*.1
brought off. Plundering i- «\i*nsi\el\ carried
Hendricks.
1
on.
The convention then adjourned to ]u o'clock
ANlMiOSSIl*
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STKAMKIt.

Wednesday morning Mrs. Harris, employed

th<- steamer Treinont. entered stateroom 2b
u'traeted by the cries ot an infant, and found a
girl baity of about six months old in b*-d. In
ill* window was a :i• k♦»
••m Boston to |\.riland. tog. tb*‘i with a bundle o: baby cloth' s.
M;*. Harris opened tin bundle and found ticyarmt-nts to 1?<-ofwry nice material b inds...neAii that is known about tie mall' !
i> mad'
I* that just
le fon- the Treinont sailed from

on

Boston, a lady handsomely dressed eatne on
board, purchased a t lo t and was assigned to
stateroom 2b.
No one re i.embered to bavi
seen her after the boa' left.
It is considered
possible, but not probable, she went on shore
mo
being
again. S
lady of refinement, aiid the clothes of tin infant would indicate that the mother was in
good circumstances. The infant was nt hack
on the Treinont Thursday in charge of Mrs.
Harris, who pronounced it **a perfectiv ioveiv
child.”
s.

MaINK HISTOKI. aI.

mii

IKI

V.

The annual meeting of the Maine Historical
^"••iety met at Brunswick. July 11.2* members
being in attendance. President J. W. Bradbury presid'd. 'The r-port of the Treasurer
showed a fund ol 81o.7**m. It was annoum-t 1
that a valuable volume of the Trelawtiey paThe
pers would be printed in three weeks.
President announced that one of the two easts
of tie- Longfellow statue, in Westminster
Abbey, had been offered to the society and accepted by hiiii in their behalf.
The following w< re elected for the ensuing
year: President. Ja>. W. Bradbury, of Augusta: Vic*-President. W illiam <>. Barrows, of
Brunswick: Secretary. (.. \V. (.old. of Windham: Treasurer. Lew
Pierce, of Portland; Biographer. J.-st ph Williamson, of Belfast; >
W.
P.
rotary.
Bryant. <-f Portland: standing
CommUUe. If. K
Sewail of Wiseasset. \V. J*.
W indLapham, of Augusta. William Hold
ham. K. H. LlwHI. of Portland, Joseph Williamson of Belfast. Jam' s 1*. Baxter, of Porthind. J. L. Chamberlain of Brunswick; Honorary M« mber, Juim-s <i. Blaine, of Augusta.

Adjourned.

POST.MAS

KItM SaI.AKIKS.

The Chief of the Salary aud Allowance Division of the Post Cilice Department has just
completed the annual readjustment of salaries
of first. second and third class ofliees. in accordwit a Tic- n t of March o. T>s;h The folant
lowing sic As the efleet of the readjustment
Upon tic- Postmasters .f N w Kngland.
In
Maine the ultiees at Bridgton aud Foxeroft are
relegated from third to fourth class.-with coni1 'eiisiiti''ii dependent on value of stamps canceled.
'The salaries of the following l*ostmasters w-ll be 810" k-ss than last year:
Augusta.
Bangor. Bath. Biddeford. Brunswick. Bucksport, Calais, Camden, Dexter, Kastport. (iardim r. Lewiston. Richmond. South Brunswick.
Tbomaston and W inthrop. All others remain

unchanged.

MECHANIC'S MYSTKKIOIS DISAPPEARANCE.
There is much excitement in >1. George ovr
the mysterious disappearance of imar W. Eermond. a meehanic .V» years old. employed in
making repairs on the* porgie factory a’t Port
Clyde. IP resides in Warren, and has beer,
boarding at the Port Clyde Hotel. He was last
seen about u o'c uek Monda>
evening, when he
left the hotel. It is thought that he has either
committed suicide or met with foul play. The
woods have been searched without finding any
trace of him and tin* harbor will be <I ragged.
Lcrmond is a temperate man and it is not
known that be had any suicidal tendencies.
A

A

VISITOR

IN

At

CCSTA.

A young lady visiting friends in this city, astonished her relative s the other thiy after being
on the street awhile, by coining
suddenly into
the house, and in answering the exclamations
as to where she had been, said
“Why. she had
only been down to the steeple.” “Steeple?
\\ by. what steeple?" “Why, the steeple there
—the Soldiers' irnaiucnt.” Says she. “I want
to see the Slate House to see what it looks like.
Suppose we passed lots of them on the wav
here in the ears, but didn't know them as they
don't have any down our way." [Kennebec
Journal.
A

MAINE MORMON.

Just about now there seems to be an epidemic of bigamists, and a newspaper is nowhere
unless it can report one or more men with plural wives, singular though it mav be.
If reports are true our neighbors of the Fairfield
Journal might a tale unfold to harrow up one's
soul.
We have it on good
authority that a certain old buck in that vicinity is at present
openin
mormon
living
ly
regular
style. He is said
to he a fighter, and for this reason, is as
yet undisturbed. [Waterville Sentinel.
A

.SUCCESSFUL TEACHER.

Miss Addie N. Owen, daughter of Howard

Owen, Esq., of Augusta, was on Saturday last
unanimous!/ elected by the Board of Directors
of the Cony High .School, of Augusta, second
assistant in that institution.

Miss Owen is

a

graduate ofMlie Augusta High School, and of
the Western Stale Normal Seboo), and since
her graduation from the latter institution has
been
ne of
the assistants in the Augusta

Grammar School where she has been
cessful.

verv

.suc-

IN GENERAL.

The Chase House at Squirrel Island has now
about fifty guests.
Gen. Geo. It. AIcLelktn has engaged rooms
at the Rodick House, Alt. Desert, for August.
The grocers and fruit dealers report that
field strawberries are extremely scarce.
Mrs. Raymond, nee Annie Louise ( ary, is
spending the summer at the Atlantic House,
.Scarboro Reach.
A new post office lias been established at
Owl’s Head, Knox County, and Ann G. Karr
appointed post mistress.
Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of the L' S. circuit court, at Portland, and family, are summering at Old Orchard.
Mrs. Zacbariah Chandler, of Detroit, Mich.,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Eugene Hale, at
her Ellsworth home.
Rev. S. Boothbv, a well-known Baptist
clergyman, died in Lewiston Wednesday afternoon, at the age of 77 yrs.
The Comptroller of the Currency has author- |
ized the Merchants’National Bank of Gardiner, i
Me., to begin business with a capital of $100,000.
Dr. Cullis will not hold his usual camp-meeting at Old Orchard this season. He will go to
the mountains instead.
Bowdoiu College Commencement hereafter
will be the last Thursday of June, and Prof.
Chapman will act as President, another year.
Capt. Jarvis Patten, the newly-appointed i
Commissioner of Navigation, will serve without remuneration, no provision having been
made for his salary.
The Wayne Dairying Association factory
now consumes about 2500 pounds of milk
per
day, making about 250 pounds of cheese. The
season will close about Sept. 15th.
Capt. and Airs. John Bakeman of Cape
Rozier. celebrated their golden wedding, July
4th. Many relatives and friends from Bangor,
Ellsworth and other places were present.
Daniel G. Hall of Bangor, wanted in that
city for attempted murder on Hampden road,
last January, and who was arrested in Lewiston on Saturday, the 5th inst., afterwards escaping from the city prison in Lewiston, was
arrested at Lewiston on Monday.

F

Bights to all within our borders,
Freedom’s work must guarantee,
our masses, lire our forges,
Set our sails on every sea.
And our iiveat man must lead ua.
Truest trumn of Freedom's strain.
Llr-t! the music of the pine woods,
Moves the nation’s soul with Blaine.
Sound the slogan,
Blaine and Logan,
Millions shall the vote maintain.
V-deo the loudest airs of Freedom
I ;i tin* song of Eighty-four,
Till majestic in its volume
It shall force the White House door.
F
the nation’s grand uprising,
Felt from Mexico to Maine,
Hails a true and trusted leader
In ti«i- standard hearer Blaine.
And the slogan,
Blaine and Logan,
Means no martyrs die in vain.

ol. changes in his lav or were announced faster
than :bev could be r»-cord* d.
He received us:t
votes, and his nomination wa* made unaniluoti*.
The follow ing is t !i<• ballot a* dually re-

ported

:

Whole number of vote*. .s2u
N■ eessary to a choice .’47
Cleveland
(isj
Ba v ard.M ;
Hendricks.
4'»j
Randall. 4
Thurman. 4
M. Donald. 2
After four hours' rece-s 1 he convention reconvened and
unanimously nominated (iov.
Hendriek- of Indiana tor tin \
iTe-idi ney. Jt
i- believed that Butler and Tammanv wi i bolt
the ticket.
Ml;.

hi:m>kk

KS

AOAIN.

The nomination of Mr. Hendricks to the s< <•ond place on the Democratic ticket is a great
surprise. If Mr. Tiid«-n had been nominated
there would have be. n a titties- in naming Mr.
Hendricks for the -n ond place, hut to place
him second oil a tn-ket with (iov. Cleveland
-•i nis
v-ry much ■•ut of plain—a fact which
Cov. Hendriek' seemed to appreciate.
Mr.
Hendriek- ha--one tiling (»1 a national reputation from the fact that he became a member of
th I'nitcd States Senate during the war. when
there were lew Democrats in that body, and at
once made himself prominent for hioppose
tion to the Lincoln Administration.
In fact he
w;ts what was known in those day- a- an Indiana

copperhead.

During

the

period

of

recoil-

ion ie-wit- prominent as an obstructionist, opposing with ability all ot the constitutional amendments proposed at that time. lie
is the Senator who. in one of hi- speeches denouin-ing the policy of the llepublican Administration. d-« hired that '-th. Democratic party
insist thar this shall be a white man's governnn-i ».'*
When tin currency .pi -tion came up
Mr. Hendricks took side- with the intlationi't-.
so much so that in IsTu, when In
became a candidate with Mr. Tilden.it was feared that Inwould not see hi- way clear to agree with tinhead of the ticket on that subject in their letters of acceptance. On tin question of the
tariff, ex-Governor Hendricks ha- been classed
as a free trader: at least, all of his utterances
hav» be**n in that direction. It has been generally understood that Mr. Tiiden and his inimediatc friends never held Governor Hendricks
in high esteem.
For instance, Mr. Dana of tin
Sun, when asked if Mr. Hendriek- would do
fora Presidential candidate, said rather abruptly : -No: he is too small a pattern, lie is a
very respectable, conservative man: would
make a first rate vestryman, but In- lias not
breadth, courage and force enough to fill Andrew Jackson’s place. [Boston Journal.
struct

INTERVIEW

WITH CONGRESSMAN
KEN.

Mil.LI-

Hon. S. L. Millikcn was interviewed in Boson tils way home from
Washington and expressed only the most cheerful vi -ws of Republican prospects in h’s own State and the
country at large. He had no idea who would
be the Democratic candidate, and thought it
didn't matter much, though lie would rather
-oe Cleveland nominated
than any one else
prominently spoken of. “His nomination"
Mr.
Millikcn.
“would
says
give us a decided
majority in New York, and would make every
northern state sure for us, while south of Mason and Dixon's line it would
plunge the Democrats into new and unexpected difficulties.
But the Democrats can't nominate anvbody
who can beat Blaine. I really think Butler
wo^ld come nearer to it than anybody else,
but-what he gained in the North he might lose
in the South, and many of the best men there
would not support him anyway."
“W hat do you think of
Republican prospects
in the .South?"
“In A\ e*t Virginia and Florida even now
they
ton

are

flattering,

and

they

by

hopeNorth Carolina, Tennessee and Mary1 spoke at a Blaine meeting in Frederick
are

no

means

less, in
land.
in the latter State, the other night.
It was one
of the most enthusiastic I ever saw
anywhere,
and they told me it was tin- largest ever held iL
town.
The Southern people do not hate Blaine,
and many Southern congressmen have told me
of their good will toward him, and that
by no
means would they be
entirely cast down if be
'vas elected.
A Georgia congressman said this
week he believed Massachusetts would be a
free trade state in five years and
Georgia a
protectionist state. The rapid growth of Southern manufacturing interests is
going to help us."
“How as toot In r Democratic aspirants than
Cleveland and Butler?"
“I am perfectly willing to see Bayard in the
iT'dd. His reputation is largely wind, and his
nomination would bring into the field a powerful factor in a national contest which has not
been much talked about. He has some bitter
11 ud able enemies.
Thurman is old and full of
muiiT Nothing would he pleasanter than to
have Tiiden put up.
All the Republicans would
bav. to do would be to >wear be was dead, and
d* fy their opponent* to display the corpse, and
they couldn't do it."
A< to Maine. Mr. Millikcn was conservative
in bis expressions. He believes Gov. Robie
\vi 1 be p -elected in September,
by 10.000 majority at least, though Blaine's majority in November will, of course, be much larger. Something will naturally depend on the size of the
Democratic barrel,'‘hut the general result will
n«»t b« a fleeted thereby.

riday.
Friday.

after a m !*t \eiting *< ssion tin* nmveution nominated Gro\er Cleveland f««r the
l’residenev. An attempt was mad- b\ his opcombine on (Governor Hendrick* of
}i ments
Indiana, and then- wa* a tremendous demonstration over the representative of ••the old
ticket."
But the eonventi.*n refu*e.l to be
stampeded. Tie’ tide soon turned in favor of
New York’s Governor, ami win u the roll of
States had been oiu-e ailed on the second bal-

Hays of Eighty!

Help

AN

A

PROMPT

AND

EMPHATIC DENIAL.

The II*-raid from time to time publishes the
ot men in the Republican
party who arc
claimed t*< !»■ hostile to Mr. Hlaine. For the
uiM'i
part such men have not been in the
Republican ranks for some time. In the issue
ol W
M. Hailey, Esq..
dnes*lay the name of
"I M inthrop \va> given and the remark was
adde*l: "Mr. Hailey is the millionaire oil doth
manufacturer, and Ik sav> that the Plumed
Knight has m>t been veracious in his official rei:ui"U> with him.” Mr. Hailey being in the
city on \\ * (inesday a frieml called his attention
t** the statement.
Thereupon he came to The
.I'ltirnai office ami expressed surprise and indignation: "I have had business relations
with Mr. Hlaine for twenty years, anti I have
always found him one of the fairest and most
honorable men I ever met—conspicuously upright. I have been a Hlaine man more than
iw nty years, and I w as never more of a Hiaitie
man than
1 am to-day.
I both admire and
in-uor him. ami though never in politics, I am
doing all I can to promote his election. I
Kn<»w he will make the
country an excellent
President, i cannot see why the Herald pubii-h*" such reports. No man lias been near
im- to speak ol Mr. Hlaine.
If lie had 1 would
nave told him just as I tell
everybody—that I
am D»r Hlaine because
my judgment and my
regard for the man make me a zealous sup( buries M.
porter.
Hailey 1< not only one of
’he leading business men in Maine, but he is
<*nc of the most
prominent members of the
h riends and a leader in the work of the
Young
Men s ( hrMian Association in Maine. He is
naturally the reverse of an enthusiastic man.
I liis. we believe, is a fair
sample of the camI paig n work which the Herald is doing lu Maine.
names

:

j

It is

independent journalism.

KKED SITS DOWN ON S. S. COX.
I he ( omrrcssional Record
brings the full report of the Sunday tilt between Congressmen
Kt <-d and Cox. The latter in debate had

quoted language used by himself in a previous
i speed), attributing it to Admiral Porter. The
admiral was made to say that it would be unwise to vote money for more steel cruisers be; lorc those already on the stocks were tested.
Mr. Reed showed by a letter from tin* admiral
1 hat
lie never said so. and by the Record that
Mr. Cox had quoted himself for the admiral.
<
Mr.
ox had to
acknowledge His funny mistak1- hut not before he had made another
by
losjng hU temper and getting decidedly the
worst ot it. He or any other man needs to
1
hav perfect command of himself if lie would
encounter the Maine member.

j

WHAT MAINE PAPERS
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Cl'KKKNT COMMENT.
A decided opposition to ( It velaml was *hown
by tin,- labor nominees of Rochester,N. Y.

Tli«- Democratic ticket falls llat -it Albanv |
New York City. There was but very little j
enthusiasm manifested in either city last eveand

niug.

The workingmen of America are distinctly !
by the convention that while the Demo- !
craey wants their volt s. It i* entirely indlti'er- !
cut to their interests.
(ien. Butler says: “It i* the same old Democraey. vascillating hither ami thither, afraid to
stand up and proclaim for ativthiug or any- j
body. 1 haven’t given the nomination am
thought.”
j
Murat Halstead of the Cincinnati Coiniuer-I
eial-Gazette declares that “The Democratic;
ratification of the Republican nominations ha* ;
proceeded in the usual order of business to a
happy termination
A Maine Democrat telegraphed to Chicago'
appealing “in behalf of 10.000 temperauee j
Democrats of Maine" against an anti-temperance plank in the platform.
But the convention resolved against “sumptuary laws” all the |
told

|

SAY.

Belfast Age asserts that the "Republican
against the nomination is so wide spread
and disastrous that in the Empire State but one
newspaper supports the ticket.” If the Age
knows anything it knows that statement is
false. [Press.
1 his
1 am holier than thou.” performance of
th' sc eminent gentlemen who
wrap the mantle
of "the better element” around them and conspicuously display a label: "For sale to the
party who will grant us power,” will deceive
no one.
[Fairfield Journal.
A prominent Democrat from a
neighboring
town remarked yesterday that
they would
the
election
this
fall
sure,
"for,” says he,
carry
"we've got the solid South against you.”* "So
you had in *0u and '01.” remarked a bystander,
"and yet you didn't win.” [Eastport ‘Sentinel.
Na>; is not needed in American politics. A
foreigner, whatever his special gifts, who comes
to our shores only to sell himself to work scurrility for the highest bidder, should be told
that political parties here are
already more than
nauseated with even better men. [Waterville
Mail.
The statement iu the letter of the Augusta
correspondent of the Boston Herald of June
10th. that S. S. Marble would not support Mr.
Hlaine Is untrue. Mr. Marble is as eminent
and loyal a Republican as there is in Maine and
he will rentier effective service for the
Republican party in the
coming campaign. He is not a
kicker, or a bolter, or a sorehead, but a true
and staunch Republican. [Somerset Reporter.
••
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KTKItS.

A

POINTS.

Memory holds them ever dear.
Great in deeds and great in leaders,
Men without reproach and fear.
Lincoln lit the path of duty
And the freeman’s work made plain.
Garfield gave it light of noonday,
Martyrs chief of thousands slain!
Let our slogan,
Blaine and Logan,
Peal, a million-voiced refrain.

—*

I»F>KIMKI»

sixty!

STATE I!EA

Mr. Blaine's picture at the headquarters of
the Republican State committee in Auburn,
has been supplemented by a fine engraving of
Hon. John A. Logan, the gift of admiring
friends. Both pictures will hang high on the
wall for the people to gaze upon. Judge Wing
dictates letters in the forenoon to the amanuensis, and the rest of the day is passed in office
work.

LOGAN.

Men who In th nation’s peril
Battled for the truth and right,
Thought as did our martyred Lincoln,
And with Grant endured the light,
Once again your country calls you
That the work may not he vain,
sets in front her chosen champion
In the mighty man of Maine.
Sounds the slogan.
Blaine and Logan.
Millions swell the growing strain.

..

BABY

Politicians.

and

BLAINE AND

1

A

Politics

Maine

Fresbmau

ALL OVER THE STATE.

A drum corps is to be organized in Augusta
for the Blaine and Logan club.
A very prominent Greenbacker from the
northern part of Paris has announced that he
will support Blaine and Logan.
The Oxford Democrat is informed that two
of the officers of the Andover Blame and
Logan Club were formerly Greenbaekers. but
now propose to support tile Republican ticket.
Dexter is brilliant with Blaine and Logan
Hags. One of them, hung out by Messrs.
Eldridge and Sprague, lias also the motto.
“Protection to Americau Industry."
Hon. T B. Reed, Hon. Win. P. Frye and
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin will attend the York
county convention at Alfred, August 7th, and
make addresses in the afternoon.
Whitelaw Reid of the New York Tribune,
and Charles Emory Smith of the Philadelphia
Press, with William Walter Phelps. M. <\ from
New Jersey. arrived in Augusta Friday afternoon. by the “Flying Yankee," and are the
guests of Mr. Blaiue.
During: Friday afternoon Mr. Blaine received
several dispatches from different States regarding the effect of the nomination, and ail were
of the mo t encouraging nature, two from
Indiana declaring that State to he as certain as
Vermont: that State east its fifteen electoral votes for Tilden in 187b and for Garfield iu
1880.
ILm J. Manchester Haynes at Augusta has
just received by express, from California, sixteen gigantic cones gathered tinder the big
pines of Calaveras county. They are contributed by the Republicans of that county.
The following stanza accompanied the gift :
From Siskiyou to San Diego
From the Sierras to the sea
Uraska greets Dirigo
Uniting sea with sea.

A counterfeit £10 silver certificate is in circulation.

Twenty million feet

of

lumber
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withheld it. The explanation is simple.
The Journal is a newspaper and reports all
matters of public interest, while the Age can

|

paper

themselves completely at the mercy of the boss
Chinamen and their slaves. A member of one
of the leading firms said to a reporter of a Sau

nothiug except through Democratic spectacles. It was hardly necessary for the Age to
sec
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A school of mackerel has struck into

Penobscot
good catches have been made in the
lower harbor. The fish are of good size.

D. (i.
doll’s

temperance meeting will be held at the
church, Belfast, Sunday afternoon at 3.45

The next

subscribing.

Canvassers for

operations have begun on the new block
skating rink to be erected on Main

of stores and
We will send

Warden, of this city, the manufacturer of
chairs, has an order from Boston for 500.

bay and

some

files for evidence that we are opposed to Greeubaekism. There has never been
any room for doubt as to the Journal's position
on the financial or other
questions of the day.
But we have never spoken of the Greenbackers
our

JAMES G. BLAINE,

was

burned

Toledo last week.

ROBIE,

>.

A bank cashier of Erie. Pa., who embezzled
to Canada.

£150,000, has goue

The lish in Lake Ontario are dying by the
thousand and polluting the water.
A ticket nominated in Lucas county, Ohio.,
is composed wholly of red-beaded men.
A Chinaman was baptized into the Methodist Church at White Plains, N. Y.. on Sunday.

Congress failed to provide

judgments

for the

payment of

of the French Claims Commission.

«

••

'1

«

There is an epidemic of measles in New York.
There were 15b deaths last week from this disease.

A gentleman who saw General Grant recently says he seem- very old and completely broken

down.

Bayard Taylor's parent-, both “in tie- nineties." still live in the boiis<‘ he built at Keiinett
Square. Pa.
France is said to be intriguing for tin-possession of Macao a- a ba>e of operations
against China.
The President of the savings bank which reat Erie. Pa., has been arrested for
embezzlement.

cently faded

mile at Cleveland Fritrotted
Jay Eye
day with running mate in ill:. failing to beat
his record of 2 loj.
See

a

The tirm of A. Dyett A Co. of New York,
with which John ( Euo transacted his stock
operations, has failed.
The appointment of Mr. Kasson as United
States Minister to Germany ha> created an excellent impre.-sion in Berlin.
The Postmaster General says the letter
carriers will receive their tlfteen da>.-‘ l<*;ive of
absence, as provided by law.
A Ward*- net liabilities are given as.").7(ts.7s7.S7. The total lo— to creditors will
between
be
$4,000,000 and $.j,0o0,000.
(.rant

The cholera scare has affected the passenger
business of the Mediterranean steamers, but
not those sailing for more northerly ports.
The gross earnings of the Suez ('anal last
were $1 J.oou.ooo. and stockholder's dividends amounted to no less than 10 per cent.

year

The Ohio coal exchange lets decided to import Swedes and Hungarians to take the places
of 3.000 men now locked out in Hocking Valley.
The eon! tact for supplying post otlice lock
boxes to the ditfeivnt post offices throughout
the country ba.-b'-en awarded to Yale A Towne.
At Marshall, Texas, one man attempted
twice to push another on top of a ein ular -aw.
The latter ended the struggle b> shooting the
other.
The trustees of the British Museum have ju.-t
purchased Milton's Bible, ll contains, in the
poet's handwriting, the dates of the birth of hi-

ehildren.

General Iglesias has resigned the presidency
Peru and convoked a general election. Chilians have begun the final evacuation of Peruvian
of

territory.
The commanders of Portuguese war vessels
have ascended the Congo and annulled the
treatise that Mr. Stanley had coin-hided with
the natives.
An assessment of 100 per cent, has been
levied on the stockholders of the Marine
National Bank of New York, by order of the

Comptroller.

The wealth of the United States is s.Mt.ono.000,000, or $000 to each inhabitant: that of
Great Britain is $40.000.ooo.ood, or si.ooo to
each inhabitant.
The corner stone of the great statue of “Libto be erected on Bcdloc’s Island. New
York Harbor, will be laid, Aug. f>th, with Masonic ceremonies.

erty"

Army worms, rose bugs and caterpillars arc
making lively work for the farmer- of Long
1-land. N Y.. whose crops have greatly suttered by their ravages.
The Spanish mlni-tcr in Washington says
the reports afloat of the proposed sale or transfer of Cuba by the Spanish government are untruthful and absurd.
The failure of Grant A M at'd was a most remarkable one, as is shown by the schedule tiled
in court. Their liabilities were $l(;,7'.»2.(i47 and
the actual assets $07,174.
The National Association of Commercial
Travellers held an annual reunion in Boston
Wednesday and Thursday. The next meeting
will be in New York. .July 1SS5.
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A sweet potato exhibited at Crawford, (ia.,
measured 4A feet in length, and was from 10 to
lo inches in circumference.
It grew almost
straight down 3.. feet in the earth.

In New England during the month of June
the temperature averaged from two to three
degrees above the normal, and the rain fall was
from one to two inches below tiie average.
The national division of the Sous of Temperof America, is holding its fortieth session,
in Halifax, N. S. The membership is (>(5.870,
and the cash receipts last year, were $03,000.
ance

liiehard A. Proctor, the astronomer, arrived
in New York in the City of Rome on Sunday.
He intends to become a permanent resident of
this country and to be a citizen of the republic.
Rev. Father A. L. McMullen of St. Man's
College, Baltimore, died Wednesday. He was
chaplain at Libby prison during the war and
was a warm friend to the soldiers of both
armies.
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I.eaf,

Swedish young
city, has

New York, duly It. The meeting of the
National Committee of tin* Irish American

sheds in this

Republican League

for the Journal.

and other prominent Irish
citizens was held at Long Branch to day for
the purpose of organizing for the coming campaign. Hon. A. S. Morrison presided. \
numbers of telegrams and letters from the
different parts of the countrv making reports
of the Blaine and Logan movement were read.
It was resolved to hold a convention of lrishAmeriean Republicans at Cincinnati September
JO. A committee was appointed to prepare an
address and a plan for the campaign. An
executive committee, consisting of lion. A s.
Morrison, Hon. J. d. (ieghan, das. S. o'Bierne.
was appointed to take charge of the details of
the calling of the convention and conduct of
the campaign. J. d. (ieghan was appointed
secretary, vice Jos. Now Ian deceased, who had

large
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News

Sample Copies.

Mr. Keating, of this city. Invited a number of his
Francisco paper:
Mr. Delano, the barber, 1ms added a schooner
friends to bis house on Monday evening to witness
I ouly wish I could stop at once and forever
boat to the Belfast yacht fleet. The craft was forthe unfolding of a night blooming ccreus.
giving work to Chinamen. Hut if I did 1
merly a seine boat and used at one time for a
Mr. Will Gordon, of this city, has received a new
might as well close my warehouse. I could
barge.
Main street. M. P. Woodcock A Son, Main street.
not get my work done.
1 am obliged to sub- fifty.seven Inch American star
the
finest
D. P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, High street.
bicycle,
Mr. Edward Johnson of this city has purchased
mit to every injustice and l dare not say a
Seahsport.—Av the Post Office. Mr. (
E.
machine of the kind in town. It is nickel plated
word in return. The Chinese companies.’ or
the metallic life boat No. 1.
Adams is authorized to receive subscriptions and
formerly owned on
as “an insignificant, lousy crowd,” as did the 1
and of the latest kind.
now
We
have
maeight
unions, dictate the prices I pay, the parties to
advertisements.
board the wrecked steamer City of Portland. The
Age when they declined to follow that paper whom I must give the work ’and how it shall chines in town, and the boys are talking of forming boat nas been
Bt crsport.—U. II. Emerv A Co.
rigged with a leg-of-mutton sail and
WINTERPOUT.—E. M. Hall.
into the Democratic party. And this is more be done. It makes my heart bleed often when a club.
will tie used as a pleasure boat for Mr Johnson’s
Camden.—F. Lewis.
women with families to support apply to me 1
than
is
it
the
basest ingratitude, in for
unkind,
1 lot’lton—Geo. Carleton.
Seamen say that the spar buoy inside the menu
work that I eaunot give it to them.’ I can
family. The boat is a very safe one.
view of the fact that Greenback votes elected
only employ them to make the button-holes, at nient, in our harbor, Is not in the right place. It
The finest yacht to visit our harbor this season
the editor of the Age to the Senate two years which, if they work hard, they can earn from should be farther to the Northeast. The old one
was the sch. Fearless, of
>wampseot, of tin- Boston
75 cents to $1.25 a day. On Saturday nights was broken off
the tee of last winter, and can
ago.
by
yacht club, which came in on Sunday. She Is
these poor women will perhaps receive $;> or
now be seen at low water.
It
is
a
distance
the
Journal has said warrants the $4. while some hulking Chinese box. who ilong
owned by E. K. and L. H. Phillips, of Swampscot.
Nothing
loose talk of the Age about buying up the practically a slave-owner. i» taking away $5o0 from the new one.
She Is thirty tons measurement, tall spared and
or $600.
Chinese cheap labor is a myth and a
Mr. Frank W. Collins, formerly of Belfast, has
perfect in finish and architectural beauty. The
(ireenbaekers. Had we been haunted by any
humbug. What we want now in this city i>
Messrs Phillips and a party are on board, liound
Mich fear as the Age intimates the result of the
about 3.000 or 4,000 white families who umier- entered Into partnership in the fish bustne-> with
Mr. Stephen Chase, at Uoekland. The firm Is now
to Bar Harbor. On Tuesday the yacht took out for
recent conference would have allayed it.
We stand this work, and every manufacturer would
a -ail a Belfast party.
did not need the testimony of the Age that “the gladly rid himself of the Chinese incubus. known as Chase A Collins. Their buildings have
l
am
Why, sir,
paying from $30 to $40 a week been extended at TUtson’s wharf and the business
Hi'KCH Notes.
The I'nlurlan society, f Bel(ireenbaekers are not chattels for sale to the | to Chinese cutters who do not understand the
will be enlarged. Mr. Collins thoroughly underfast, has settled the Rev. J. A. Savage as Us pastor,
highest bidder;’* but it no doubt speaks from business. I would gladly have white men. stands the fish trade and Is a valuable
1
"ho will commence labors August first.
acquisition to
but I am not allowed to.' If I did. inv work
Mr.
personal experience, and in vindicating those would not be done.
the firm.
Savage comes from Nantucket, ts a gentleman .>7
who needed no vindication it has condemned
of
yearhas
a
and
comes
ago,
family,
high I v
<>ur Democratic friends in till- cltv are jubilant
itself.
Some items on the outside of this issue of the
Our report shows that Democratic
recommended.After next Sunday the North
over the nomination of Cleveland and Hendricks.
bribes and bullying were alike without effect Journal will be found of interest
hurcli will hr closed for a few
A Washing- I On l
Sundays_The
rlday a bulletin board, on which appeared the
upon the (ireenbaekers, and “the worn out and ton despatch to the Boston Herald emphasi/. > ballot from the Chicago convention, was posted in subject of Rev. Mr. Ross'Sunday morning sermon
.;
idNorth
churcn
b<
will
“The assimilative powFOR PRESIDENT,
disgusting twaddle about fusion*' which has tin' importance of asserting, and placing this front of W. T. Colburn’s store. There was i. >t the
er of faith.”
tilled the columns of the Age for the past year country in a position to assert the Monroe doc- crowd or enthusiasm which characterized the Re- i
Law Casks.
1
Mr. Berry, clerk >f Courts for
or two lias evidently
proved nauseating. In trine—both in the line of the Republican policy | publican gathering while waiting the result of the 1
Waldo county, has received the following cases
•
OF MAINE.
dot-lining to be longer made a convenience of and platform, but opposed by the Democrats: Republican convention. On the receipt of the news
from the law court .—Franklin ,J. Pea-e vs
Joseph
bv a few oilire-secking Democrats the Greenand an article from the Bath Times shows the announcing the nomination of Cleveland, our
Boardman. “Dismissed from Law Docket." A la
FOR SICE PRESIDENT,
barkers of Waldo county not only asserted necessity for taking steps to protect American 1 friends got out the brass piece and posted it on j
w
Ersktne v« Elizabeth Tyler. Rescript
I I
Rogers’ hill on the east side, where a «?\!utc of
their manhood but have given the best evidence sailors in foreign ports, where they are now
JOHN A.
thirty-six rounds was 11 red. A t lev eland an I Hen- demandant the assignee of a mortgage given by li
of their faith in the principles they advocate.
murdered with impunity. President Biaine
fetidant to ,>»p Ablal W. Ersklnc produces the
dricks club will soon be formed.
OF ILLINOIS.
We do not agree with them, but we respect
will change all that.
mortgage and notes received thereby and an assigi
I m: Mick I’onI'
The question whether or mu
ment t" tdmself
We see no reason why lie 1- not
tin in for having the courage of their convicFOR GOVERNOR,
If every party organ would buy a cheap edi
the Mini Rond in this eitv contains water enough
entitled to judgment thereon. Conditional tudg
tions.
tion of the New Testament, cut out the first for tire
has
often
been dl.-eus*,-|.
Some ment for demandant. Amount to be fixed at ills!
purposes
The so-called Fusion party has been nothing eleven verses of the fifth chapter of the Ad* of
FREDERICK
aiv of the artirmative opinion, some otherwise.
^ the
prius.
Apostles and post them in s>nn consplcu mi*
more nor less than a combination in the interOF GORHAM.
The
iquestion
again being agitated. It is an aeplace, perhaps the busine** of nailing ':•••* wonid
A
1.1 hh \i;A Lot.
The eUy council at It* last
est of otliee-seekers. and
of
a
k:•
devoid
fact
that in a dry
nmi
utterly
not be so prominent a branch of industn this
-wiedged
mr water
mveting Instructed a committee to see whether >r
or
season
a>
now
for
Are
and
seems probable.
If mak<* 10.
other purposes m totally tnadcFOR PRESIDESTI XI. ELECTORS
policy
-upp
principles. Its ultimate aim. now
u«'t ^ '*» ad visa b!,.
purchase a lot of land from the
matter whether you get the old version or the
qimi-u and that if a conflagration should get well
Electors at Large,
plainly seen, was to bring into the Democratic uew. Kither
"’V.
-*Ly estate for a llbrarv -t. A strip f
will answer. j Boston Herald.
under way at
ii times it w i:l
be Out a repetiJOHN s. CASK, of Rockland.
party men to whom the principles of that parland
If papers like the Boston Herald, refrained
adjoining the l idled States Custom House and
WESTON F. Ml I.LIKEN, of Portland.
| tion "t is«;s and 1'7» Tne Matbcws p.ros. nave P-.st office
ty were abhorrent in the past, anti who cannot from
be extending from Main to Franklin
Firs-1 District...(II ARLE> M MO>lN.
uttering so many lie* there would not he made a proposition to the city council to experiSecond District..1
RICHARDSON.
now be in sympathy with its free trade and
«trei t- and three rod* i-eiow T. W
Pitcher lot
as
occasion to use so many nails.
ment tn the matter.
Ir 1- proposed to lay a surface
Third District.\RNKR ( ORFRN.
"'eii
offered
for *4.'*00. Belfast has two legacies
free rum tendencies.
The fusion game has
Fourth District.C. F. A. JOI1N>ON.
pipe h'-mthe M uk Rond t-> « ir: er’> -hlpyard in
to
for a puMi
amounting
been played for all it is worth anti lias had its
We read recently in the Hast Boston Advo- -ue.h manner that bram h
library, which
pipes may be connected "Ail o,- aval
e at
I a III
a V n;
E »R REPRESENTATIVES TO C(»N<;RP.SS.
-urfi a !.: t is
day in Maine. The State steal made It infa- cate a report of a lecture on A Protective Taritf. therewith for the purpose of supplying reservoirs.
I
lie
1*
nee,--ary.
whether or no| this
First District.THOMAS R. REED,
.p;,*[ion
mous. ami tic Fusion leaders have for the most
by K. M. McPherson, K*«j. It \\a> a reply to The <-ost Is estimated at $4eu, <>\ wtimh the Mat!
Second IMstriet.NELSON 1>1 N't.LEY. JR.
parti 'uiar ioi 1- deslrai !e. Our own opinion is that
Third District.>ETI1 L. MII.LIKEN.
part been relegated to private life where they free trade lectures delivered in Hist Boston, ews R.ros. wiil pay one-fourth part Saturday after
the location
a good one. ills central an
ust re
Fourth District.CHARLES A IK >1 TELLE.
are likelv to remain.
and a very able one. Mr. McPherson evident- I rio.'ii Charli 1'. Richard?-, chief« mincer of ; e fin
tired enough to la ,pitot. We h >pe the matter will
The Age pretends to fear that the Greenbaek- ly believes in an American policy, and lie
department, measured the ht-tance an i found that ; be discusso' and receive the attenilon It
wry
deserves
The Two Chicago Conventions.
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A BOSTON IIKHALI) MARK'S NEST.
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into it, is that there is*a great deal of it. The
Careful experiments have led to the
much,
the
though
prevailing idea in Winthrop of the presence in the atmosphere of discovery
convention ought to have left something for
large quanseem* to be that the real reason is because the
the stump speakers to say.
tities of iron dust coming from the New York
[Press.
In conclusion, we can do no better than to “corporal" knows too little. Two of the other city elevated railroads, which is said to cause
have
gentlemen
recently ceased to till public serious eye troubles.
reiterate the opinion of the majority of intellioffices and are under suspicion of being a good
gent Republicans, that the nomination of Gov. deal
disgruntled with the Republican party on
The defalcation of Col. Burnside, late DisCleveland is that of all others which they debeing equal,
that account. One of the others has had un- bursing Officer of tin* Post Office
*ire. It will be the easiest to defeat and it has
Department,
Tilt* annual premium list of the Eastern Maine
relations
with
Mr.
pleasant
Blaine
in
the
amounts
to about $80,000.
His bondsmen are That would he bad for American labor which
past,
the least in it to commend it to the country.
of precisely what kind is not stated. either dead or insolvent, and the Government is
If tlii* he a specimen of reformer Cleveland’s ! though
to-day the best paid labor in the world. State Fair makes a handsome pamphlet of nearThe reasons of the other three are not clearly i will lose the whole amount.
method*. Hi* nomination would be the complete
That it is tin* best paid is due *o protection.
ly one hundred pages. Copies will be sent to
The Herald has also discovered that
triumph of bossism in the Democratic conven- given.
Ex-Minister Sargent has returned to Amerthe great weight of the Winthrop
Another thing. If we adopt free trade we all desiring them on application to F. O. Beal,
is
to
!
be
press
tion. and the turning hack of the tide of pop-!
thrown against Mr. Blaine, and of the journals 1 ica and expresses himself freely regarding Bis- must derive the
ular reform inaugurated by tin* Republicans.
necessary revenue to maintain Bangor. The fair will be held S-pt. 9th, 10th,
He declares the German
of the town having already hoisted the names ! marck and his policy.
Every man, he he a -Republican, Democrat or of Solon Chase
Chancellor to be working for the great landed the government from other sources, and the 11th, 12th and 13th at Maplewood Park and Noand
Pinkham.
Lydia
However,
independent, who desires to see the rule of the
this disaffection in Winthrop interests and ugaiust the people.
only alternative is direct taxation. That is the re in bega and City Halls, Bangor, and the sucpeople prevail, should stamp such proceedings notNvithstanding
the Herald's correspondent sadly confesses that
ultimate end of the Democratic free trade agi- cess of the exhibition last year Is a guarantee
with his disapproval.
The
Rev. Justin I>. Fulton of Brooklyn,
the Pine Tree State is “under the domiuMtiou of
News of the nomination of Governor Clevethat the coming one will be worthy of Eastern
tation.
Mr. Blaine to a humiliating degree.” [Port- N. Y., has preached a sermon advocating the
land was received with demonstrations of apMaine.
election of Blaiue ami advocating a policy of
land Press.
proval in Bangor, Augusta, Belfast and LewisThe
under
the
lead
of
Mr.
RanDemocrats,
aggressive interference in behalf of the suffering
OITSIDK COMMENT.
ton.
Augusta Democrats sent him a congratuand down trodden people of Ireland, Cuba and dall, refused to make appropriations for fortiRedman was nominated for governor of
Sometime ago we spoke of the Camden Herlatory telegram. In Albany, the nominee was
so on.
tieations or for guns for the new cruisers. This I
serenaded oy the Young Men's Democratic club Maine by the Democrats because no prominent
ald as a paper that had changed from Greenman
would
take
it.
He will be buried so deep
and Jacksonian*. In response the Governor
The New York Prohibitory State convention leads the The House to remark :
backism to Republicanism, and the Prog. Age
addressed a large crowd. Senator Bayard sent in September that it will not be known wheth- met at
It is a significant fact, by the way, that tin*
Albany last week. Seventy-live deleer he is a Red man or not.
took exception to the statement. With last
a telegram promising
Courier.
[Lowell
hearty support.
gates were elected to the National convention, a free traders who would open our ports to forAre the editors of these “respectable” news- full electoral ticket
nominated, and the usual eign goods would also leave them exposed to week's issue the Herald placed a Blaine aud
A statement comes from San Francisco to the papers nvIio are now preparing their mud bat- prohibitory platform adopted, including a woforeign shot.
Eogan flag at the head of its columns, so that
teries
in
the
campaign against Mr. Blaine man’s sutt'rage plank.
effect that China is preparing to go to war with
there need be no further question as to where
aware that, that gentlemen Nvhen in Congress |
J.
France, and for that purpose is taxing China-i was
Boyle O’Reilly telegraphed to Chicago that
it stands politically.
The great actress Janauschek is bereaved by
among the first not only to protest against j
men in the United States.
It is also said that |
the nomination of Cleveland “will he DemoChina lias formed a secret treaty with Ger- the unconstilutionality of the salary or back the death of her iiusband, Frederic Is. I'illot',
cratic
suicide”
and
“will
also
but
which
a
milpay
“grab,”
to
occurred
so-called,
in
merely
Boston. He was found
change
absolutely
|
many, if war is begun.
The July number of the Pathfinder Railway
refuse to take a penny of it?
[Providence dead in his apartments, the cause being heart lion votes to Blaine.” Mr. O’Reilly is the ediJournal.
Guide, now in its 3(lth year, contains a new
disease. Mr. I’illot was about 00 years old. tor of the Boston
In another column will he found the announce- !
a
Catholic
and
DemoPilot,
Mine. Janauschek is now 54.
ment of the Bryant & Stratton Commercial School,
THE MADIGAN CIRCULAR.
map of New England and the Provinces with
J
cratic organ, and he speaks for the lrisliBoston, which is at once the oldest, largest and most
sectional views of the White Mountains and
Mr. W. II. Looney of Portland writes to the
successful of its kind. Its peculiar points of excelBussell Sage, the millionaire Wall street oper- Ameriean voters.
j
Alt. Desert. The railroad schedules are full
lenc-e are admirably set forth in the advertisement ( Boston Pilot, saying that Mr. Blaine tells him
ator, is suffering from severe nervous prostraand need not be repeated here; suffice it to say that that lie was in no way responsible for the Madand accurate.
and has been ordered to abandon all
tion,
the principal, Mr. 11. K. Hibbard, has been eminent- igan circular and denouncing it. Colonel Z. A.
The
American
Free
Trader
has for its motto:
active business. The excitement of llie recent i
ly successful in graduating well equipped, self-re- I Smith, now of the Boston Journal, who in 1875 run
“Free trade the international law of the Alupon him and the loss of
are beliant pupils, who are acceptably filling positions of i was
The Boston Herald correspondent has not
secretary of the Maine Republican State lieved to have contributed to his money
to
illness.
which
he
has
Introduced them, in all our committee, told Mr.
trust,
mighty.” Cobden. That is the source and in- vet found an anti-Blaine man in Maine. He
Looney that the first inlarge cities.
timation he had of the circular was through
No claims on the third installment of the spiration of the free trade movement in this has named a good many, but they have all
the mail. Mr. Madigan was a warm personal
New Orleans prize money for which appro- country, which is engineered by college
The Rev. Dr. Edward Everett Hale, of Bos- friend of Col. Smith.
pro- proved to be staunch Blaine men. The Herlie at once wrote to Mr.
priations was made by Congress will be paid fessors, dudes and British
ton, has with him an old servant, Abel Fullom Blaine denouncing the
ald correspondent will not earn his salary at
and stating for two months
circular,
agents.
yet. The fourth auditor states
by name, who has been with hi* family ever that if the Republican state committee counthis rate.
the applicants cannot possibly fosward their
since 1819, three years before the doctor was tenanced
he would resign as secretary. Col.
Harvard
has
into
it,
has
College
gone
politics,
claims by a personal visit to Washington.
born.
Smith further says that Mr. Blaine immediateorganized a literary bureau, sent out stumpers I The Eastport Standard Is the name of a new
ly vvrote to him denouncing the circular, and
The Boston Fire Department employs 094
No remedy for Rheumatism and Neuralgia ever
and is working the free trade boom for all it is ! monthly published at
that
he knew nothing about it until he
Eastport. It is Demosaying
of
whom
305
are
on
the
men,
came before the public so well vindicated
permanent force.
by preIt also employs 102 horses. The number of worth. There would seem to be a good field cratic in politics and the first number is a very
vious experiments and so fortified by influential received a copy of it through the mail.
names as Athlophokos. Rev. E. N.
alarms the past year was 703, the largest for now for American colleges devoted to
'HIE IRISH-AMERICA'N BOLT IN LEWISTON.
Seelye, Agent
legiti- creditable one. The editor is understood to be
of Board of Charities, New Haven, Conn., writes:
Several prominent Irish-Americans have ap- any year since the department was established. mate educational purposes.
Mr. C. R. Whedden of the Calais Times.
“Am glad to certify that Athlophokos cured
The
total
loss
from
my
to
May
1,
1883,
April 30,
wife of Rheumatism when all other remedies fail- plied to President Parker for the use of the Blaine
was $998,554.
1884,
ed. she has taken but one bottle to effect a perma- and Logan club rooms in this
A good many Maine Democrats were afraid
We shall have to order another keg of nails
city for the ornent cure.”
ganization of an Irish-American Blaine and
It has been discovered that Congress failed to it would be
Butler, and are happy over the if the opposition papers keep up their present
Logan club. Mr. Parker was very glad to ex- make the usual appropriation for the printing
Mrs. “Stonewall” Jackson says, in a South- tend the
Their happiness average of lies.
courtesy and such a club will be form- of national bank notes. Uuder the Banking act nomination of Cleveland.
ern newspaper, that the young girl who is now ed here, within a short time. The
nomination the Comptroller of the Currency is required to will be short-lived, however.
lionized in London as the daughter of the late of Cleveland is received with
The Massachusetts editors are all temperance
displeasure by furnish new circulation to the banks as they
distinguished Confederate General is an im- many Irish Democrats in this vicinitv. [Lew- call for it, and the government Is reimbursed
We might as well begin to call him President men, no doubt, but they took very
by
kindly to
iston Journal.
postor.
them when the notes arc issued.
Blaine.
Bar Harbor.
same.

Chinese cheap labor has proved to be a tyrannical and unjust Mougolican monopoly in
San Francisco. The Coolie labor has driven
from the clothing industry thousands of decent
respectable women and their families; and
now the wholesale clothing merchants find

LOGAN,

Generalities.

Paul Morphy, the celebrated chess-player, is
dead.

at
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Disgruntled Fusion Organ.

The Frog. Age seems to be seriously disturbed because the Journal reported the receut
Greenback conference in this city, while that

acted during and since the last 1'residential

campaign.
Probate
J.I>.

following business

was

transacted
on

the

at

Estates

of—

Joseph S. Morrow, late of Swanville; Benjamin B.
Park, late of Searsport; Loruna B. Harding, late

of Trov.
Guardians Appointed—I). T. Guptill unto
Fanny M. Guptill; Ellen H. Castle unto William
Prescott Castle, minor child and heir of Ellen II.
and William W. Castle; Stephen Grant unto Catherine Warren, Abbot Warren and Warren Grant,
heirs of Alible A. Warren, late of Jackson, in said
county; Edmund A. Fuller unto John V. Pusher, a.
person of unsound mind, of Freedom; W m. i\
Whitehouse unto Waldo P. Treat, non compos men
tls, of Frankfort.
License to seel Real Estate on Estates of
—John W. Buzzell, late of Brooks; Daniel Moodv.
late of Frankfort; Nancy Maiden, late of Palermo.
Accounts Allowed on Estates of—Helen
McLeod Angler, late of Belfast; Thomas M. Jllchborn, late of Stockton; X. B. Gowcn, late of Mont
viPe; Harbcrt Moody, late of Searsmont; Joshua
Towle, late of Belfast.
Inventories Filed on Estate of—Isaac Allard, late of Belfast.
Wills Probated—Benjamin B. Park, late of
Searsport; Andrew MoCobb, late of Lincolnvllle;
William Weymouth, late of Burnham.
Hunt’s [Kidney and Liver] Remedy is no “hit
miss” compound or old woman’s mixture. It U
prepared by a scientific, pharmacist, with a full
knowledge of the powers and virtues of each ln-

or

frredlent

at work in the

<

-.one

kindly translated the letter

The letter is

as

lu the class of diseases which it

cures.

It

s purely vegetable and can not harm the
youngest
child or the most feeble invalid.

“iburu.
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knowllon, c.
Thompson, i. f.
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nllrell, F. K., 3 11.
< ottrrll, F. \
s. s. ;>
llowaril, >■. r. I
l)il worth, |>.
Cottrell, 1. M r. f.ft
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1
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II AMiOH, .1 lllir
1SS |.
1 will write \ou a
Always rememberc-1 mother
few lines and let you know that I’m alive and have
good health, and I wish you the same cod gift
1
will tell you that I’m ready to >atl from America
I'm going to leave here to morrow afternoon. 1
have got a chance In a vessel that 1- going to t.ia-.
gow, Scotland.
perhap- I'm coming tot.ou-u
horg in a short time It everv thing goes all right as
1 think. I hav e
a month.
I’mt perhaps 1 shu'l
go to Ostindia In the winter.
I'm done tor this
time. Yours affectionate, and good bye.
I -end
my regard to you all that 1 know. Friendly your
son.
Caki. John Pi-nt us on
That Is the name I go hy on the vessel.”
The letter was addressed “Mrs. Anna IMcrroth,
Mora Bonus, Sweden, Furope."
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upon which this Swedish sailor
There was a story current at
man had j unified overboard from the
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iston 3.
First base on errors, Belfast ft, Lewiston
! t.
Total failed balls on Dllworth 112, Lord 03.
struck out,
oil.urn, Kuowltnu, Dllworth 2, \.
ens, Wilhur, Coyne, Ayer 2, Seannell, Lord.
Total
strikes called on Dllworth 20, on Lord 10. 2 base
hits, I. >1 Cottrell. Double plays, Lewiston 2.
Passed halls, Kiiowlton ft, Bates i.
Wild pitches,
Dllworth 3, Lord 0. Umpire, S. A. Barker. Scorer, tieo. Keating.

crew

bark, said to have been communicated by the crew
tugboat. For some reason tiie sailor did not
want to go to sea in the vessel, and so in tiie night
time he rigged himsolf for a swim and jumped ov erof the

hoard.

lit.

!
2
1

Belfast.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 l—io
Lewiston.I 0 0 0 3 l 0 2 1 l 0— 0
Time of i?aine 2.1a. Kuna earned, Belfast 3, Lew-

vessel

of the

K.

8COHK

Cove, where she laid until Wednesday, the
Inst., when she went to sea. Without doubt

was one

A. II.
f
2
r. I
7
7
Wilbur, 2 b
( «>yne, 1. f. <;
< >'(
•miell, lb.1*.

\evens.
Parsons,

On the -d day of duly the British hark FUeta,
hound to Glasgow, Scotland, cleared from Bangor,
towed down the Penobscot and anchored ni Fort
Hth

July Term of this Court:
Administration Granted

man

Point

Court.

Lamson, Judge.—A. V. Fletcher, Register.

Tlie

a

Alas! lie did not reach the shore alive. Per-

haps the cold water of tin* Penobscot chilled his j Tlu* Lewiston Journal of Monday, in alluding to
blood, or he might have been seized with cramps. Hie recent game in tills city says: "At the middle
of the ninth inning the Lewlstona were three scores
In the still hours of night with none but God look
ing ilown through tin* stars in heaven, and with his in the lend when Bates crossed the home plate and
thoughts of ids mother and friends in far away soon after reaching the crowd the catcher ran and
Sweden, the cruel waters closed over him, shutting touched Bates with a ball, claiming that he did not
touch the home plate. The umpire decided him
out the young life forever, leaving his body in the
out.
After the game the umpire admitted that he
care of such as might find it. Tin* jury after viewing tiie remains and taking the testimony of Capt. had been hasty in his decision and should not have
itufus Herrlman, returned a verdict that lie came so decided on second thought. This decision lost
to his death hy mischance, drowning, and that the tlu* game which should have stood nine to eight in
j favor of Lewiston.
ad of getting into tin* w ater was Ids own. The man
The Lewlstons have perfect
was burled on the strangers’ lot in the
grave yard confidence In the honesty of the umpire and were
at Sandy Point. The Bangor Whig of Monday much satisfied with their kind treatment... .On
says. “The British Bark Klecta sailed from this Wednesday the Belfast club went to Portland and
port a short time since for Glasgow Scotland, and played the Portlands of that city. To-day they go
when near Fort Point one of the crew, a Swede, to Biddcford and play the (Jitizeus club of that
was suddenly missing and it was
supposed lie city. The Portlands and Biddefords are line playhad jumped overboard and swam ashore. The ing clubs ...If the club would erect seats at their
captain came up here ami got two men to re- grounds, more spectators would attend the games.

j

place
sick.”

the

missing

man

and

another

that

was

It is not comfortable to sit round

fences, etc.., for two

or

three

hours.

on

the

ground,

The twenty five per cent, discount on the highit is close time for salmon, in I
Field will supply the demand way cash tax expires Aug. 1st. Those wishing to
with that fish from St. Johns, N. B.
avail themselves of the discount should see Collec-

Notwithstanding
State, Sleeper &

Locals.

Searsport

Montville.

this

Summer visitors

our

regular quarterly session of Waldo District
Lodge of Good Templars will probably he held at
The

Burnham with Sebasticook
II. Gen. Neal Dow will give

Lodge, Monday Aug.
public lecture in the

a

May Field will make two trips per
week between Bangor and Vlnalimven, touching at
North port campground, Belfast, Castlne and other
landings, leaving Carver’s Harbor Mondays and
Friday- and Bangor Tuesdays and Saturdays, at

We

j

M. J.

of Brooks, has recently reDow, Esq
a lecture route under the
auspices of
the Good Templars in Waldo and Hancock counties. lie reports a cordial
reception and generous

small

two

were

Morisot, lot. ami will

Bridge

•n

them to the Leach lot

move

houses, and have been al-

tenement

ready rented.

arranged.

Miss

t

hurlotte W. Colburn of this city sang in a
given by Miss Fannie C- Berry in Camden

A Boston
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success
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oil

of "M.uth West

J. AN'bKiisox.

day Iasi, aged '-l years and
liiSt. lie
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w

was

was

b.-came

Hid

t* mos.

stricken down with

Saturday

the

1.30

a

spent. He early followed the
successful sea captain, making

sea
eon-

icrablc money.
Subsequently he entered into
trade, at one lime having Ed. Wilson fora partner.
was
IE
not successful and fifteen years ago sold
liis business

,t

ar';,

the
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Wrn. I>

'-wan, ids stand

being

site .if the present store of
Mr. Anderson then went
mil. West Ilnrl.or where he 1ms since resided,
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pathway of the editor is

not

by the wayside. This is parthe local editor who is called upon
tin* happeningsof the city and vicinity.

cd:;oi\- ra-tes, but

to

give the current

news

\ publisher takes a contract to furnish
patrons.
his subscribers with the news, using, of course,
|c- per discrimination, and lie is bound to fulfill it.

and will

Saturday
Searsport House.

Islesboro where

a

was

sail
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was
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west
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Fridav

fired

the

spend

j
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a

-ail

A

had down the

was

a

Than see us

in

Real
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Capt. Chas.'E. Blanchard
of >and\ Point were attended bv Mariners Lodge,
F. A. A. M
of which he was a member, Monday

the

speaks of a musical concert
place in which Ed. and Fred Adams took
part. It says the audience was greatly delighted
with their playing and they were warmly applaud*

ed.

We observe that the

signal olliee of the P. s., is
by mortals who are liable to err for the
bulletin put out Monday at our post olliee was dated Washington, D. C-, Friday, July 14, ls$4, 1
o’clock, A. M.
conducted

small schooner.

Whitcomb has in his

garden squash
days prior to hist Sunday grew
been
measured dally.
The
29‘a inches, having
Inches. Can Waldo
greatest day’s work was
county produce the equal?
Henry

which for the live

The

nual town

meeting

Saturdav.

It

Pendleton

The

hearse which

new

lactured,

at
at a

was

was

in

voted for

at

arrived

the

an-

steamer

March,
by
purchased by Capt. James G.

the state Prison where It
cost of

j

street from

rope stretched from the corner ot the
House to Pierce's block, In which the Re-

t ustom

n

puoi: .in headquarters are established Early in
the evening people began t* gather in the vicinity
and tiie square was well filled when, a little after 7
1‘ m
the six p..un'lcr om the wharf made Itself
•nr;
Then, naif an hour inter the flag was run
oil and Col. \\ 11. Fogler announced from the
post*
:h'-.
sir(i.-> that Jlon. >. L. Milliken was present
a
..1 ad ire.-.- the assemblage. Mr. Milliken
: o n -topped forward and called for three cheers
re.-pertively for Blaine, Logan ami Kobie, which
"ere given with a will.
1L then said that he sup1- ,-’d ri formal speech was neither expected uor dci

this oc.-a-ion, and that his remark** would
He felt, u-wever. that he Could not have

on

orief.

■*

l

better welcome home dan this demonstration
io.nighi. 1 or the past twenty.live years the Repub-

!|

lh

a

ans

ha

National

vi
iun.g mt their flags on the eve of the
campaign, and never in vain. And on no

bTiovr

.i-i

was

the outlook

promising
ih.ii: i, in
The ;i• k* nominated at Chicago to-day
make- as-iimn-v douolv sure.
John Kelley says
Uh-v- i.ui'l'-iiominaLion will give New York to
Blaine lo a nia.->rity of 7.r>,noo; while the Irish
W 'id !, the Boston Pilot and
Congressman Finuer'ii

more

»*

r,

Miss Iza Havener, aged seventeen years and six
months, died of consumption Thursday morning.
Her funeral took place Saturday afternoon and was
conducted by Uev. Mr. Savage of Belfast. Twelve
ol her young lady Iiiends and schoolmates acted
as

Capt. James P. Putnam and Miss Anna E. Colwere married Monday evening at the residence
I of the bride’s mother. The couple left by train
j Tuesday morning for New York where they will
join the -hip Elizaoeth which is allready to sail for
I

ni

•san

generations met at the old homestead of
Dodge in Scarsport, July 1*2, 1884, viz.
! William .J.
Dodge, aged 87, Amasa T. C. Dodge of
Washington, D. < aged (57, Mrs. C. A. Morrill, of
<«l<-hburn, Me. aged 44, Mrs. Clias. Howard of
Glcnburn, Me. aged 20, and Master Carl Howard
aged 2.
!
William .)

Since the addition of the

high character and good influence of the
delegation in Congress from the days of Pitt
Fessenden to the present time,—with a modest disclaimer as to himself. There were Fessenden, Hamlin. Morrill and many others he might name, and
none stood higher than does the gentleman who is
at the head of our National ticket to day. He would
not limit the comparison to this country. Put your
tape line around the head of Bismarck and of Glad
stone, and then apply it to the head of Blaine and

Mr. Aikens of the
who is

supply ing

with friends at any hour of the night
ator is always up—except mornings.

Our

church for the

summer.

j
I

taken sick which resulted in

her death last week.

On the last day of school the
by their teacher, marched in

pupils, accompanied
procession to the cemetery and strewed her grave
with flowers. This touching tribute was a token
to

for their little schoolmate.

Miss

teach the fall term, which

begins

gan club.
Oscar W.

of

following were elected and ratified
Pitcher, president; James S. Harriman,
vice president ; Russell G. Dyer, secretary; Charles
W. Frederick, treasurer; J. L. Sleeper, H. J. Locke,
J. M. Fletcher, Samuel Gurney, P. S. Staples, and
W. II. Fogler, prudential committee. The club at
the organization numbered 300 members, but more
VV.

Haney

committee to

and H. J.

organize a
Glee club for the purpose of singing campaign
songs. The regular meetings of the club will be on
Thursday evenings, but the room will be open every
day and evening for the benefit of members. All
the leading papers will be kept on file.

a

few weeks... .Rev. Mr. H. A. Phllbrook

Rockland, UniverBalist, will preach at the Union
Meeting House, Lincolnville Centre, Sunday July

27th at 4 o’clock

i*. m

..

.The farmers in this vicin-

ity have hardly made a beginning at haying as yet.
some report nearly a full crop
many report

While

not more than two thirds or one half last year’s
crop-E. P. Hahn has built a new’ stable and
made other improvements about his residence
Rev. Mr. Ogier is meeting with good success
with his lectures the first Sunday evening of
month.
His
every
subject last Sunday w’as
“Society and Amusements.”-The Union Sunday
...

School is in a flourishing condition and have recently made large additions to its library in the shape
of new books.

to

see

on

people arrived by the differ-

Saturday. Among

them

we were

the familiar faces of Gen. C. W. Rob-

and

family of Bangor, and Prof. Riddle and
family, of Hartford, Conn....Mr. II. C. Williams

erts

moved into his

new

house

Monday

It is

a

on

event

suddenly

was

home for

The

glad

weeks, taught by

generally acceptable to the disoccurred to bring a shade of
sadness upon the school. Little Annie Staples
who had been in constant attendance during the

term

About 50

ent steamers

school has been
One sad

1

a

Castine.

the

week.

on

Nautilus island

on

fine

establishment situated
highest part of the island, commanding a

view of the bay and harbor—Mr. Augustus Perkins Is making extensive repairs on the interior of

I

pick up wonderfully

to

the

his store, making it more convenient ami iinprov
ingit in appearance....Two bounds at the .north
end attacked Joseph Mitchell, an Indian, and severely bit him about the legs. His wounds were
dressed by Dr. Wallace.

The rain is

even now.

olds in

—

the county.

Win.

Gould

has

stiles A Chase have

on

hand

good

a

and troublesome this season; and the
more liberal.

This business is

were

proving indirectly quite

the

of this

town.

He went

to

New York when

a

oldest

j

This is

|

1

last week.

quite

an

Not much

hay

The late rain

extent—Apples

was

cut in this section

helps the hay crop to
are

dropping

off

badly.

The crop will not be half what was estimated by
many-F. Chase has sold some Plymouth Hock
chicks

weeks old for market which weighed
about 3 pounds each when dressed. They were
pure bloods and of the best stock....Dogs have

done considerable damage in town this summer.
Capt. Durham has had a number of sheep Injured
by them. Doubtless Monroe will tax the curs
another year-Help is more plentiful and wages
are not as good as last year—A man drove
thirty
miles recently to get one of our local blacksmiths,
Mr. B. F. Cousins, to shoe a horse.
House is rapidly
filling with guests-The Congregational society
have called the. Rev. Mr. Tyler of N. Weymouth,
Camden.

The Mountain View

Mass, to minister to them.

He commenced his

labors last Sabbath... Officers of Mt. Batty lodge
I. O. O. F. were installed Tuesday evening by
Deputy Grand Master John Colson of Rockland, as
follows: N. G., E. C. Fletcher; V. G., E. S. Rose;
Secretary, L. M. Kenniston; Treasurer, Geo. Burd;
W., H. D. Robinson; C., E. K. Miller; O. G., G. H.
Cleveland; I. G., J. Ackerman; R. S. N. G., F. D.
Aldus; L. 8. N. G., N. H. Hosmer; R. S. S., J. C.
Paul; L. S. S., J. S. Fuller; R. 8. V. G., W. H. Pascal; L. S. V. G., J. H. Sherman; Chaplain, W.
Smith-Messrs. J. A B. C. Adams are discharging a cargo of coal....Capt. E. L. French and O.
W. Pitcher of Belfast, were in town Sunday.

i

girl and weighed 9 lbs.
Russell, son of Hon. T. C. Woodman, arrived home
last Tuesday. He has been absent in Europe nearly
a year, a portion of the time being spent at Oxford
University, England.J. H. Frye has taken the
position of Station Agent here. The place was
formerly occupied by Frank Lincoln. Frank has a
situation on the Maine Central R. R. out of Baugor.
....Capt. Geo. Pierce and family of New York, are
were

informed it

home

was a

parents, Capt. and Mrs. W. II. Grindle_
The steamer Cambridge waited at the wharf last
Saturday for Dr. Emersou to examine the uegro
who was killed by another negro that day, while
the boat was on the way from Bangor to this town.
-Richard Golden, wife and child arrived Tuesday after their professional tour in Europe. They
will pass the summer at Mr. T. C. Wiley’s ...Chas.
Homer met with

a

serious Accident

D. Genn’a steam mill caused
saw

by

a

cutting his nose, lip and chin.

Monday

in E.

board from the

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING

We shall oiler

R. I.

You

prices lower than

can

ever

lind

j

just what

before.

Lard 4F tb.

1.05gl.l0
5gl0
4§5

Pollock ■tf'tb,
Pork ^ tb,
Plaster
bbl,
Bye Meal ^ tb,
Shorts ^ cwt,

3>jg4
logll

Oil,Kerosene,tf’gal.lig 16
1.00
3
1,15

Sugar tb,
6'a g8
40
Salt, T. I.,#1 bush,
S. Potatoes W tb,
OgO
11 «12 Wheat Meal 4P tb. 4§4j*

Notice.
rfMII3 is to forbid all persons from harboring or
L trusting inv wife ItOSILEtt HEAL on mv ac-

as I shall pay no debts of her contracting
after this date.
STOVER HEAL.
Lincolnville Ctr., July 14.—3w29*

count,

For Sale.
A new two story house situated
.in Belfast about one-third of a mile

from the Post Office. Al o the
house situated on North Street
_knoA’n as the Miller House. ApOOLER or to Mrs. E. H. COLBY.
ply to

Me.

good bargains in all kinds of goods.

extremely low prices. One. lot of Children’s Trimmed Hats at 2.r>c. each. »)ne lot Misses, handsomely trimmed, suitable for fall, with chenille and ribbon, .r»0c. each. <)ne lot Youth’s Hats at !‘c. each.
One lot Men’s Hats at 1U«\ each. New lot MEXICAN GRASS HAMMOt Ks, $each. Good
value for the money. One size larger, colored, best Mexican Grass Hammock at $ 1.117. Ex
tra long, colored, at
E.

MacCARTHY.

White Embroidered

FLANNFLS:

$i>0, that would cost $7.'» to build In
Come and see them. I am going to sell,

bought low

and

can

sell low.

A.

r*.

Lais’ Colo Underwear,
A

MANSPIKLD'S,
MASONIC

Store, Belfast.

INFANTS’ READY MADE CLOTHING

ALL PRICES AND WIDTHS AT

I wont be

Y.

N,

TEMPLE.

SPECIALTY.

A. P. Mansfield. Masonic

Temple.

Hanson,

Beaver St., Belfast, Me.

HAVE JEST RETURNED FROM BOSTON WITH
THE LARI,ENT STOCK OF

lens, Beys & dim's

m u ms
THE

HATS, CAPS,

All widths and qualities in

The Acid of

In the

Black & Coloreil Yelvets,

LACTART.

3
To which

PLUMES, TIPS,

Milk.

A

Pure, Healthful, Refreshing Drii.k, aiding Digestion. Sold by Druggists everywhere.
2in2S
AYF:RY LACTATE CO., Boston, Mass.

they Intlte the attention of the public.
large and well selected stock of

Also aveey

Ornaments & Flowers

elsewhere.

In Searsport July 14th, by Rev. F. H.
Osgood,
Mr. Albert II. Holmes of Lowell Mass, and Miss
Clara F:. Smart of Searsport.
In Searsport July loth, bv Rev. C. T. Hawes,
Capt. James I*. Butnam and'Miss Anna E. Colson
both of Searsport.
In Brooklyn, New York,
July 7th, by Rev. S. B.
IIallida>, of Plymouth Church, Capt. William C.
Barbour, of Deer Isle, and Miss Etta M. Dullie, of
Belfast, Me.
In Liberty, July 10th, by Rev. Dr. Shaw, Edward
L- F>stahrook, M. I>., of Rockland, and Miss Susan
C. Hunt, daughter of Wm. H. Hunt, Esq., of L.
In Roekport, July 0th, Lansinton R. Morton, of
Union, and Miss Nellie R. Andrews, of Roekport.
In Roekport,
0th,Capt. Alexander N. Peirce,
ot New Bedford, Mass., and Mrs. Emma C. Graffain, of Roekport.
In Damariseotta, July 2d, Wm. I-;. Achorn ami
Lucretia S. Mank, both of Waldoboro.
In Waterville, July 2d, Benjamin F\ Turner, of
Watervillc, and Jennie L. Crocker, of Warren.
In \ inalhaven, June 2t»th, Thomas Garrett ami
Mrs. Hannah Shaw, both of Vinalhaven.
In Ellsworth, July 4th. Mr. Alphonzo Foss, of
Trcinont, and Miss Eldora McGown, of Orland.
In Ellsworth, July 8th. Mr. C. J. Sullivan and
Miss Lucy J. Stanley, both of Ellsworth.
In Franklin, July 3d, Mr. Richard I. Shaw, of
Ellsworth, and Miss Stella F: Tracey, of Hancock.

WINDOW SHADES,

new

July

T**

use

d to

sessions

«£

Son

St ivet.

EXTENSION TOTS,

POPULAR

Wagons,

GroceryWagons s Bp m Buggies
are made from the best material in the market. and b) experienced workmen. Have all
the latest improvement* In

Thev

Wheels, Axles & Springs,

CORSETS,

first-class in every respect.

warranted

Shall sell

at

JAMES

MAKES, AT

if 17

prices to suit the times.

BARKER,

Setir.nnont.

Maine.

Mansfield's.

of Skates

10 ets.

Wednesday afternoon exclusive
to Ladies amt Misses.
Saturday
afternoons for Hoys. Admittunee
lor. for afternoon sessions.
Evening Sessions 7 to 10. lifter-

OK

To; Stylos, Photons,

And

Monday, Wednesday and Saturday ereninys during the season.

noon

3Xsiin

LOWEST.

A

Messrs. SAXHOHX d CHASE.

DlklLJ.

the

as

Kolfnst, April 24, issi.—

Newly Organized Band for Skating,

Admittance d.< ets.;

prices as LOW

A, Harris

Belfast Skating Rink
BY

ASSORTMENT

State, including the LATEST STYLES of

Concord

2d

At

MUSIC

BEST

-AND-

Mrs. B. F. Wells.

“THE

AND

GODDARD BUGGIES,

of every description, all of which wo will
sell CHEAPER than can be found

married.

LARGEST

Carriages

-AND-

RIBBONS,

DR.

FOR SALE!

—Kquai in all respects to custom work,

HATS & BONNETS,

Closing

I

Out Sale Chambrays, Percales,
Cambrics, &c.,

OF-

\

At

Mansfield’s.

o.

The management reserves the
right on behalf of the patrons to
refuse admission to objectionable
parties
11. 11. COOMHS, Proprietor.

FELLOWS’

We \vi>li to dispose of our entire stock before
the K1 K>T OK Al il’> T. and would -.ill attention to the foHowinir prices
One Ini of Hals and Hnnnetx.25 cts.
One lot nf Hals and Hnnnels. 50
Ladies* Kid (ilntes.25
Corsets .25 and 50
Old Ladles' Caps..02
Knitting Cotton. 5 cts. per bail*

BWl':lst, Fell. JS, lSSI.-lflll

*•

yarns, Ladies & Children’s Gloves.
Neckwear, &c.,
U>S THAN

cheaper than

can

be

SPECIFIC
Cures in 30 Minutes !

COM’,

Gold, Silver & Jet

SOLD 111 lmifililSTS KVKISIWIIMIK.

Jewelry

lii'o. II, Fcllims A IV,

Ml SIC /> Cts. per Sheet.

Mrs. IX

IVup'rs, IMIasI,

Ik

bought elsewhere in the city.
KELL< >\\ !-i'

A jfood chance for parties wishing for business.
Will sell stock, fixture-, Ac., at a liberal discount,
«ni aeeount of ^oinj; out of town.

V.

(ilLMOKK,

Cure !

Magic

For (hr Instant llelief of

ulif. I’lioliTii Sorlms, |)i rrliira, Ihsrntm,
And all Tain in the ''tonnmh ami BowcU

Cor. Mam and
Oelfast. .Inn,- It. |s-l

BOSTON.

worth.

Lime
bbl,
Oat Meal
tb,
Onions W 3»,

Belfast,

LADIES <C CHILDREN'S TRIMMED HATS <C BONNETS
at

'Em. IT1.

TH08. F. MARSHALL will give Ilia aecomi
free lecture to gentlemen only nt Belfnst
Ol'cni House, Tuesday evening, July 22d. Duly
gentlemen of mature age will lie admitted.
Belfast, July 17, 1884.—lw'J'.P

of the

MARKET.

some

for

•July lb. sebs. Jaeliin, French, New York; A.
Ri'diardson, Pallershall, do.
-July 14. Sehrs. Lillian, Darbv, New York ; A. W.
Ellis, Ferguson, New York; Webster Barnard,
Marshall, do; .Jas. Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
July 1(5. Sell. Geo. B. Ferguson, Rvder, Ells-

RETAIL

MARK ANDREWS, Prop.,

STORE,
How,

goods

CONSEQUENCE OF REMOVAL

IN

replenish with, and still they come.

SAILED.

Beef, corned, 4P tt>.
7g8
20
Butter Salt, ^ box,
Corn ^ bush,
74
Cracked Corn
bush, 74
74
Corn Meal ^ bush,
12«14
Cheesed tb,
1.55
Cotton Seed V ewt,
Codllsh, dry, ^ tb, 4§6>a
Cranberries, ^ <it,
Ogo
Clover Seed W tb,
12§22
Flour 4f bbl,
ti.00gS.00
H.G.Seedtf’bu, 1.00§2.00

Phoenix

11

undersold, don’t forget it. Cash is legal tender, and
so are good notes at my place. Terms to suit. Good
work all warranted. An experienced, responsible
salesman wanted on salary or commission. Apply
at once. Carriages at wholesale.
tf 17

LECTURE !

of Brooks

on a

Mrs. S’8

buggy

for l have

Form and Feature,
In East Rochester, N. IL, July 13th, A. J. Mender,
rnle» associated with good teeth, are shorn of half formerly <*f Belfast, aged about 45 years.
the attractions they mav otherwise
In Swanville, July 10th, Julia Ann Harvey, aged
Bearpossess.
ing this fact in mind, use So/ODUNT, which will I 20 years and 0 months.
In Searsport, July 10th, Miss Iza Havener, aged
prevent your teeth from losing their whiteness, I
and will render them spo less if
specked and dis- 17 years and 0 months.
colored. The tint and hardness of coral are irnIn Sandy Point, July lltli, Capt. Clms. E. Blanch,
|
parted to tin* gums by this incomparable preserva- ard, aged 54 years and 0 months.
iwr ami
beautifying agent, and the breath is i In Southwest Harbor, Mt. Desert, July 12th, Hugh
rendered fragrant as honeysuckle bv its use. It is
j J. Anderson, Jr., formerly of Belfast, aged 02 years
8 months.
sale, besides being effective, sold by
druggists. ; and
111127
In Rockport, July 0th, Eliza A. Sylvester, age-1
45 years, 8 months and 10 days.
In Thomaston, July 7th, George Palmer, aged 50
years.
SHIP NbWS.
In North Haven, July 7th, Ann M., wife of Matthew Leadbetter, aged 51 years, 5 months, 11 days.
In Rockland, July 0th, George A., son of Charles
POUT OF BELFAST.
and Selena Wilson! aged 4 weeks and 2 nays.
In Vina I haven, July 1st, Frank Lane, aged 10 yrs.
ARRIVED.
In Washington, June 30th, O/.ias NewhaM, aged
•Iulv id.
S«*hs. Sarah L. Davis, Burgess, Bruns
55 years.
ui« k. and sailed for
Harrington; A. Richardson,
In Warren, June 20th, Mary Powers, aged 75 yrs.
Pallershall, Bangor; Charley Bucki, French, New
In Ellsworth, June Uth, Mrs. Maria G. Woodcock,
\<»rk; L. L. Warren, Colson, Boston.
years.
•July 11. Sehs. Lillian, Darby, Bangor; A. W. aged
In Deer Isle, July 1st, Joseph Dunbar. July 2d,
F
Kills,
erguson, Ellsworth; Webster Barnard,
Mrs. Jane Scott, aged 70 years.
Marshall, Bangor.
-July U. Sell. Geo. B. Ferguson, Rvder, Boston,
Id.
Sells. .June Bright, Barter',
Winterport;
Henry, Woods, Boston.

visit to his mother....Mr. Charles
Smith and wife of Brockton, Mass are here with

at

Providence,

to

styles and grades.

Belfast.
Tea-

THE COURSE OF

plete and p actical. Pupils

STUDY Is thorough, comare titted fur the duties and

of everv dav life.
THE FACULTY embraces n list of twenty teachassistants, elected with special reference to pr.>j fleienev in each departin' nf.
TIIE ST l' DEIV TS ur. young people of both bexes
full of diligence and real.
TIIE DISCIPLINE is of the highest order and |
inculcated valuable business 1-bsuiis.
THE PATRONAGE id tbc largest of any
Commercial School in the world.
THE REPUTATION of this school Tr origii nality and leadership and ns the Standard Institution of its kdndis wnerallv acknowl deed.
THE SCHOOL RUILDINUia centrally loea- j
ted and purposely constructed.
SITUATIONS in lliisinrgM Houses furnished Its pupils completes the varied Inducements to atPure.
tend this school.
PROSPECTUS containing full particulars post i
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
free to intending patrons, opens Sept. 1st. Address
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot lie sold in comH.
petition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
6\v2<)
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans.
Koval Baking Powder Co., 100 Wall St., N. V.
Ivr31
work

I

—

High

Sts.

hll Iron like It.

Sold

by ail Druggists.

tils

1> l>

Largest and lost Successful in tie World

all

asked the cause, and if we bad been in the habit of
smoking we should have called around when we

ten

Fll.L, STOCK OF

am

v»T

that will cure you, FREE OF CM A ROE. This
great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send self addressed envelope to RKV.
Joski h T. Inman, Station J), Xeic York.
lyrJW.

;

Solid

Per ortier \\ aldo County lb publican Committee.
WM. If. FOGLER, Chairman.
J. \\ BLACK, Secretary.

lodges in the county.

j

as

Trunks, Valises, Satchels, Shawl Straps <0 Carriage Lap llobes.

rpHK
JL «'!!• meet In convention nt the Court House fn
Belfast, on Saturday, the »tta day or August next,
It) o floeh A. M., for the purpose of
nominating
candidates for the following offices, viz: two Senliters, Slierifl', County Attorney, Judge of Probate,
of probate and
County Treasurer.
Raster
Ihe basis of representation will be as follows i
hacli town will be entitled to one
delegate, and an
additional delegate for each fifty votes, or fraction
°f twenty-live votes, cast for Governor Kobie in
1SS2. This basis entitles the several towns to delegates as follows, viz
Belfast.14 Morrill.■>
Belmont.2 Northport.>
All those in want of .MILLINERY will
Brooks.3 Palermo.3
Burnham.3 Prospect.2 find it lo their advantage to call
upon us
Frankfort. *2 Searsmont.3
Freedom.2 Searsport.i; before purchasing, as we carry much the
lslesboro.3 Stockton..3
Jackson. 2 Swanville.2 largest stock that can he found in the
*\n,,x. 3 Thorndike.3 city. Every SHARE and SHADE in
Liberty.3 Troy.3
Lineolnville
2 Unity.
4
Monroe. 4 Waldo."2
Montville. 4 Winterport.7

CARD.—To all who are suffering from errors
indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, ear! ly decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1 will send a recipe

!

Cuffs

goods, such

at

A

I

Nobby

t uli line of Seashore

Omuls warranted as represented nr money refunded. If you are In want ef
any of the above
Please call and examine goods and prices and be convinced tiiat this is the place to buy.

Now is Your Time !
A

of

more

different

REPUBLICANS OF WAI.IX) COUNTY

ami

1

lot

a

you want, at

Republican County Convention.

prosper.
a help to

one

Woolen Shirts of all styles. Silk <t
Fancy Ties,
«e Collars, Linen Coats, Dusters, White Vests, <Vc., ,t'c.

TOP CARRIAGES, __L.

_

holding regular meetings and candidates
being initiated at each meeting. The prospect
encouraging.

and

Hats

A

GROCERY WAGONS,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

sup-

&c.

Stylish

so

PORTLAND WAGONS,

DRIGGIST8.

his

now

for the future is

F=°-’ ven

lyrt"

shop girls
obliged to seek employment, in other
localities.The patrons still hang to the grange,

are

Furnishing Goods, Hats, Caps

Hummocks, Kelts,

BUGGIES,

HUNT’S REMEDY CO.,

6

here should lie

lodge

and

«-TAKE NO OTHER.-ira

town, and ii would seem like .Sunday seven
lays m the Week at this little cross-roads corner if
the seventy-live bright-eyed
now at work

is

AT

MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN.

tor \ 01 N(j« MhX.

REPOSITORY IS FULL

die.

Send for Illustrated Pamphlet
timomals of Absolute Cures.

•

conducted at the Con-

cured

when
physicians and
^friends had
them up
it

“SAFE CURE”
“SPECIFIC.”

a

$1.25

Peroheron yet and some one who wishes a heavy
horse will get a good trade in him.
Joseph Littlelield probably has the best pair of team horses in
..

havo

tf been

it CURES nil Diseases of tlic
Kidneys,
l^iver, Fladrfcr mid Urinary Organs;
Oropsv, (.ravel, Diab; tcs, Fright’*
Disease, Nervous Diseases, Kxccsses,
Female Weaknesses,
Jaundice, Filio’?sncss, Headache, Sour Stomach, Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Files, Fain* in the
Mark, Enins, or Side, Retention or
No 11- Retention
of
Urine.

crops, and the pastures
now
This is the season

—

MON hoe.

and

Eddred3

[by

m

growing

AMERICAN FORTS.
through the seige of Port Hudson below
San Francisco, July s>.
Arrived ship Alameda,
Vicksburg. After the surrender of this celebrated
Nickels.
(>. 2d,arrived ship Brown Bros.,
fortress, his regiment was drawn up in line and Goodell, Portland,
Seattle.
j
complimented in special orders by the commanding I
Boston, July *.). Arrived sell. Paragon, Shiite,
1
Hoboken. Julv 11th, arrived sell. D. 1). Haskell,
general (Banks) for soldierly bearing ami willing! Haskell, Brunswick; Win. Frederick, Patterson,
ness to remain in service two months after term of
Iloboken. .July ldtli. arrived sell. Daylight, Hodgenlistment had expired, and were accorded the
don, Phila., Jesse Lena, Rose, Maeliias.
Richinond, .July !L Cleared brig 1. W. Parker,
honor
in
of
same
orders
the
first
special
being
regKane, Rio Janeiro.
iment in their brigade to march in and receive the
Baltimore, .July 10. Arrived bark Moonbeam,
Dunbar, .liiiiin; Cleared sell. Helen G. Mosely,
surrender. Col. Putnam was discharged from the
Holt, Bangor.
service with his regiment Aug. 14, 18*5.3. The ColoJaeksonvlle, .July 7. Cleared sell. Florida, War
nel has in his possession a cartridge box and equip- ren, New York.
July 8th, arrived sell. Marv F.
Corson, Bagiev, Belfast.
ments taken from one of Zack. Taylor’s Texas
New York, July 8. Cleared
ship Oneida, MeGilon
the
battle
field
of
Irish
La.
Each
Rangers
Rend,
very, Melbourne.
duly lltli, arrived ship Abner
cartridge contains a large rifle ball and three buck Coburn, Nichols, Liverpool; sell. Fannie & Edith,
shot and is quite a curiosity. It is well known that Warren, Rockland; cleared sell. Fred A. Carle,
•Jones, Montevideo. Passed the Gate, sell. Avon,
the Col. has been the conductor on the Bucksport
Poll Johnson, Searsport. .July 14th, arrived sell.
Fannie A. Gorham, Ferguson, Jacksonville.
branch of the Maine Central from the start. RePensacola,duly 11. Cleared sell. S. N. Pickering,
liable in business—the right man for such a poHaskell, Providence.
sition were it for ten times the importance—The
Fernandina, duly 11. Cleared sell. Flora Condon,
French, Phila.
summer course of the school of languages is now
11. Arrived sell. Mark PendlePortsmouth,
fairly under way. Mr. Secligmann, one of the di- ton, Pendleton,duly
Amboy.
rectors of the Berlitz schools, who has been in
Charleston, duly 12.'sailed sell. Morris W. Child,
town making preparations and instructing classes Torrev, Richmond.
Perth Amboy, duly 10. Arrived sell. Dora M.
since the first week in June, lias lately called to his
Freneh, Freneh, New York.
assistance, in the German and French departments,
FOREIGN PORTS.
respectively, Mr. Burkhardt and Mr. Fillion, from
Shanghae, .July 8. Arrived ship Henrietta, Blantheir Boston and Providence schools. There are chard, New York.
Passed Dover, June 27th, ship Lucy A. Nickels,
now about 20 pupils in attendance, and the appliRogers, Hud, for Phila.
cations received indicate large additions to the
Rio Janeiro, June 10. Arrived bark Clara E. Me
number. Substantial success seems assured; the Gil very, Griffin, New York.
teachers and pupils are well pleased with BucksM A It I I I M E MISCE L LA N V.
Spoken. July 8th, lat. 40.12, Ion. 71.00, ship Levi
port ami with their quarters at the Seminary; and
G. Burgess, Johnson, from New York for San Franwe may now congratulate ourselves on the pros'
cisco.
pect of the establishment of the school here as a
Bark Fred E. Richards, of Camden, is to be towed
to Portland and docked for a new suit of coppermanent summer institution, while the facilities
and will then load for South America.
per,
existing here seem to warrant the expectation of a
Sell. Mentora, of Castine, Ordway, from Bangor
liberal patronage in the future. The method emfor Boston, with brick and barrels, put into Glouployed by this school is admirable, the instruction cester 7th leaking badly, having sprung aleak dth
off Thatcher Island. She was in a sinking condiinteresting ami thorough; and gratifying progress tion when she reached the dock.
has already been made by the classes established in
June ...The lawn party season was opened last
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Tuesday evening by C. 0. Ilomer and wife at their
residence on McDonald St. The lawn looked very
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
pretty with its many trees hung with Chinese and
By C. II. Sargent, no. «, Main Street.
common lanterns, which lighted up the well-tilled
PRODUCE MARKET.
PRICES PAID PRODUCERS.
tables, the hammocks and chairs which were beApples W bush,
OgO Hay V* ton,
8.00g 12.00
neath them. The company was a lively one and
dried
tb,
tigs Hides & tb,
5g(>
the merry hum and laughter were occasionally in.
Beans,pea, tf’bu, 2.75g3.00 Lamb tb,
10gl2
medium,
7* *§85
250.g2.05 Lamb Skins,
terrupted by a brilliant display of fire works or
yellow-eyes,2.7503.00 Mutton 4? lb,
6g7
the lively crack of a bunch of fire crackers. With Butter W tb,
16gl8 Oats W bush,
42g45
tb,
7go Potatoes,
25§30
songs, games, Ice cream, etc., the evening passed Beef
70g80 Round Hog ^ tb,
Barley bush,
ligO
very pleasantly and all pronounced it a grand suc- Cheese 4P tb,
8g 11 Straw W ton,
5.00§6.00
cess and a good time
We missed Albert Page
Chicken if tb,
OgO Turkey 4f tb,
Ogo
Calf Skins W tb
7«8
12§12>* Veal W tb,
from his store a good part of Tuesday and as he is
Duck V tb,
27
OgO Wool, washed W tb,
a pretty steady going business man we thought it
^
10
20
doz.,
Wool,unwashed4P1b
Eggs
Fowl ¥ tb,
14 g 16 Wood, hard,
a little strange, so when we saw him ride by with
4.00g5.nu
Geese ^ tb,
00 Wood, soft,
3.00§3.50
a happy, contented
look on his countenance we

day afternoon. There was also a literary entertainment in connection with the meeting_Rev. J.
A. Nelson, of China, preached at the Baptist church
last Sunday-We have a number of flue stallions
in town but “Pompeii,” driven
by C. B. Ingraham
is considered by horse men as the best.

Mr.

"ill

boon

Gents'

that I have put the price WAY DOWN and
ready for the GttEAT RUSH coming. My

action. It is a safe,
and speedy cure
% and liun-

A1NDREW8, Proprietor,

sure

IS BOTH A

IT

a

was

blister-M. J. Dow of Brooks lectured before the Half Moon Lodge on temperance last Sun-

|

a

Brooks

late war, and is a direct descendant of Gen’l Putnam ot revolutionary fame.
He with his regiment

Mrs. Achsic F. Bean, of Lowell, Mass.,
visiting her friends in town....Mr. E. N. Hall has
been suffering severely with a sore hand resulting

from

with wet weather

also

year

j

O.G. Putnam. Itwastakeuin Boston. Col. Putnam
commanded the 22d reg’t of infantry during the

Knox.

llatlie S. Nickerson of Swanville. Miss Nickerson
possesses the rare qualifications which fit her for
the work of teaching. Her management of the
trict.

man was

Fin* the benefit of ttio.se members of the above
company living In Searsport and vicinitv, 1 will
state that tin- Maine Veteran Association of Mass,
held a meeting July 9lh at 73 Friend St., Boston,
for the purpose of making arrangements for the
trip to Bangor and attending the reunion of the 2d
Cavalry, Mill, 21st, 22d, 24th and 28th regt’8 at tin;
a' ovecily. The writer of this, an old member of
(Jo. H. attended the meeting and met Corporal
Itauletl for the first lime for nineteen years, we
being the only mem hers of this Co. present. You
may rest assured we had a most happy meeting. It
is tin; intention to have the roll of Co. II. called, to
^ee how
many members will answer to their
names, and as this is one of the pleasantest features of the occasion it is hoped the hoys will nil be
there:
••Remember the Guard House*:” The following members were from Searsport: Daniel S.
Simpson, 1st Lieut.; Privates, Edward B. Billings,
Freeman Curtis, .olden S. Carr, Thomas Currier,
Ephraim Emerson. Daniel Ellis, Sherburne Pea
l*'»dy, Lauriston Putnam, Stephen Smith, Charles
Thompson, Frank E. Whitcomb, Warren Woodman, Benj. Walker.
Very truly yours,

Bangor Theological Seminary

our

| day after a profitable term of t»*n

nominated to select officers for the Blaine and Lo-

C.

the

Buck & Co. and is well known

is

extended, our merchant marine re- the 1st of Sept.
vived, and a new impetus will be given to business.
Lincolnville. Mr. Frances Crooker, one of the
The speaker was frequently applauded, while at oldest citizens of the
town, died on Friday the lltli
Intervals the thunder of the six-pounder was heard, Inst,
aged 85 years... Sell. Mary Eliza, Capt. Buland at the close of his remarks three rousing cheers
; lock, engaged in the hay trade has hauled up here
were given for lion. 8. L. Milllken.
This closed
for a few weeks....The first mackerel for the seathe proceedings and an adjournment was made to son was
caught here on Monday the 14th-Capt.
tiie Republican headquarters for the purpose of orFred 8. Dyer of the Bark Alice of Portland is
ganizing a Blaine-and Logan club. The headquart- stopping at
home-Capt. Marion Drinkwatcr has
A. D. Bean
ers In Pierce’s block was well filled.
gone to Boston to take command of the Sch. Austin
called the meeting to order.
A committee was 1).
Knight—Mr. George Clark of Boston is at

a

oper-

E. B. B.

trade will be

appointed

was

young man and developing a remarkable capacity
for business, built up a successful business house,
which still exists under the firm name of R. P.

following has been received from headquarters Post No. 5, G. A. It., Lynn, Mass., which will
interest Scarsport people. It is addressed to Co.
H., 2d Cavalry.

sermon was able, practical, ami delivered to
well filled house-Our school closed last Fri-

Nickerson is

were

er

The

|
!

haying, but the farmers

when man’s faithful servant, the horse,is most itpprecinted by the farmer, especially by those who
remember the days of boyhood when the severe
task of haying was entirely performed by manual
labor. There have been wonderful changes in the
work since then and the farmer’s boy of to-day is
possessed of many advantages not enjoyed by the
class who began life on the farm in the generation
preceding him—Benj. Horn has sold his bay
marc to I s. staples.
She is a line roadster. M.
I

Buck STOUT. Richard P. Buck, Esq. of Brook
lyn, N. Y. died at his summer residence here on
Thursday last at the ripe age of 78 years. Mr. Buck
was born and passed his youth in Bucksport, 111*
grandfather being Col. Jonathan Buck, the found-

approaching the spot and hastily drawing
out a jug, in bis hurry failing to discover the difference until he had imbibed several
large swallows of
the oil. One of the workmen described his
appearance shortly alter as that of a person who had been
seasick three or four days, and they say since he
can’t even bear the beer jug in his sight.

|

The dull weather has somewhat Inter

recover....Fred E. Shaw

observed

I

CURES WHEN
ALL OTHER MEDICINES FAIL, as it
acts DIRECTLY V
and AT ONCE on
the KIDNEYS,
LIVER and DOWELS, restoring
them to a healthy
IT

a

..

strange phenomenon was witnessed here Sunday about the time of the arrival and departure of
steamer Katahdin. The fog which came in with
boat and completely enveloped the wharf and
street leading to the village only extended a few
j

day a

out

gregationalist Church by Rev. I). W. Hardy, and j
and the <«ood Templars are
Hie Masons officiated at the burial-The Hersev
increasing their memhave initiations nearly every evenRetreat is now occupied by parties from Bangor. ; bership. They
ing; four came in at the last meeting, and they will
John A. and Fred Perkins, with their wives,
doubtless again become a prosperous
body_Our
are visiting their parents fora few weeks at their i
people are all anxious to see and hear
old home.... Edward E. French, after an absence
] when he comes down the line, ns he isNeal Dow
expected,
I <d nearly three years, returned home Sunday. He
about the middle of August.... We notice that Dr.
j left here mate of the bark Dirigo, w bicli was wreck- A. \\
t
E. Peavy, Chas. Bowen, mine host
Rich,
don the coast of China the following spring. From
of the “Rose House” and others in town have been
! there Mr. French went to San Francisco, and for stepping into the line of
improvement of buildings
the last two years has been first officer of the ship
by the free use of paint and other means of adornAlfred 1). Snow.Sell. William H. Boardman
ment.
Each building so improved adds to the
from Philadelphia, is discharging a load of coal for
value of the whole community_Rev. John C.
Ross &
at
j B. F. RiceHowell, their wharf-Arrivals: Mrs. Ward, formerly of this town, died last week in
and family from Brooklyn; Morris Grifoti>, after but a few hours sickness, caused as it is
fin, Frank and Louie Partridge from Lowell; Wilsupposed by partial sunstroke. Me was buried in
liam P. Blanchard and wife, and Mrs. Paine from
Otis and memorial services were held at the house
Park
Blanchard
from
New
JerSomerville; Capt.
of his staler, Sylvira Lang of this town_Mrs. A.
for
to
sey. Departure: Elbridge Ginn,
Rockland,
B. stantial is still quite
poorly, hut it is thought
mate
of
sell.
Ames.
go
Lucy
she will

American

as our

setting

contentedly waiting for the grass to grow. It
late and but little of It, and it will increase con-

siderably

social event of the town last

The funeral services

A

Ross'
a

of their esteem

Locke

j1

House is left connected with the Scarsport office so
that any of <»ur belated people who may find them*
selves in our neighboring city can communicate

port.
place a telegram was sent t«»
Bangor announcing the death, when Kuddick was

American President and

have been added since.

Is

Capt. Charles L. Blanchard died
Friday morning of Bright’s disease of the kidney.-.

subscribers to the

the labors of the

he would guarantee it would not overlap a hair.
With Mr. Blaine as President we shall have an

policy.

new

Telephone exchange in Belfast the

At the latter

the

Maine

American

Francisco.

tive

Snow is

FOR

PATRIOTIC

are

1

of his remarks Mr. Milliken referred

an

va-

by all business men
on our coast who are interested in shipping.
Mr.
Buck was united in marriage to Charlotte Spofford,
in Sept., 1833, and last Sept, celebrated the fiftieth
Webber. same town.
anniversary, at which were present several friends
who witnessed the wedding.
Mrs. Buck and a
IloMlCIDK ON STKAMKK CAMBKIlMiK. All afrods east ami west and about half a mile seaj
survive him.
of
fair between two colored men occurred on steam
j ward. In the west village the sun was shining ! daughterMr. Buck has lived aThough possessed
wealth,
«
temperate, unostentaCambridge hist before she left Bangor, on Sat.ir- ! brightly and from the
high land In that direction tious life. Desirous of
j
benefiting his native town,
day, which resulted in the death of one of them, j one could look
entirely over the fog bank.
he unfortunately became interested in the conThe names of the men were Moses Kuddick and
sti uetion of the railroad from Bucksport t<> BanA dense smoke having settled around Mr. Samuel
Samuel Jones. The latter was working under
j
which he lost heavily. Though careful in
charge of the former and there had been some Wallace’s house Saturday being seen from the gor, by
his business transactions he has often been munifii
difficulty between them. Saturday forenoon Jones 1 mill and ship-yard across the harbor an alarm of
j approached Kuo dick in the forward cabin and do- lire was sounded, and the promptness with which cent in his charities, as the Theological Seminary
j
our firemen respond was plainly
shown the fire at Bangor and other educational and charitable inmanded a cigar which he said the former owed
j him. Ruddiek said lie would give him a cigar ward.-, who having driven to the scene in carriages stitutions can testify, lie has during his life been
permanently connected with benevolent and rebut he did not want to be asked in that manner. A j had barely tl o to turn their horses and ride back
a lew rods when they were met by the boys with
ligious societies—notably the American Seaman’s
few more words passed between the two men
|
Friend society, and the church of the Pilgrims,
when Jones struck Kuddick and the latter pushed the engine, some of whom had run nearly a mile.
j
Dr. Storrs, pastor, in which he has been a deacon
I him away. Jones then drew a razor and Kuddick
It is the custom of Capt. B. S. Merithew to furfor many years. He has had a long, active, promsprang behind a table and grasped a chair and told
nish bis haymakers home brewed beer for drink, it
inent and successful business life and leaves an
! Jones to keep away or he would strike him. The
being considered healthier in the hay field than so
Funeral services
honorable name and record.
latter, however, paid no attention to this and cut •ouch cold water. On a recent morning a
jug con- were held at bis late residence on
Saturday foreat him three times and Kuddick struck him in the
taining oil for lubricating the mowing machine
noon, Rev. Dr. Tenney of Ellsworth officiating, afforehead with the chair and he fell to the floor, j
gear had been brought into the field, and plaeed
ter which the remains were sent to Brooklyn for inCapt. Ingraham discharged Kuddick, when the boat under a
bridge in a sly little nook near the jug
termeut.... Dr. Putnam of this place has just had finproceeded down river with the wounded man on containing the beer.
after the workmen
Shortly
! board. Jones died before the boat reached Winterished a fine life size ink portrait of his father, Pol.
bad commenced

Republican Convention.
action has given general satisfaction; and on Novmber next the White Plumed Knight of Maine and
the Black Eagle of Illinois will sweep the ground,
and on the 4th of March next will be inaugurated
President and Vice President of the United .States,
to

bearers.

j

ill

course

hacking up his express
Tuesday to unload

quantity of duck he got too near the edge of the
steep hank and his cart went over and upset. Fortunately very little damage was done.

..

in the

was

his

Sandy Point.

a

Democratic papers, concede New arrested at the Maine Central
depot. The body of
Y "i K to Blaine by a majority of ah.ouu. Mr. Midi- i Jones was
put on shore at Rockland where it reken
the
ulogizing
Republican candidates, re
eeived the attention of an undertaker, and on Sunf* rre
in complimentary terms to President Arday it was returned to Bangor where an inquest
thur whose Administration has won the approval was held on Monday. Dr. \V. H Simmons made a
■f tin* vvhoit people. H«* spoke of Blaine as the i
postmortem examination of the body. He found
f'lvmoq man of the country in ability and statesthat the blood was clotted on the brain
directly
mauship, and of John A. Logan as the most dis- I under the left temporal and
occipital bones of the
tiugui.-.ird soidiet* of the ( nion army who entered j skull, and the pressure of this
upon the brain
the service from civil life,—as brave a man as ever I caused the death. The
blow given by the chair did
live ! an 1 as honest a man as is to be found on the not crush the skull and had no
effect upon it whatlac, uf the earth.
Mr. Milliken spoke of the bar
ever. but the jar Imparted to the brain caused the
u
m
and good feeling which had prevailed at the j
hemorrhage. Kuddick is about JO years of age,
National < (invention. He said it so happened that
li es in Beaton, and has been on the boat one year,
be knew ail of the leading men from New York
where he was well liked. He savs he killed the
who advocated tlie nomination of Artnur, and after
man in self-defence.
Jones lived in Portland, and
ttie nomination he made it a point to see them every
is said to have a wife on the Steamer Lewiston.
and
without
no;
exception thev said it was their After examining several witnesses the jury returnintention io go hmne, take off their coats and carry ed
the following verdict
"That said Samuel
New York for Blaine. There was only one kicker, Jones came to
his death by blows upon the head,
and that was Carl Schurz.aud he has always kicked on the 12th
day of July, A. D. 1884, inflicted by the
except when he was paid $.'Wto a night for making hands of Moses Kuddick with a chair.”
speeches. Mr. M said that on his way home Sehurz
Stockton. George Brown, a son of Mrs. Brown
u as seated beside
Congressman Horr, and the latter of
Boston, employed in the Fort Point Hotel, was
remarked to his neighbor that he did not see how
found dead in his bed Sunday morning, lie was
he Sehurz; could go to a convention, participate in
between 12 and 13 years of age. A physician pro
its deliberations and then bolt. Sehurz said: "1
nounced the cause of deatii inflammation of the bowsuppose you would vote for the Devil if he was
els. When the body was laid out it was discovered
nominated." "Oh no," replied Horr, "I never go
that several ribs were fractured. A brother of tho
outside my party." Mr. Milliken illustrated his
that George fell from a tree on Saturday.
feelings with regard to the nomination by a story boy says
Mr. B. M. Roberts is rebuilding his store on the
of a thrifty New York farmer who attended the
site of the one recently burned. John
Lafolley
eounty fair and carried off all the first premiums. has his new
store nearly completed. Pownal
He got premiums for Ids colts, his calves, his butLodge of Masons will soon erect a building for
ter, in short, for all his exhibits. On his return
lodge purposes. The first floor will he rented for
home he took pleasure in exhibiting his premiums,
a store.
and told his neighbors that he never knew of a fair
Head of the Tide. Rev. Mr. Ross preached
which gave stu b general satisfaction. And so it
was with the National
Its at our church last Sunday in exchange with Rev.
i

(* a

Lancaster

Tuesday—George

Brooks.

application of Paris green is

$500.

team to John Putnam's sail loft

arrived

fered with the work of

pasture grass and helped field crops, but
too late to help the hay crop.

numerous

]

was manu-

■

While

Seminary is spending

stu-

I feel

one.

Clothing Store!

READY MADE CLOTHING

to

at

..

vine

a

is

Geo. E. Tufts

at

The

Bright

them

(More or less) to carry voters in (or anything else)
prices so low that every voter can have a new

few

—

The Camden Herald

1

on

a

a

ply of Buckeye mowers which we sec they are
closing out. “Which is the best machine?” is a
question that is often asked, and nearly every farguests.
mer thinks he has it
The sewing machine does
Is a gentleman well known in Waldo
county and is
worthy of his popularity among his town’s people. for the woman with a family what the mowing maMay they live to enjoy their golden wedding was chine does for her husband, and thus we are led to
remark that our ingenious friend, A. B. Roberts of
the sentiment of all present.
Thorndike, has invented an attachment for the
Jackson.
Miss Mary Frank Kicker died on the j
sewing machine that will stitch and trim a seam at
-d inst. of consumption, aged IS
was
the same time, thus
years. She
obviating the necessity of usthe daughter of Franklin and Mary Ricker_The
ing the hand shears, which is such a bother as
picnic af Morton’s grove on the 4th was much en- every
shop woman well knows. It has been tested
joyed by all who attended. The attendance was in actual use on a machine
and a patent has been
little
child
of
(julte large....A
Weston and Geneva applied for—We notice that our
genial friend, C.
.Jewett was scalded by overturning a cup of hot
" Bradford, has been in town for some time in
coffee, and tiled from the effects
Not much hav- the
employ of S. L. Dodge. Charles is a good
ing was done last week on account of dull weather. fellow to take
hold of any society movement, as
The grass crop has very much increased since the
his accomplishments are of a versatile charac
advent of July-Geo. E. Brackett Lodge. I.O. of
ter, and we are glad to see him in Brooks again.
G• T. is having very interesting meetings and a
We understand that the secrets
pertaining to sever
increase
of
rapid
membership. M. J. Dow will al useful inventions are
tearing around in his ferbefore
a
speak
public, meeting, on tin* constitution tile brain
for
clamoring
release, and what the reamendment, sometime in August_Dan’I R. Han- sult
may be we cannot at this time predict... The
son i> unable to work on account of an
erysipelas boys now set their watches
by Gordon’s whistle
sore in the hand, which has disabled him for a
and the clothing factory has become a settled Instinumber of months-The potato bug is unusually
tution in town. Long may it continue to

in that

!

Bishop Simpson....Rev.

Sabbath,

spending

few well chosen words to Mr. and Mrs.
Norton. Mrs. John S. Ayer assisted Mrs. Norton
In the entertainment of her
S. G. Norton.

Capt. p. Pendleton, Jr. received by American
Express last week some very handsome Brusseds
carpets for his new house, from die well known
linn of John II. Pray X Son, Boston.

bav

the church last

guests made the presentation speech, address-

ing

afternoon.

In the

at

Jennie Grant has returned from

nice lot of trees on Ills premises, and will soon
have a little forest of his own in which it is said he
will allow no one to go hunting with loaded
guns.

good

a

Miss

—

keep

1,000 Carriages

very

hay—The three masted sell. June
loading with hay for Savannah, Ga.
She will take part of her cargo here and finish
loading at Belfast-Sell. Minetta Capt. Morrissey

supper was served. In the evening the young penpie amused themselves with games, silver presents to the value of $75 were left with the
happy
couple. Mr. \V\ II. Moody, of Liberty, on behalf of

The funeral services of

!

present, and

a

observance of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the wedding of Mr. and Mrs. s. G. Norton.
One hundred and fifty persons from all parts
of Waldo county assembled at their house, where
a
very enjoyable day and evening were spent. J- Dow has sold his black colt “Bess” to Mark
Pease of Jackson, she is one of the best threeTables were spread in the grove where a
picnic !

for sale.

ed of.

lecture

Palkkmo.

pardson, the Indian doctor, was in the
Saturday evening but found a dud market
for his medicines as only one bottle was dispos-

Wit

following
me
; the most difficult features of the local paper
are the transfers in real estate in Waldo
county for
l- be Police Court report.
A person is arraigned
the week ending July i;»th
< liiford Abbott Jfc als.,
before the court for drunkenness, and straightway
Be!fa.-t, b Ai»ram Norwood, Belmont, bred W.
Ik rushes to the newspaper office to beg the supBrown, Belfast. t-» F-ther K. Bralev, same town.
pressloii of the report. He doesn’t want hir* parents, Simon h. Boyd, Prospect, to Arthur Boyd, same
who In
■.own.
-ays are respectable, to hear of it. He
Percy A Bridgham, Somerville, to (Jorm ver regard- the
feelings of Ills parents while lie uealiu- Whit.-..mb, Beltail. Althea Baehclder &
guzzles down the intoxicating fluid, but when conBellas!, to A. O. Norwood. Belmont. Sarah P.
fronted v the reporter he display.- great filial afBeaman, Belfast, to A. O. Norwood. Belmont
fi ction. Sometimes the editor in the kindness of John W Carter, Frankfort, to Laura F.
Warren,
his licai
suppresses the item, only to find it chron- searsport. J. V. Cottrell, Belfast, to F j. Morison
A als., Phil brook. Montana. David
icled in the rival paper, or the daily, which has a
Dickey. Belmeal correspondent in town. On Saturday last mont, to Win. Dickey, same town. James Fowler,
Emerson E:\vell, f Wald", in a drunken condition
Albion, to Klias C. Fowler, same town. Klisha c.
entered the d iurnal office, and in a breath laden
bowler, Albion, to Charles C. liusse>, Freedom.
with odors of bad whiskey, profanity and obscenity I Albert It. bellows, W
interport, b> Hannah Morton,
demanded t< know why his name had appeared in i Frankfort. B. F. Harding,
Troy, to II. A. Hard
the Journal Police ( ourt report.
He was as abuse- ing, same town. <)*ro Knight,
Cnity, b. Charles C.
ive as only a drunken man can lie. After much
Freedom.
(
lara M. L. ring, Cnion, to A1
Hussey.
persuasion and threats of the police we got rid of bert Dam mans, lJHia-i. J.m* Monroe, Vermont,
him. I: fifteen minutes he returned, which was to sofImi Morton. Frankfort
Andrew MeC'ol.b,
i! e third time, and begun the attack, again opening
Lineolnvilie, win. to Almira Mc< ..bb, >ame town.
the vials of hi- abuse. At last the patience of the
Abraham O.
V.rwoo.i, Bela out, to Lewis M.
ioral editor was exhausted and seizing the victim
Vlark, Northport Wooster Parker, Belfast, will,
to
\\
A.
Parker A .same lown. Benj B. Park,
oy the hack<of the neck, lie ran him out, landing him
"ii ids back at the foot of the stairs
We here make
searsport. will, b b W. Park A als.. same town.
Josj
th announcement that the Police court department
pi, Palmer, Monroe, to Francis J Bailey, and
Marcia A
in tin Journal will <•. ntinue to be a feature "f the
Bain-v, Monroe.
Vincent Pendleton,
Islesboro. to W m. B. Pendleton, same town.
paper and unruly drunkards will be fired out.
Humphry small, Brooks, to Eliza B. Jellison, same
IlKiTWM an Fla-; Uaimn*.
On Friday last the
town.
Atwell W. -wett, Wintcrport, to Charles F.
lb-publicans *»f Ue.iast flung to me breeze an
Atwood, Monroe. Mary L. and A. E. .Sanford,
\.neidi\tn ling bearing the names **f James G.
Palermo, to Betsey Murphv, same town. Samuel
lJiain.-, of Maine, f«*r President; John A. Logan,
s. Trevett, i’rospect, to Lewis L Trundv, Frank"f Illinois, for Vice President, Frederick Ruble,of
fort. Win. <• Whitney, Pittstiehl. to L Ii. HardGorham, for Governor, and v L. Milliken, of Bel
'1 roy. Mary Webber, Monroe, to Llewellyn
fast, for Congress. The flag is suspended over the ing,

are

were

The Juvenile Temple gave

just now, and my stock of Carri-

ages must GO 10. I can’t afford to
look at, therefore I shall offer

loaded with

started

Dr. SIm

bay returning

eastern

workers, and

Are all the GO

weeks and Miss Josie Dunton from her visit down
river-Miss McManus of Watcrville is visiting
her sister Mrs. Coffren-Quite a number of summer boarders and visitors are in town_Sell.
Hero, Capt. Lowe, sailed for Boston on Monday

All

The crop has been overestimated and
will be mu-b less than one-half of Iasi year’s. It
needs cutting at once. Recent rains and fog have

week

MARK

of his best

one

by Bro’s Harding,

Newtonville where she has been

He

unfavorable.

came

made

followed

others, and M. J. Dow of Brooks gave
closing address. It was at a late hour that

Lewis

home-Oscar Erskine is studying medicine with Hr.
Pearson.Village school taught
by Miss Della Storer, closes this week a successful
term-Having progresses slowly,—weather very

streets

much

was

cation

at the

Hopkins has placed his horse "Maine

be excellent

to

a

dent of the E. M. C.

Minneapolis

summer

was

interesting concert in the Cong.church on Sunday
evening last, under the direction of Rev. A. A-

enjoyed. Meets the next time in three
George Erskine... Rev. Mr. Wil-

preaches here next Sabbath... .Oscar Storer,

moonlight excursion which was to have
taken place Saturday evening had to l>e postponed
on account of the dense
fog.

shore of

was eaten

taken down ilie

liams gave
the life of

The

Sunday school
m Friday

the

|

He

Winterport.

Saturday. They

weeks with Mrs.

George F. smith is making improvements on the
front of his drug store, and will soon hang out a
handsome gilt sign.

-o

to bis

was

Mrs. W. A. Dolliver and children of
arrived

Penobscot, making the landing at Verona.The North Church
Sunday School and
m-iy will have a pionb .it the
battery on Thursday, should the weather be suitabl.-. If iiis stormy the picnic will be on the lirst
pleasant day afterward.
Those intending to go
will meet at the vestry at 1 :< r m_The
Knights
Templars of Belfast will make an excursion down
the bay early next month ...The odd Fellows of
this city are talking up an
xcursion.

live paper and give all the news, as is the
list- Journal, many distasteful things have
mentioned. It i- not done to satisfy the

b»-

Tide,
prices

has

Madia and seh. I-.,

on -learner

landing
a

Methodi-d

steamer Acadia which will tow
It has been decided to go up the

>f

twenty-four guns

social time

j

evening in honor of the nomination of Cleveland
Hendricks.

.eir annual excursion

on

j

salute of

Hatch. Over GO

Mrs. I. E.

and

enjoyed after the fog sealed away.
.The Baptist Sunday school and society will
make liieir annual excursion to-day. They will go

Tuesday.
Tin-

A

Tin
t

afternoon
late In the

which

a

d

on

made

society

Acadia.

Monday

season.

Weymouth

Rev. Mr.

New Boston

I

Rand and
the

j Morrill. Ladies Sewing Circle met last Thurs! day afternoon with the newly elected President,

the best time it has made for

was

were

memorial

a

I

the audience dispersed, as some recitations and
Lincolnville. Rev. S. M. Dunton and*
declamations tilled up all the spare time.
in town last week....Mr. Solon Bartlett

discourse on Bishop Simpson.
will preach a temperance sermon July 27.
Good Templars are requested to be present.

Hezekiah Lufkin, of Deer Isle purchased a small
cargo of hay in town last week which was shipped
by sell. Banner.

day... <>:, Sunday an excursion aceompanied by the Belfast band was made on steamer

I that lurketh

r\

the Head of the
wool carding. His

at

ed

stage arrived from Belfast Friday evening at

said

son.

very genial and
remember him with

Lane,
Capt.

Berlitz School of

of last week

was

strewn with rose- a- some may suppose,
and ihi n a thorn is revealed to remind him

icw

aim

buried

id.

u'ariv

b»

in social life

j

r. M.

Mr. Grinned has introduced a novelty in his sale
stable in the shape of a pair of mules. They are

Haskell,

KxcntsiuNS

Miss Julia

and

very low and his work lirst class. Read hl.s adver
tisement.
Mr. Huehert, a French teacher of the

and

survives him. He leaves five children.

r-'-u

man;- friends, who now
His remains '\tiu* to Belfast

\<»1

i‘

»

was

a-nr.

and

1

b

And<

Ill- last wife

Porter

a. m.

hand.

speeches.

is very light in this vicinity. ...The
Sylvester-Bryant case came before Geo. \V.
Young last Saturday.
It has been left to referees, but we have not learned I
the result....The M. E. Sabbath School have purchased a new library....Rev. W. W. Ogier deliver-

Averlil.

-ame

Belfast.

.d

!■.

House, Sunday July

the

at

27 at 10.30

are

Sibley Bro-

'•cing engaged in trade. It wa- hi- intention to
pass the last days of his life in Ids native city. His
first wife was a Miss Wadlin, a sister of John R.

services

The first cargo of coal this season for J. H.
arrived last week by sell. William Putnam,

class in this

-i

hold

Haven

wideawake

are stopping at Mr. Robinsons.. ..The rains of the
past week make the farmers backward about their
haying, but they don’t complain. The hay crop

Monday for Boston and
Brig Amy A. Lane, Capt. Carver.

Mrs. Morse will
school

Languages, Washington, lias a ;
city, that is making great progress, j
He is an excellent teacher. Any one desiring to
take lessons can consult him at Jos. Sanborn’s,
High st ...A Belfast Savings Bank book lost_
>ee notice of Vinalhaven and
Bangor steamer_i
Caution notice, Stover Heal, Lincolnville ...Mrs.
L H. Colby, Belfast, advertises for sale her handsome and desirable house, also one on North st..
Ladder lost, K. Chenerv, Belfast.

paralysis and

mil the foil >wing Saturday. Mr. Anderborn in Belfast, where the larger portion

t-

bis i:IY

■1*

.Mr. Anderson,
on Satur-

HaC-or, Ml. I.)e»ert, died

purchased
ponies of Mr. Urinnell.

sweetheart” In the hands of Mr. Withamof Waterville to be trained for the fad races.

I

B

good grace- of the audience.

\nii»F

of

for his wife’s

I

lodge of Good Temolars held a
temperance meeting at the church last
week in the interest of the amendment. There vas
line singing by the lodge choir, and M. T. Dodge
who presided at the meeting made ome Interesting
and practical remarks in regard to the subject at
Troy.

Dr. T. P. Shaw and

and wife arrived from Boston last

has

Andrew L. A lieu left

hoard sell.

on

special notice
IM.

wife

at New York.

pair

were

Centre

large order for sails for ship

a

gentleman

will go mate in

Arrangements have been made for Gen Neal
to address the people on the Amendment, In
Waldo county, as follows At Burnham Monday
evening Aug. 11, lnity 12, Thorndike 13, Brooks
11, Belfast 15. Rc\ A. A. I'hcdps a noted lecturer
from New York is booked for Belfast Thursdav
evening July 31 and Saturday Cove, Northport
Aug. 1.

The Camden Herald says Miss CharW Colburn, in her English and Italian
selections,
and in the duet with Mr. Lunt, was a great favorite
the audio nee.

now

handsome

use a

Dow

la-i week.

wlili

|
are attending Mr. Keene’s music I
Cong, vestry.

K. It. Thomas

House.
eon.-ert

cargo of

a

number

a

John Putnam lias

evening, and will give a second one on Tuesday
evening, July *22d, at the same place. The lecture
is free. For gentlemen only. Bead what lie says
in the advertising columns concerning his professional calling. Ib may be found at the American

the

They will be fixed up ir. first-

street.

'das.- order for

on

(Juite

Dr. Thomas f. Marshall gave a very interesting
lecture at the Belfast Opera House, on Tuesday

Hervey have

dwelling houses

Monday with

|

school at the

are

port. Martin
paid.

assistance from the order In the campaign for the

purchased the

;

Sch. Sea Foam arrived

Police Notes. Before Justice Greer, Saturday
State on complaint of Andrew Martin vs. Cornelius
Bartlett for an assault and battery. The parties

amendment.
Howes ami Calvin

lively at the livery stable last Suu-

coal.

gratified to learn that Dr. A.J. Billings
improvingand is able to walk about,
but he does not yet dare to trust himself in a carriage. We hope he may he able to speak for the
amendment before the campaign closes.

turned from

A.

he

was

day.

of Freedom is

A. M.

A.

can

Business

Files, District Deputy, writes that Bethel lodge of East Thorndike is to have a public
meeting as soon as arrangements can he successfully made with an address by M. J. Dow.

The steamer

Messrs.

days

few

a

arriving.

Geo. E.

evening.

7

for

routes

are

Capt. Timothy Pendleton is In town.

local artists, has i tor Wilson.
Percy a. Sanborn, one
recently made some handsome sketches of scenery
There were no new matters brought to the attenin and around Belfast. Painted on wooden placques tion of the
insolvency court in this city last week,
make
handsome
pictures.
they
very
and nothing done with those before it. It was a
Mr. I. H. Jackson, the young man who was re- short and uninteresting term.
cently injured by being thrown from his carriage,
M. J. Dow of Brooks, G. W. C., will continue to
has notified the town of Belmont that he claims answer calls to
speak for the amendment, from
$2,000 damages f<»r injuries received.
lodges not far from home, and when convenient
of

Among the arrivals in town last
family, of Lowell,
Mass., and Mr. T. B. Stevenson of the same place;
also Mr. B. T. Lamb and wife, of Boston....A
young son of VV. M Vose cut his leg quite badly on
a scythe last Saturday—There appears to be a
misunderstanding or some underhand work in regard to the daily mail that was to run between McFarland’s Corner and Freedom, but we hope the
trouble may be righted soon.
week

ers and

Hoop Skirts!
All the LATHST and MOST H()1H

A.

LAII STALKS of

P.

Mansfield’s,

»/ i.so\/r

/'/mi-1 i:.

POWDER
Absolutely

E.HIBBAKD, 60SWashingtonSt.Boston.

Ladies & Children’s

At

Colored, Silk & Lisle
GLOVE Si
In all sizes awl

Bangor
Co.

shades,

(ireat

ISW I

Music <P Full Orchestra.

B. F. Wells’.

WEEK.

Of every

of

The steamers of this line will make6

Commencing Saturday* May 31,

j

Leaving Belfast for Boston every week day at 2}2
o'clock r. m.
A program of choice music will be performed in
the saloon on every passage between Rockland and
Boston.
Leaving Foster’s wharf, Boston, for Belfast,
every week day at 5 o’clock r. m.
Connections—AtSearsport with stage for .stockton on arrival of steamer. At Itucksport with stage
for and from Ellsworth. At Bangor for Moosehead
Lake and all stations on the B. & P. R. R. and M.
C. R. R. Connections made for Portland at Rockland usually every Monday and Thursday evenings.
Connections at Rockland with steamers ML Desert
or Rockland for Mt. Desert and landings east.
Tickets may be obtained on board steamers for
Lowell, Lawrence, New York and Philadelphia.
Fare to Boston.$3.00
to Lowell.. 3.50
from Belfast to Boston and return. 5.00
from Searsport to Boston and return.... 5.25

D. LANK, Agent, Belfast.
JAMK8 LITTLKFIF.LO, Supt., Boston.
CALVIN AUSTIN, (General Freight Agent, Boston.
Belfast, May 29, 1884.—lyrl

Vinalhaven and
ONE

Bangor.

WEEK.

TRIP A

m
lb Steamer MAY FIELD, Capt. Faroswill leave Vinalhaven for Bangor, Saturday, at 7 o’clock a. m., touching at Casat
and Belfast at 1 o’clock p.m.
12.30,
tine, Northport
Returning, wlU leave Bangor for Vinalhaven, on
Monday, at 8 o’clock a. m., touching at Northport
at 12 M
Belfast at I o’clock i». M., and other landings on the river each way.
aSr*Freight taken at fair rates.
Belfast, July 15, 1884.—tf29

^gSBgBCworth,

Lost, Strayed,

Stolen,

or

A Ladder.
Please return it.

Belfast, July IT, 1884.—lw 17

K.

CHENERY.

SALE

FOR

trips per week
1

Assortment
Goods for

DRESSES!

Of the Berlitz School of Languages, Washington,
is here during the summer for the purpose of giving instruction in French. Any one desiring to take
lessons can consult him at
5w*27
MR. JOSEPH SANBORN’S, High St.

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES

LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should lie without it.
Sold hy all Grocers. 15EWAItEof imitations
well designed to mislead. PEAItLINE is tho
ONLY SAFE labor saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

Ladies 6l Children’s

A New k Fine Assortment

Perfected

Spectacles

-AND-

Parasols!
MANSFIELD’S.

At

PAINTS,

CLASSES!

EYE

OILS,

to all ales and condition
If you are troubled with your

[

of the eyes.
Adapted

sight, give nieaealland you cannot fail to lie suited
C. HKRVRY, 1‘hteni.r Rote.

VARNISHES,
Railroad

must ms
MANSFIELD’S.

colors, 20 new shades, best goods, largest
stock, lowest prices in town.
2*2
II.
K.
MOUISOX ,f- CO.

White Shirts
AT ALL

PARIS GREEN!
Wholesale and Retail.

CARDING !

NOTICE.—I shall card wool for 5 and
7 cents per 11». until further notice. I have no
time or inclination to stand in the highway or go
from house to house to beg wool to card. But will
card as low as any man in this county, and guarantee
my rolls as good as can he made or pay the damage.
I refer you to Augustus Perry, my former agent,
also to Daniel Hamden, of Belfast, who is now actB. F. HASKELL,
ing as my agent.
Head of the Tide, Belfast, Me.

July 14,1884.—ttw‘29

WASHING*111 BLEACHING

26teow7is

Mansfield’s.

of

Huetoert,

SPECIAL

«■

G. H. BUSWELL, Proprietor.

FEENCH!

WOOL

BEST THING KNOWN

-OF-

Mansfield's, Masonic Temple.

M.

the

LOW.

Elegant

WHITE

Jf-si-s I

to ten dollars per week
ll*»! all
ye that thirst eome to the beautiful Penobscot Bay,
on the shore of tin* Northport ( amp Lround.
One
of the most beautiful, eleanest and healthiest plaeo
on the coast of Maine.
;{w27

Situated in the pleasant village
of Winterport, Me., nice two
story
house, eU awl piazza, well built
and finished, also a nice stable conneeted, same size of house and
finished same outside, and can be changed into a
house at very small expense; also one half of small
stable on same lot, all pleasantly situated in centre
of the village, with good size garden, with fruit
trees, Ac. Near churches, wost-oflice, hotel, Ac.
The above will be sold at a bargain. For further
JOHN ATWOOI),
particulars enquire of
110 South Market St.. Boston, Mass.,
Or of Fked Atwood, Winterport, Me.
3m25*

An

of

It hatli been said of old that the

"

Hand

Season

eating of the pudding was the
I shall furnish
proof thereof.
good rooms and hoard from live

HOSIERY,
description. All NKW and FRESH
goods just received at

PER

!1 round,

opened to public for the

now

bargains in

O

TRIPS

Xorthport Ctniijt
Is

Colored Bordered Hdkfs.,
<i

01

11

WAVERLY HOUSE!

Throat and Lung Specialist, will remain at the
American House, Belfast, on professional business,
until Saturday evening, July 2tHh, where lie invites all who may be so unfortunate as to be suffering with any disease of the Throat, Lungs or Airpassages, such as Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis, In.
eipient Consumption, weak or undeveloped Lungs,
etc., etc. Throat ami Lungs thoroughly tested and
examined without charge.
29

Steaini!<liip

tiered.

33. 37*. WE31,3^S.

DR. THOS. F. MARSHALL,

Boston and

For Ladies of all sizes.
Kxtreme sizes if not in stock will be

W.K. Morison & Co.
Belfast

Savings

Bank.

no. 4174, is sued bv this Bank August 7,
1878, to SOPHIE DALLAS HA/ELTINL.
having been lost and application made tor a duplicate, notice of said loss is hereby given as required
.JOHN H. Ql'IMBY, Treas.
bylaw.
Belfast, July 15, 1884.—3w2!>

Hook

A.

P.

MASONIC

PRICES.

MANSFIELD,

TEMPLE,

BELFAST

LADIES’

Chains,

Necklaces,

LOCKETS & CROSSES.

Gent's Vest Chains,Seals & Charms

| HEli YEY’S JEWELR

Y STORE.

PURE

Sweet

ABSOLUTE

Pern.

Extreme Tired Feeling.
lady tells us “the first bottle has done my !
daughter a great deal of good, her food does not

The subtle power in perfume found,
Nor priest nor sibyl vainly learned;
On Grecian shrine or Aztec mound
No censer idly burned.

BLOOD
marvellous results of Hood’s Sarsaparilla upon all humors and low

THE

conditions of the Wood as /
en by the cures effected >
it the best HI.001) MED

That power the hoary Magian knew,
The dervish in his frenzied dance,
The Pythian princess swooning through
The wonderland of trance.

/prov-

^

/
/ prove
/ A^/lClXE.
sue-/
/ cess of

Such has been tin*
this article at home //that nearly every family in / JV /whole neighborhoods have been /
Co /it at
the same time. /
/It eradicates
vital-/
scrofula,
/izes and enriches
the Wood. /
/thereby restoring
and renovat-/
Xing the whole system. Hood's /
/Sarsaparilla purities
the /
/blood. Hood's Sarsaparilla /
/cures dyspepsia. Hood’s
Sarsa- / rsSJ /parilla cures biliousness.
/
/A peculiar point in Hood's
>
Bar- /
/saparii.la is that it builds
up and strengthens the system, while it
eradicates disease, and as nature's great
assistant proves itself invaluable as a protection from diseases that originate in
changes of the seasons, of climate and of
life.

Qp

climbed a hill path strange and new,
AVith slow feet, pausing at each turn;
A sudden waft of west wind blew
The breath of the sweet fern.

Miss Rose Ev tinge says, “Journalism and the
theatrical profession are united by some very
slender ties.” One of which, most fragrant Rose,
is advertise. There is nothing like it, we assure
you.

I

That fragrance from my vision swt pt
The alien landscape; in if- -lead.
I p fairer hill- of youth l stepped.
As light of heart as tread.

pared

st-n-e or spirit?
Who shall say
What touch the chord- of memory thrill-?
It pa—ed; and left the Aiiiiii-t day
Ablaze on lonelv hill-.

Or

Gems

is sold by all DrugPrice £1 per bottle; six for £f>. Prebv C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

Ter
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G ->« <dwi:i. Ed. Christ,
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O DO AS OTHERS

Have

1. -•1
x;„, -..-l V
in M w'.Vr

Suffe;

“Klin y-W.
used,

V

-S

yet God

Disease?

cur* d

-.-!1 reine

er
t eh'

u.

?
Complaint
uic Liv«
Di

lute

r.t»t

1

Nat.

V. V.

Is your Back lame and aching?
l»•

"Kidn. v-Wort. ■ 1
lam- I had te roll

1.-.

-f:

M.

Have

i.n-d

n..«

was so

Tallmape. Milwaukee. Wis.

Disease?

Kidney

you

wl.i-u 1

.t

■■

Jv i. 31y-V' ■ it mad.-m* -..uni uliver and ki-iinys
after years of unsuccessful
t. rinp.
Its w >rth
$10 a box." Sam llodpe-, Wil.iainsto* n, West Va.

Are

you

“Kidney-Wort
me

I

Constipated?

Have you Malaria?

“Kidney-Wort
I

have

has don.- better than any other
used in my praetice.
Dr. 1(. K. Clark, South Hero, Vt.

ever

Are you Bilious?

“Kidney-“Wi.rt has done me u,remedy 1 have ever .-.ken.'
Mrs. J. T. Galloway,

p-od

other

Elk

than any

f blet-u njj
mo
/ curt
I»r W. c. Rime re-• mm< mb I it to inGeo. H. 11- rst, Cashier M. Bank, My erst own. Pa.

J
1 «
up to
had sulTer-- 1 thirty v.-nr-.
Elbndgo MiiP. jlm, West Bath. Maine.
me.

you

pens

to

gi

t onto

your side.

bread lightly,” only a little corn. Use Hinds’
It i. guaranteed t«.
Hadical Uuu.n llEMnVKit.
lvi-34
cure, and leaves tiie skin smooth.
••

an
oeab u

you speak of a young
when -lie has her hair

suffering?
uiiar troubles

III: PANAMA

enterprise slnmlil

k«-

lyrcow

Having; recently bought

Indy

as

fa Wars I Jewelry

<

<.-mpu:iion

F.iixir will prevent any serious result Irom a sudden eold and c fleet a speedy cure. D um are
bilious, or have the jaundice, .-irk headache or
Initio
ii/./ines.-, try Baxter’s Mandrake Bitter-.

Blood Cleanser.

DAVID

KENNEDY’S

REMEDY

For the Cure of Kidney and Direr Cotnplainttf, Constipation, an.I n',1 disorders
arising from an impure state of the BL< UdD.
To women who suffer from any of the ills peculiar to their sex it is an unfailing friend. Ail
Druggists. One Dollar a bottle, or address Dr.
David Kennedy, Ron (lout, N. Y.

M‘fuln<*»* oflir. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy—A Thrilling Letter from a
and l

Master Mechanic.

Of the hi

make

POSITIVE CURE

j
;

j

GIVEN AWAY

announcement.

lyrfi

Stories

on

the Road.

Commercial Travelers at
sitle

Ian—Something to
a Gripsack.

a

ll'ay-

Pat in

"Centlemen, I almost envy you the positions you
fill, your experience of the world; your knowledge
of business, the changing sights you see, and all
that, you know.”
This warmly expressed regret fell from the lips
of an elderly pleasure tourist, last August,and was
addressed to a semi-circle of commercial travelers
seated on the porch of the Lindell Hotel, St. Louis,
Mo.
"Yes,” responded a New York representative of
life profession, "a drummer isn’t without his pleasures, but he runs ids risks, toe—risks outside the
chances of railroad collisions and steamboat explo-

sions.”

"What risks for instance?”
"This, for instance,” said Mr. W. I). Franklin,
who was then traveling for an Eastern house, and
is known to merchants in all parts of the country :
"The risk—which, indeed, amounts almost to a certainty—of getting the dyspepsia from perpetual
change of diet and water and from having no fixed
hours for eating and sleeping. I myself was an example. I hhv was, for I am all rigid now.”
"No discount on your digestion?” broke in a
Chicago dry goods traveler, lighting ids cigar
afresh.”
"Not a quarter per cent. Rut I had to give up
ruined my
traveling for a while. The
paper. Finally I came across an advertisement of
PARkKR’8 TONIC. I tried it and it fixed me up to perfection. There is nothing on earth, in my opinion,
equal to it is a cure for dyspepsia.”
Messrs. FIiscox & Co., of New York, the proprietors, hold a letter from Mr. Franklin stating
that precise fact. PABRKR'8 TONIC aids digestion,
cures Malaria] Fevers,Heartburn,Headache,Coughs
aud Colds, and all chronic diseases of the Liver
and Kidne) s. Put a bottle in your valise. Prices,
f»Oc. and Of. Economy in larger size.
1 meow27

dyspepsia

H. H. Forbes’

I>oue

(t cannot

learn

all times ami in the best

at

\ou

prices,

A

(it o

I.

lltocle.

Hitfit fit,

NICE

STOCK

BOOTS

Mr.

j
i

I

DON’T WAIT.

i

Writt* to U* for these teMimonials i.« full or send
direct io the parties. Don’t wait. Now is the time
t"
tire everv species of Itching, Scaly, Pimply,
*-eroi'uloii.s, Inherited, Contagious, and C’opper-col••red Disi a-es of the Dlood, Skin and Scalp, with
Loss >t Hair.
*< I I bv all
druggists. Price: Cctio'UA, ah ets..
Kks'M.vknt, .-?l.ou; soap, -2.r> cents. Poti ku Inns
and ( liK.MK Ai. (<>., Poston, Mass.
JL 1

|*Ti"\/

For

Sunburn,

Tan, and

DELMU I T Oily Skin, Rlaekheads,

skin

P.leuii-hes,

use

Ci

and

riri’KA Soai*.

SANFORD'S
PREpSjffvENT

THE WISE
j

i

j

&

Dry

''■■■

Receiver Davis says (ho firm of Grant A
never kept a cash book or a journal and
made 11)1

balance sheet.

There was no
receivable,
and the receiver’s schedules had to be made up
from loose memoranda, endorsements on envelopes and oral statements, it is no wonder
that the firm can pav only a quarter of a cent
on the dollar.
never

a

complete book of bills payable

or

We hear it stated that the virtuous spasm of
Boston Advertiser is only a business transaction in order to force a sale of its stock. If
it keeps on much longer it won’t have influence
enough left to make it worth quoting. [Dexter Gazette.
the

willi

the utmost skill

from

Room

The sign in front of a clothing store on one
the side streets reads: “Cast oft'clothing of
every kind,” and every one who notices it feels
that the advice is excellent.

It costs a dollar in Milwaukee to say that a
man is “personally a very tine fellow.'but
politically a scoundrel.” The rate was fixed by
a,justice in a slander suit.

—Take all the Brain and Nerve force
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DIRECTORS•
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Nice to take, true merit, imcoualed for
TORPID
LIVER and Night
Sweats, Nervous Weakness,
Sexual Decline. I
Leanness,
Malaria,
$l.00 per but., 0 for
:c, at Druggists.
E. S. Wells, Jersey City, N. J., U. S. A.

WISEWKLL,

IT*4 Devonshire Street, Boston.
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In

Sfjirwpori,
standing

li.i\ing unsettle’.
request.•’I to settle.

are

REAR & CARTER,

BOTH

-AND-

DON’T

Brass Founders,
44 slain

long

lit

St.,

All kinds of

Belfast, Tale.

light

and

heavy

ened with cayenne pepper.

dune at short notice and reasonable

THE

cutting

threading.

.1 n*l

Holt

to 2 inches.
Steam
he

invigorating

simplicity and purity by

any tonic, medicine, while free from alcoholic reaction. Avoid mercenary dealers, who for a few cents’
extra profit try to force
upon you their own or
others when you call for SANFORD’S GINGER.
Sold by wholesale and retail
druggists, grocers,
etc., everywhere.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

prices.

Pipe

cutting front I-s inch

Machinists'Supplies

Healers in

procured of

us

if

desired.

and as 1 shall ha\c thousands to make I w an!
all the good help I can get. Oooj work.
< iood pay.
No buttons.

in the

Manufacturers of

Agents for

•t

^rauddaiiirlitci-s

Torches, Helmets. Flags,
Badges, Portraits and all

political goods-

Shape

of Ladies and Children’s

Fireworks

Collars & Neckwear

AT BOTTOM PRICES.
HYDE & CO.,

WILL BIO FOI ND AT

A.

50

f^AWSFSELO’ii.
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“Inventors

cannot ruipl •>
or more capable ot

<>i

Friilni/s

R. H, EMERY &
Watches. Clocks.

>(■ Sul u rihn/s,
remembering this
11.

<

>.

GOODS!

&

VEGETABLE

EVAPORATOR!

E.

STKEL.

There

Dry and

Winterport

or

Exchange.

G<H,I) KING. The owner cun have the same
by calling and proving proper! v and paving
AIKS. M. S. STAPLES, Miller si.
charges.
Belfast, July 10, 1SS4.—2w2-S

Rouse for Sale.
half house with
Che story and
A
ell and barn attached, tool house,
cellar
and good
W
ctBhr.ila*
woodshed; good
wellof water, on Waldo Ave., own^=-==^~S?5iEr ed by Dr. A. S. DAVIS. Therein
about four acres of land, and some twenty fruit
trees, pear and apple. This is a very desirable
place*, built by Dr. Davis for his own use, and will
he sold at abargain. Applv to
A. A. HOWES.
Belfast, May 1, 1884.—tfIS

Cottage
4V ’’ASk"
**
4 *

that beset the traveller or household at this
season,
are nothing to those protected
by a timely use of

Delicious Summer

Belfast,

PURE FRUIT STIMULANT, for the
-^A-aged, mentally and physically exhausted, careworn, or overworked, fordelicate females, especially
mothers, for those recovering from dehilitating dis-

reforming

ui-t
new

■

r|'lll-.
1

To

Let.

Tenement of eight rooms, corner
<*f Miller ami (Jeii.tr Streets. KnW. A. SWIFT.
quire of
June 19, 1884.—tl'*2n

BAR HARBORS"™

those addicted

SEARSPOKT HOUSEHOLDERS
do well to investigate the methods of the
DWELLING HOUSE INSl’ltAN(JK CO.,
WILL
of the best in New
before

one

I

elsewhere.

England,
insuring
J. W. BLACK, Agent.

Searsport, July J, 1884.—tf‘27
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A Great Medical Work on Manhood,
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For Rheumatism, Neuralgia
Cramps, Sprains, Backache
Sciatica, Burns and Sea
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Thi- well known and favorite

mower

is offered

to farmers for the coining harvest. It will be shown
by agents in their several localities, or any desired
information and descriptive catalogue, t ree, by

|

Giveaway as premiums to thoseformin'.:. tubs Dr ;’
<f their TEAS and tOUI.IS />tnwr. Tea and
Toilet Set 8, Silverware. Watches. eU. Will'I E TEA
SETS <d 40 and OH pie. <-s with £lO A $12 ■
IIECOUATED TEA SlnTS f I I a ftO p
wall 81ft and £1S orners STEM
SWISS WATCHES wit !. £lft
OOI.P
ItAHl) or HIosh Hose Tea Sets id -l-lie ,--s
White Dinner Set *
s m
lOttpi
£20 orders. Send us year address and mention tie- pap r.we
will mail you our Club Book o nt unin ,i
p]i n
Premium A Price List. TEE C RKAT Cll 1 \ \ TEA CD
210

Fit El) ATWOOD, General
II7nferjtort, Mainr.

Agent,

territory where we have no agent, correspondence solicited from reliable, live parties.
*2(>

LEARNED,

PRODUCE
AND DEALERS IN

FRUITS,

13 Commercial St., Cor. South Market
<»m22
Street, Boston, Mass*
T.

11. LEARNED.

W. E.

IlICKFORD.

F. A.

DAVIS, M. D-,
Homeopathic Physician & Surgeon.
(Mice

on

Phoenix

Hon, formerly occupied by C.

P. Ilazeltiue.

Kesldence
Mrs. E. Heaman's 120 Church St.
Mght calls answered from residence.
lyr*2.
at

Dr.P. P. Nichols,

DENTIST,

SlitGEOX
Office at residence of

Capt.

W. G.
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32tf

GEO. F. EAMES. M. D. 0. D. S.,
Boylston St.,
HOURS, 9
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MOODY, Belfast, Me.

ly 15

(’lin'd without the use of (he
knife. WILLIAM READ M.
I>., Harvard, 1842) and ROBERT M. KEAI) (M. I)., Harvard, J87«»), Evans House, 1 tH
Tremont SI.. Boston, treat
FISTULA, PILES AMI ALL DISEASES OF THE KKt'TIlM without detention from business.
References given. Send for
a pamphlet.
OlUce Hours, 11
A. M. to I I*. M. (except Sun-

lyrtl

n 'HianhA or

■

---

PHF subsenbor hereby irives public notice to all
1 eoncorned, that he has been dulv appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of ’Administrator' with the will annexed of
BI-.N.J VMIN 1>. P \ KK, late of Searsport,
in the Countv

M

pul.lishcd,
richruled K*mi\

a new edition of Hr. rulverwcll's
>u the radical cure o| si i.kwvseminal Weakness, Involuntary >omiual losses, 1min»ti n» \ Mental and Physical In.
ea)ia»,ity. Impediments to Marriage, etc., a ir~<•. ( on.
-d MllloN, Km.hf-Y and Kll's, induced I>\ selt iuAm.
dnlgeuee, or -e\ual \lruvuga
l 'li- celebrated autl r. in tin- admirable e--ay,
clearly demonstrates from a thirty years’ sue.
ul praeth e. than In alarming e.•useipumcesof
ifabuse may be radically cured, pointing out a mode
and
oi cure at onn
bv
certain,
effectual,
simple,
means oi which every sull'erer, no matter what his
condition may be, may cure himsclt cheaply, privately and radically.
**-This l.eeture should l»e in the hands of every
I v2:»
youth and every man in the land.
>ent under seai, in a plain envelope, to any address, post-paid, on receipt of four cents or two
postage stamps. Address

t

That notice tliereot be #ivrn three weeks
successively in the Kept,J> iirnal, printed in
..tint;. dial a!! per-ou
Belfast, in ~ai-|
interested
may attend at a Probate 'our to he held at Belfast
on the second Tuesday of Auirust next, ami show
cause, if any they have, why the said account
should not be allowed.
J. 1 > I. \Ms<)N, .Judire.
A A. Kt.i- iciikk, Register.
A true copy. Attest

ME.

THE CUlVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,
York, N. Y. ; Post. Ofliee Box, |.r,o.

tl Ann St., New

bed IS'yJ.

I

Waldo, deceased, by #ivin# bond

as the law'tireet-. he therefore requests all
per
sous who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to

PAINT & COLOR CO’S

READY MADEPAINTS

'PHI'- subscriber hereby jfives public notiee to all
1 coneerned. that lie has been duly appointed

STOUB SPRINGFIELD. MASS

and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of

Sample Curds furnislit-d
6m 16

CABOIJNK B.

ABBOTT. late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by trivia# bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all per-

C.

sons

i

Belfast, July 12,1S84.

Ill Y Till’ Ill-IST

AMPDEN

make immediate payment, and hose w ho ha\« an\
demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor settlement
to him.
J< Kill \ !>. TUB AT.

who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit, the same for settlement to him.
CLIFFORD Ii. ABBOTT

Lost, How Restored !

1

—

■

Diocesan School for (.iris under the direction of the
BISHOP OK MAINK.
MADAMK MONDAN,
Principal.
Assisted bv seven competent teachers.
Mrs. A. S. FROTHINtiHAM.
Matron.
Seventeenth year opens September
TKR.Ms
$250 a year. Address Principal at Brattlcboro,
lo\v*27
Vermont, until September 1.

«lays).

■

R. !!-

tale.
< Jrdcred,

St. Catherine’s Hall,

PILES.

I

>

1

cur

gem! »he
fund the

■

of U pieces sent for a $10 order. \
Hanging Lamp fora$15 order. V large
Dinner Set or an elegant French China Tea Set for
a $20 order.
We send BETTER TEA than
any company in the country and as good premiums.
Send for full Premium and Price List.
BICKNELL TEA COMPANY,
291 Main St., Rockland, Maine.
ly 13

AND

I -1

••

To,

A 1,1 X) >>. I u Court'd Probate, held at Be!
W
last, on the second T
iay I .Jt.lv I".,
HOB \<K II. DA Vb, \dministrat
>n
~t
th
Mf Ol.IVKk O. D W |s, lat:
f Mol,:; Tie. ill -aid
<
oiiuty. deceased, liavitur presented lii~ lii-t and
i1
linal aeeouni >!' a !mini~iratl
•!'
for
allowance, and bis private claim airninst ~,dd

A Tea Set

DENTIST.

i;

•••

How
\I

handsome

Fistula

:.

o.

China, and

and Bros, best goods bv getting up Clubs
for our TEAS.

AUGUSTA,

■

gu...

a

..

.<

~

Rogers

Nki-.vk

>

furnish their tables with

Glass, Crockery,

\\

••

A I.Di * >s.
in ( .ml ••f Probate, lie id n p,c
fa>t. .mi tiif- "«•*'«»n• l Tuesday <»f .July. Km,
I. VI»I A
(Ibis'S. K\,.,-,itrix •».' 1 he e~t.it.- .•!
I os | a 11 II.
in )s'. : ;i
if Morrill, a. ~ai -! « ••!,’>
1.t*•
In
tv, deceased, bavin# |• if
lirst ace..i.ni >i
<>f
~.ii
e~i:.;e
i.
;d|.»waii' e.
K\eeutorslii|>
Ordered, That notice tt.ere .f he yiven. three
Weeks ~ueee~si\e|y, in the IJ.<• |*u’< 1 i• •.s11 -lourn.il,
printed in Belfast,’in said Ooimft, that all p< r-*n1.
interested may atlen-i at a I*r«»!*:if»- (mil, :
held at Belfast, on tin- ~eeond T u'slay of Aliens!
wn
next, and show cause, ii any they lia\
tin
said aee.mit should not he allowed.

Gmeowa

Nichols,

Searsport. Maine.

I-IS

an.v i.

T

Silver Ware—

Merchants,

FOREIGN

ad Kh\in Trf\tiin: for Hysteria, Di
!'■•-. Nervous N'-uralg i.
Headaeh ... \.t ou- rro.-trr t ion caused by the u
\\ .do-falnes*. Mental l)<s
(»f alco:. ! or
1 ■:,[i:: r- -tilting in inS
if 11
pre*.-;isanity an 1 i i.iii'g to miser;.. deeay and death,
i;
I
t.uess. lm-s of power
1'reinatu
I.; s-es and JSpcrraatS .oi,.: :..
in oil o
orrha-a m,i- 1 by <a *r-e.v iiiou of the brain, self
!'••;< •, box contains
abuse or
-ind-dgonr
or
f'Camnt.
Si.' " a box.or six boxes
b
;n.in prv-].a id. o:i receipt of price
fo.-.f-'.A i.-t
TYF <a Y3? WTri: **I\. BOM S

!..

('

■

STATE STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

Can

Commission

Itreat MEN’”
1 >k

ordered. That noiiee thereof be iriven, time
Weeks -lirrrs-d\ ely, it) tin- Republican I o 11 r! 1:11,
printed in Ill'll.1-1, in -aid County, that a 1 per-.us
intere.-ted 111av attend at a Pr-Umle
.-ti 11,
t
held at llclfa-t. on th- -ecottd Tlle-d.i> o| Atlsn-I
next, and .-how ■nuse. it any tbc\ have, wh\” tl.c
said an-otiat should not be allow 1 i.
.1 u
d. 1 > I.
A true copy
Attest
\. \
Pi icm:];, p,—i-Uri.

THE GREAT CHINA TEA CO.

MOWER

&

—

(

aiwe.

Meadow

BICKFORD

A

M » >-

v\

d

^

Maine,—wheresoever assembled or dispersed—ami
to all other persons Interested inthenewsol Mount
Desert and vieinity, or any of the towns in Haneoek
and Washington counties.
4*^* Subscribe for the
MOUNT DKSKHT H KHALI). only $2.00 a year. It
contains all tile local news. Address.
I via
JOSF. 1*11 WOOD, Manager, Bar llarhor, Maine.

use of alcoholic
stimulants, it is
unequalled in the whole range of medicines. Beware of imitations.
SANFORD'S is the finest
ginger in the World; and, notwithstanding the high
cost of its ingredients, is the
cheapest family medicine. Sold everywhere.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

12w2»

»

ijfflA

ASA

of

to Rent.

The subscriber offers for rent a
handsome cottage of live rooms on
South Shore Avenue, Northport.
The cottage is near the skating
-•LCiiaJ ri,,’K) and commands a
sightly view
of the beautiful Penobscot Bay and surroundings.
It is a charming spot bv the seaside. For terms
CHARLES 11. BRAY, High st.
applv to
Belfast, June 18, 1884.—tf-A

Contagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
Pains, Indigestion, Diarrhoea, Colds, Chills, Simple
Fevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness, or loss of Sleep

means

HAYIN',
witli

pared t<» do

t' .M
a\ in-

i’l-tnim*
I .-t.iui.

|

••

Carding Mill.

Monroe

an

<

!

remedy

■Ifj'pJSDllilL

NRIPE FRUIT, Impure Water, Unhealthy Climate, Unwholesome Food, Malaria, Epidemic

I

Jsurliuyton, J't,, Proprietors of

ly43

WOOL CARDING

a

OFFICE.

eases, and as a
to an excessive

MAINE.

"

It. it'
tin

at
Ml

j

v:i:rc

■

CAltTEK,

\

i» i>o ino
a-t
of
1 I.PIIKX I 1111;-\\
in mm ( ainr

—

1\ S.—In

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.
METAL, the best anti friction metal for
TYPE
lining machinery boxes, for sale at
1stf20
THE JOUKNAL

the

Goods,

THE saw mill at MOODY'S MILL, in Wintcr1
port. Ttie machinery is in good order and
consists of a Rotary which cost twelve hundred
dollars, a Header, a Planing Machine, a .-mingle Machine, Stave Circular s.au an Edger, and a Circular Cut-oil Saw. Reason for selling, to close up the
estate of tin- late Daniel Moody.
Will he sold low.
Inquire of MRS. MOODY at the mill, or
E C. ARIA Winterport, Me.
Winterport, Mav, 1881.— :hn2.$

A

GINGER,

Fancy

V'Wtain

In. I':

W
I>M.

delicate
are ail y
.ii,
r;::id w,, hould ti--e
S.T./.roc BillERS.
:;i
tu. )

TneCian l>y.-pcp- forcase "whereSE'!
?ia is cured Lfudug runt Bitters wil'.g
srr.Hiun Bitters. n^t ass. >tor cure.

purpoidim:

to-tanionl

< mirt

!*.

\

—

44 Main St.,

HVLilX for Sale.

Maine, Feb .20, 1SS4.—tfs

SANFORD’S

IN

WINTERPORT,

Found.!

and

HALL,

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PERIODICALS, ETC.
Agent for the REPl BLICAN JOCK.YU.
Single
copies for sale.

is continually on hand, at the
Searsport House stable, for sale or exchange, 30 horses, suitable for drivers or
workers, also some matched p drs.
W. GKINNELL, Prop. Searsport House

Searsport,

M.

-DEALER

ONE !

Horses for Sale
|

I!i;.\l>

With Head A. t’aterr.

in Rockland and gives excellent satisfaction. I
also sell the celebrated EDISON PIMP. The price
of the Cataract Pump D $25, and the Edison $2V
Vessel owners in want id' new pumps will do well
OEo. E. WK.1HT,
l>y calling on me.
Shipsinith in Carter’s Yard, Belfast.
May i'.', 1-SL—dnrJI

UBBER COATED SCYTHE
FRED ATWOOD,
July 3, 18.S4.—3\v27

St.

THK under.-igned i- tlu* agent of tin* CATARACT
1
PIMP for this vicinity. The Pump is made

July

BUY

>I;»iu

SHIP’S PUMPS!

Suhseriher has taken the agenev for Waldo
1
e.iimtv of the St lFNTIFIi: I 111' I 1’ AM)
YI-h.LTABLL KV Al*OlL\T< ML
A good lmsine*s
can he done by any one in the evaporation of ap
pies which always Jind a ready market. The price
ranges, from $75 to $450. For further information
and terms apply to
LOBFNZO DOW.
.), 1HS4.— Iw27
Belfast,

rp11K

SOLID

1

Watches
n«*«I and warranted one year for 10 ds.
Main springs <•! all kind.- for 10 ct-., and warranted. Wan h glasses 10 els. All utlier work at lvt-ona!de rates.
W. II. t,< >KI><>\.
Belfast, -June 21, lssj.—tf2(»

AT A. P. MANSFIELD’S.

FRUIT

CORDON,

l'i
>.atr
l'mint

j
fl

Babes

-o

>«
t.tio
,ir-("»rt.
doroa-od, lia\iiiy ... prc-onti
for pfohat.
Mali rod.
I’hal noli'.- f tioia •'
-a von h
i! |
|.or-o!i- int.-m-iod hy i-nusinu' a
opy of this «•
■ioi |o m- pul.ii-iiod tiiroo wook- -u o-.-i',ol\ in tin*
Kopii- in-nti •I.-crnai, ; rint*• I ;u I;.-11 a.-;, r hal I In
no)
a: li.-'i
may arm ar at a Pr-- -ato < -nr:.
fa-i viiii n and for
i,
..inf
-n
'. |ook h, lor-T n'-da\
Xiu-i-1 uo\t. a!
m i -!io-.\- i-ause, if
any tli- y iinvo, why Itn- -aim.-h"ui i not !-o prowl, api rovod and ailowa d.
d. I'. I.A\H »N. di.
-•
X
x
\. I\
m
•. ;,.

j;
*1*

lit-

BITTERS, it

f.

and

1SS|.

will and
Vrortain
I'1

I

Construction

Noi9elessness !
nil: sack

on

n

I'.oli.a-:. will m.
j |

death. 17

BSpoils, d
pend on n riiun

-.

HENRY, JOHNSON & LORD,

I

combines

—

MAINE.

ttbite ana Jeweler,
I

safe tti saj lhat
sewing machine eter

Perfection of Balance !

<(V.

Single eopiesof the HFPlHI.lt AN .I01HNAL for sale.

a

Perfection of Stitch and Tension !

Jewelry. Books.

DODbl-..

W. H.

U

•;

.i.,o_
It--Jl-tor.

the

r

■

Is

CO.,

I'micy (m'oo<Is, Toys,

-.

Fase of Movement!

o.

Velvets, Satins, &c.,

*■**

lirmlured.

It

Simplicity of Mechanical
Durability !

Boston.

Specialty.

a

!

<

titer years of thorough testing, the II VliTFOItl)
Mauds without u fault.
It Is the best large arm

a

a'

1

■■

Boston. i) toiu-r Il '7
li. II. KDI>Y, I*. i.
I>ear>ir: ^ m ]>r 'cmv! t<*r
In
niv
first patent. >inee t lieu
me,
Isto,
a
ha* «■
acted for and advised me a liundp-d of
I
-i
,u, l rxten-i
I
procured main paten!-,
have occasionally employ.d tin
u. m•:.
New York, Philadelphia an w ij; a
mi t
give you alnm.-t the whol*■ of ms u-im-.--. in
mi
line, and advise others to « mpne sou.
Yours truly.
t. l-.' dM F IHIAPLB.
Boston, January 1, iv-t --lyrl

THE HARTFORD!

( .tint v
11.
v, A

l»oi

<

\ M
>N
I.KH lll l:.

1

A.

'*•

••

per- m m r. tr
-i- ariim
f.*r t:n
m
worthy
t*nrlv and favoralile eoi:-idernti 'a at in P :•
y
flee.”
KI >.M I M > BF K K F,
Late onunissiom r of Patent-.

K -dvk.- Hambletonian.
o
114MHLKTOMAN ('llIKK, -ire of
i- also a
rand son a ID -d ks Hamh.etonian, and out of an
Aim lii-.-ui star mare, which i- the most famous
Mood rrn-- in tiir world for obtaining speed ruin.
hiin-d wiili -tyle, and tmta very-day ln-the-week
i’jaliliiTin■ I’rotting Ke?i>t» r will prove this to
iu> one who cares to •■xamine it. No other horse
oi as irood hiomi -lands in Maine for so small a serF-.r term.-, p, dien e, A--.,
advertisement in another column.
23

NOVELTY STORE!

DoiXiF,
announce* that he
has
plenty of work in the vc*t lm.-iness and i>. in
want of lirst <*la*s workers, lie
1
wishes to
announee to hi* help that owing !>• business rails
at Brooks the llr*t of each week, he ha* made

MIL

ST.,

Bunting Flags

Vest MakersWanted.
11.

CHaUsfCY

!

\l S.

<■
“I regard Mr. Fd*P as .*!•.• ..j tin
awl successful practitioners with w l.om I
otlieial intercourse."
C HAS. MASON, ( mi mi.--i"i;cr •! P

-oven
<>r iu lter.
are
1:> e >ee, 2 1 "\ : >t- I ulian, 2.11 4 Karus, 2.1:5'* ;
• ii 1 d.-111i111
Maid, 2 1». Trinket,2.14, and (.‘linirptone,
2.1 i.
All of these except Karus are grandsons or
■

w. p. (artki;.

UNIFORM S

A. QUIMBY.

Everything Desirable

can

BRAYTON PETROLEUM ENGINE Co.
t. i;i:al».

GEO.
Belfast, June Is, 1»4.—if

and

Patterns for Brass t astings

Fittings.

Holler Bushings and Holler Skates.

Candidates in lie ir letter "J aeeeptaii’-■ will
urge upon their cou»lilueiii.* the ncce*sitv •!

TheDeliciousSummerMedicine
sweetened, or hot or cold milk, or added to
ice water, lemonade, effervescent draughts and mineral waters, it forms a refreshing and

line

our

l’K«TIMOM

a

Medicine.

water,

work in

Blood will Tell !
horse- in the world have records
These
ONl.V 2. M
Maud S., 2.lo'.; ;
■la\

...o

....ri
..f H

X

in-trniiionr

>-

E oKi, IT THAT

Pr dmio

dll

_

-ALSO-

purest and best of MEDICINAL FRENCH
BRANDY, from the world-renowned vintners,
Messrs. OTARD, DUPUY & CO., COGNAC, rendering it vastly superior to all other Gingers,” all
of which are made with common
alcohol, largely
impregnated with poisonous fusil oil, and strength-

Secures Patents in the I nit• i •'late-; also in -.- it
;m
Britain, France and other fpreign «*i.: irie-.
of tin* claim-of any Patent furni-he.i hy
mil:;
one dollar.
\\
Assignment record** |
Xo Ayency in the I'nitnl states possess.
//*fur Hit its for obtaiuiny 1‘atents nr nsr> toinioj t'
patentability or' inventions.
It. II. KDDY. s‘"!i',iti»r of Paten!-.

HORSE BREEDERS

a

Al

No. 7l> State Street, opposite Kilby. Boston,

AMf-t

nop

i

Remedy.

TRUTHS rsa THE SISK,

n «•.

a

1" I'
X trim

style

•!

■•••Mint*

a

German

••

m atii-i in

H. E7DJDY.

TNIitiiits.

All person*

1

PATENTS.

OF

Muli' up in tiu I.ATK'T
and satisfaction guar mteed.

1

ivr<?

"w o o Xj ns unt s

TJfREPARED with theutmost skill from IMPOR■*- TED
GINGER, CHOICE AROMATICS and

in

the

r

wit .'1: the p"ii day
t,
September, A I*. !
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estate situate ’ll said I'.-.p-i, ulibu
imiv d.
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with-.I
leaking said eoMveynnee and'iuP our ]n'T 11i*»i»«-r
!- ready to perforin «b the <• .edition- .•! ’-a:d <*•
I on hei part.
;
\
ere fore sh- pr
< i he dl«. I.
I
11! H !•: u
WM. h Ml IT HI U.. v
:t.< i.'
I te-t;iim*nt of -aid Krai \!in Prh
mav lie
ui
!Inirt/.e.I to execute a proper it- d
ean v -a'd outo e rt’eel.
reel
\ ItPA lip 1 1 i;.
-I title in. issj.
Be I a
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IM-

Use.

cold

TIME-TABLE.
■■

Probate

:

r.

On and after Monday, June 2:{, 1 'M.
a
u;g m Bnrnlmii: with through trrdn- f.o Ban.
gor. Waterv i!!e, }*uvfland and boston, will
,n a’•I"''.-.
I
•. e
1 ..-I fa-i at '.
« if.
:.
ii
p4.il
Itruuks 7 lo. Km
7 J, II :• rod ike
Wald*., •:
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Lnitv s..,7. L’a.i ard'- « ro--iug
arriving at
Burnham at s.Jo n. in.
I.TIIVI lJelfa-l til 2.1-' p m .1 i!\ Luint
2. Waldo
■•"7. Brook- a.25, K:iu\
T‘].• cmlike
>a. I'nit;.
I Jo, Lounard'-k u-.-ing 1.15, arriving at Burnham
at
p. m
Returning Lea\ Bundiam rd -..'•on. ui.. Lemii !'•-'
—siugii.i.j. t nit-.
Jo, d h,,ri id ike
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>> Bi'u
h c-, \\ aid- : Jo.
it\ Point 1
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riving at Belfast .af |o. 15 a. in.
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i
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PAYSON TlCKKll. hen’l Manager.
B« I'ast, June, I —t.
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50 CENTS.
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Maine Central R. R.
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Papers &,Curtains,
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l I-I'M Wl DM -DAY .and Fuidav Will 1. a
i-i' -h .p.. Hurl:’- Head, at T.::o a
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t.»r Belfast.
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I lar per bottln. Wn prefer
I that you buy it from your
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B directed.
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->n-l* STEAMES FLORENCE,

r

West's Nerve ahd Brain Tulatment to
re
or Female,
f
any Nervous I>iseasc, either Mu
tri'■
whatever nature or eaus< am:
written
guarantee with cart; order for six Ya xes. agreeing
to refund the money if the Treatment does not effect
a
tr.
s.
I’ri
p--r i.-.v ;
boxes f>r
S- :.t prepai 1
mail -n receipt
of price.
H. H. IIAY x i'n.,on/y Agents in Portland, Maine, Junction Free and Midd.t: btrccis.
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laJna-

lip. I.!' 1ST.
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REDUCED.

ROUND TRIPS PER WEf K
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lay s

1

A Full Line of Black £ Colored

BELFAST on Tuesday July 8, a small Greyhound dog, light brown with white nose. The
Under will be suitably rewarded by leaving the
same at the store of Mr. William Priest. High St.
MRS. E. A. HIGH BORNE.
Stockton. Julv 10. 1884.—Iw28*
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SHOES

&,

BUCKS FORT,

A KTESIAN WELLS, BORED WELLS. OLD
wells bored deeper without removing the
In fact I can make a well anywhere
stoning.
through earth or solid rock. The process is by machinery, which is much cheaper than the old way of
digging. Prices given on application.
4w*2s’
B«x 4.
M. J. A< HOK.N, Itockland, Me.
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XOIiTII POUT

hereditary taint, use Chapin's Constitution Bitter Syrup. $l.<' )pcr bottle, and
andChaChapin's Syphilitic Pills. S-lc
c> botth
pin's Syphilitic Salv*.
Syrup, 2 of Pills, l Salve, 1 v Express on
receijj of Jrio.on, or a: Drn»ryists.
E. S. Wkt.t.s, Jersey City, N. J.. U. S. A.

The Capital si.h-k of the ( ompanv is $2,000,000, all well, and none* of ;is hav-* been sick a
divided into to,Otm .-hares, ol the par value of $5o since, and I want to
>ay to all poor nn u. \<m
per share, D lull paid and nnassessntde. A limited can keep your families well a
>e:»r witli
number oi -hares will he oiferel to the
Hitters for less than one doctor’s \ i-.it \\ il!. .-r.
dprl') per share, stilijcet to an advance.
1
know
it.”
A
WlMSKIM.MAN.
tiie "iwp.'inv own.-1-, purchase, the entire rights
i"i- ilie New England State.-, of the Jmstlv celebrated
None gemiim wit ho
f green Hops
IC'lland Process for generating Heat, Light and on the white 1min*I. slum a.i pm
i’.
>i;
Steam 1‘oirer by the use of w ater and oils as fuel in
stuff with “ll.»p” or “II' in tin- !on.
ilie inanut.iclnre of water gas for locomotives and
-rational" boiler.-, and for domestic uses; in fact,
irmiiimuTrUiaiufCTmnminnnin
w*u lever a safe and perfectly elean tire is desired,
and ii i- beyond (question the
cheapest and purest i
ga- foi lighting.
W<- have no hesitation in recommending this en'erpri-e a.- one of great merit and Importance, see~
"o
io cone .-lb r that has been brought t<> the atten'ion of eapitalists.
4w2s
All moneys for stock to be paid Into, and the
stork Bsued by the American Loan and Trust (omCD
.:>•
pao). Bankers and Trustees of the (ompnny.
■"■i
1 er
Descriptive pamphlets and all Information con<
cerning this great invention, can be obtained at
the Executive Office, 17* Devonshire Street.
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r

Islesboro, CasTine £ Brcoksville,
Remarkable f nres of Catarrh of the
Bladder, Inflammation. Irritation of Kid(travel I>isneys an.1 Bladder, So aeases of the Prostate Gland, Dropsical
Swellingrs, Female Diseases. Incontinence of Urine, all 1 >ise.tses of'the Genitourinary Organs in either *‘V. For Unhealthy or Unnatural I'i-.-iiarees ine
also “Chapin's Injection Fleur." each $1.
For SYPIIIM**, eilh'-r c ntraet. 1 or

Poverty and Suffering;
dragged down with debt, povt t ry and
2> school street, Boston.
suffering lor years, caused b> a si.k family and
IS -VNKEltS AN'l) TKt STEES
large bills for doctoring.
1
1 \x*a* completely discouraged, until one v. ar
AMKIJICAN l.i IAN AND TUI'S 1' CO.,
mum :w d
ago. by the advi.. of my p.y .r. I
•i » < "Hgr.
Street, Boston.
using Hop Hitters, and ie. om- month \\*• \\ >
”i

(

-FROM-

AT I URN Ell

lion. I). \V. UOOC11,

'..00
5.2a

LANK, Agent, Belfast.
JAMES LITTLKFIKLD. Supt., Boston.
C A LA IN AlsTIN, (ienrral Freight Agent, Boston.
I
last, May 2U, h-M. -lyrl
I>.

Since then I have been unable to !>.• about at
My liver became hard like wood; my limb*
were putted up and tilled with water.
All the best physielans agreed that nothing
could cure me. I resolved to try Hop Bitter*:
1 have used seven botll* *: the hardness lei* ;,ii
gone from my liver, the swelling from m\
,<
limbs, and it has
jo mv ease;
otherwise 1 would have been now in m\ a rave.
J. W. Moki.v.

Buffalo,

Lowell.’:kf>o

to

from Belfast to Boston and return.
from Searsport to Boston and return_

Liver.

all.

President C. W. Smith
Iron Works, Boston,

(

I

llfA \\. >111111. Is(l„
1

Lake and all stations on the B. A; p. R. K. ami M.
C. It. It. < onnection- made fur 1‘urtl: ml at lt.H kland usually everv Monday ami Tlmrsditv evenings.
< onneetions at Rockland with steamers ML Desert
or Rorkiauil fur Mt. In sert ami landings ca.-t.
Tickets may he obtained i.n hoard steamers for
Lowell, Lawrence, New York and Phil: dolphin.
Fare to Boston.$:k00

Five years ago I broke down with kidnc\
and liver complaint and rheumatism.

j

v

DYSPEPSIA,
Headache. Fever. Ague, Chills,

thorough trial will give positive

i*. M.

Leaving Foster’* wharf, Boston, for Belfast,
day at 5 o’clock i*. M.
< OSNKC ions —At Sears
port with stage for Mockton on arrival <>r steamer. At
liucksport with stage
tor and from Kllswnrth. At Bangor for Moosehead

DEBlU TY & WEAKNESS.

this.

of

Hardened

< President Sagadahock
( sat. Bank, Bath, Me.
itotdnson
(President
H<»n Works, Plymouth

V ni,A T, nil I) IA 0 \,
henri
r.St],
\\

proof

A

Boston.

!'||
\\R
| 1 \> j*!
HI L(|
I h.\
>1\U
hr.LIF,

Ln

Mass.

1

mmM

—Fail.

trips per week

every week

Brain. Nerves. Stomach, Liver, Kidneys,
Lungs. An t'nequaled Iuvigorant. Cures
For

of

4t

Leaving Belfast for Bo-ton every week dav at 2'2

o'clock

TOISTIC,

all the best medicines in the
will find that —U p
—Bitters have the best curative qualities and
—con cm t rated
powers of all
—In them, and that they will cure when any
or all tnese,
—'-oiuhiiad
singly or

Tunnel,
j
Adams,
IIENSIIAW. Esq. jSSSinJ. imported,«
((Jhauney St.,

WEEK.

Commencing Saturday* May 31,

Are you failing, try Wells’ Health Renewed, a pure, clean, wholesome

you

( pee, Mass.

\l (ilSil S W. LOCKE,Es (j,1

PEIl

rmrs

The summers of this line will make 6

—Take all the (treat health restorers.
—In short, take all the best qualities of all
—best
these, and the

Fancy Goods,

LARGEST

SUPPLY!

Town or Farm

beverage, unequalled
of

EKED. H. HENSHAW, President.
H. C. GOODSPEEI),
Treasurer.
WTI.im: F. LENT,
Clerk.

'2ltf

r

ami kind at wliole-

of each week pay days. B\
much annoyance will he saved.
Belfast, June4w2»J

the

Ward

•

«»

specifics,

ZSrif-o.-l
f»

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

SICKNESS.

GINGER

1 PREPARED
PORTED

For

tor.

OFFICERS :

Clement & Adams,

T/i in still i/s,

GINGER, CHOICE AROMATICS
anil the pure.-t and best of MEDICINAL FRENCH
quired some scheming and a little money': the ! BRANDY, tr.»m tin* World removed vinters,Messrs.
l:ll'er was gained by admitting mutual friend- OTARD, DC PI.' Y A CO., COGNAC, rendering it
superior to all other “Gingers,” all of which
'■} :l' si or k- holders in tie vessel: Iml witli all vastly
arc made with common alcohol, largely
impregnatMn- planning, not sutlieient money ha- heen
ed with poisonous fusil oil and strengthened with
gaitie : within yiSg.dnino clear lie- Haroldine.
cayenne pepper.
.several times Mr. Keene lias been
iinportuu- 1TNR1PE FRUIT. Impure Water, Unhealthy
"(I, by one and another of tlie-e Providence j vJ Climate, Unwholesome Food, Malaria, Epi.-.
to
surrender
hi- "builder's eertiiieate." : demic and ( ontagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus,
pai'in
wiliiout whieii. as is well known. Hie vessel Cramp.-, Pains, Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple
Fevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness or Loss of sleep
could not pass thecu-toms
authorities; Iml Mr. tli..1 beset the traveler or household at this season
Keene lias as yet declined lo
relinquish hi- hold an nothing to those protected by a timely use of
on the seliooni r. without hiproper eonipensa- > A N F» >RD'S (, | NGER, the Delicious Summer Medlinn. Tlie anchor- and chains are at
present icine. Beware of worthless imitations. Sold everyon
Constitution wharf, the maker of them where.
lying
Pottei: Dkiv; ani> Chemical Co, Boston.
refusing to deliver until paid for. while tile
sails ale snugly stored
(ollln.s’ Voltaic Electric Plasaway io a loft in Providence where they seem liable to stay,
ter instantly affects the Nervjudging
from pro rut appearances, for a considerable
ous System ami Banishes Pain,
period. Tile stockholders in the Haroldine
A
I>(*i'fo<*t Electric Battery
.o
have become dissatisfied with
IS THE CBY combined with a Porous Plas(.apt. Hussey’s
of a
management, and have quietly dropped him
ter for *25 cents. It annihilates
out, having advanced the mate in
charge to the l- SUFFERJN8 IERV* Pain,vitalizes Weak and Worn
position of master, li was expected that the Out Parts, strengthens 'Tired Muscles, prevents
Haroldine would lie ready to take a load of the Disease, and does more in one half the time than
other piaster in the world. Sold everywhere.
early crop cotton from New Orleans across the any
western ocean, lint from (lie
present outlook
she may lie in time to go down to Cuba, load
sugar and arrive in re aiiout Christmas, [Bostoil Post.

It would be interesting lo know if the Harper Brothers had been so fortunate as to secure
the publication of Mr. Blaine’s
"Twenty Tears
of Congress’’—for which they made overtures
—they would not have been very cordial supporters of his candidacy. Tin* mightv cent
which contributes to make up the
almighty
dollar seems to play no inconsiderable part iii
the defection of Harper's Weekly and its edi-

cures,

—Take all the Ayr., Fever, and Bilious

B. F. WELLS.

DISEASE

now

The campaign badge approved hv the
Ilepub; Mean State Committee of Maine i's a neat and
suggestive one. It is a blue ribbon witli a pine
cone for the pin, which holds also small red
and white ribbons, tile white one hearing the
names of "Blaine and
Logau.” On the blue
l ribbon are the
inscriptions: “The woods are
full of them,” and “We mean victory for the
Man from Maine and the Black lvigle' from Illinois.” They are furnished for A"> cents each,
(ir Still per hundred, by Josiah C.
Dunham, lilt
Park St., Lewiston, Me.

BOSTON, MASS.

Of the LATEST STYLES and FINEST tJEAUTY,
which will be sold as cheap as the cheapest In
the stale. Mj stock Is mosilj custom made, of
the best stock and workmanship. No shoddj
or leather hoard, (ienulne solid goods that arc
made to wear. I am constantly recehing from
the best manufacturers NEW and FUFSH goods
eterj week, and am also making good, solid
leather Cl sTOM WOUk. which is the cheapest,
suited to the hard wear of the farm, shop, the
mill and nil places which requires hard "crvlce
in shoe leather. I also make to order all kinds
of leather work, both I’Et.UFI) and SEWED, all
of which will be soli! as low as can be purchased In the st ttr.

D
O
DOLLS
L
S
description

—Take all the Rheumatic remedies.
—Take all the Dyspepsia and indigestion

St.,

Ladies, Misses. Childrens. Mens,
Boys & Youth's

manner.

will call ami look at my stork ami
-Jl
you cannot fail to In* suite.I.

W. M. THAYER,
Xo.

Executive Office, 178 Devonshire

Co.

gnJ

OM)

Bangor

■

SKIN AND BLOOD

WATER

our next

AT--

—

-REPAIRING-

rrrrt,

see

ill

s

Boston and

FOR EVERY FORM OF

immediately

particulars

hau l ami at prim
fail to suit.

on

Problem.
and Liver

1

WATCIl LS & CLOCKS
Always

Kidney

public]

womlerlully low prices-

ami at

Great

Medicines,
—Take all the Jtlood purifiers,

saleor retail. A new stock just iniportcii
auri tor sale CI1KA1’.
ltf

.-

The genuine has picture of
BULL on every package.

price.

own

A
Take all the

.--

Razors & Shears

of every

CANAL.

Mh.m.t Mc 'i.inic’.' and ’■Miperin tender;’- < Kline.
Lowell K< nairSlmp*of t m Ii**-1
A I.-h. h IMF, J
Imw. ! M i-March J'., D>4.
)
ftr. ]><trid heimt-dy, Ih uduut, A. 1.
! think it i- due to you that I should
Dkak <IU
The Schooner Haroldine.
luakc flic following statement, and J make it volunOn the lih day of dune, ls*l,
tarily a
willingly
V\ Ilf sill, 11 AS Mil (Him: j\ ],,
(IM.M ISsli i\
I was taken with what was
tiled paralysis of the
1 lie gigant ie fi n 1 r-l 11 a -11 d sehouni r 11 al’nld jin',
bowels
The seizure was unexpected and terrible.
'Idle stomach and other organ* seemed to sympa- lillill by Porter Keene id' Nol’lll
j
Weymouth,
ini/..- with it and t>> have |c.-t all power of a- tiom
and \\ Iiie|j was launched March gs with great
For a long time my life was despaired of, hut at ; eeiat. slid remains lied
(n her dock unable
lip
be
I
re.•
red
far
aable
!<>
to
ri-ie out. i Pi
length
gn 10 sea as she has Ini! Net lieen paid fur.
By the advice of my physicians I visited Poland
Ida Hanildinc was emit raided fur hv
(apt.
springs \t ). Imping to benefit from tlm water*, 1
(le.irg. it. ilussey. and wa- to lie tlie'large-1
But they did me no good- Neither were the best
physi-da:is ..f Lowell ami IJo*t.ni, wlmm I r-.n-ud : ''fore and after” at] nit. Mr. Kn lie, the huiided, able p. a fiord me nmre than transient r* lief. I rr. -uhmitted a modi I to ( apt. liiissev. wli eii
gained ](-• strength ami my ease appeared alum-t I met hi- entire
apprm al. and In gan work on the
In the Fall a friend advi-ed me t-> trv
hope..
vi --el nearly
two year- ago. furiii-liing. of
KENNEDY'S I- AYOKITL KLM LDY, and although !
e.iur-e, ilie mail rial and labor for ! lie "framing
opposed u> patent medieitu 1 m.eie tne trial. T.» iu‘ ot tin
,-elioolier.
make a h>ng -t<>ry short—FAVOKITK KKMKDY,
l roni time to lime money ha- heen
-ave-l my lile. i '-.msi ier it the t.e-t
In ill' opium
paid to
preparation in the world for -tomaeli diHieuitie.*. Mi'. Kcein in -mall sum-. ;j-i nough in enahle
a* well as of the Liver ami other organs. 1 am glad
him lo continue with the wmk. which lie did.
to say it i* in general n*c among the K K. men in I until, under himasterly -kill, as tine a vessel
Y .ur-, «
\.d LIFFORD.
tiiis vicinity.
as ever sailed lie- -ea
slipped olftlle "way s" and
Mr. Li fiord i- the Master Mechanic ot the Lowell
iloaied graeetuip. into liei natural element
•livi-ion of the Boston A Lowell Railroad, ami hishe
was
lllness and recovery are known to many w ho an
hrouglit round to Bn-tnii.
where -lie was sparred and rigged and has
l» -t ify to tin- fist- in his letter.
l'*e this medicine for all diseases of the Blood, since lain inactive.
|i seems In the close inKinneys, Liver, Stomach, Bowel* and skin. It mav quiries of tie- Post reporter, tint (.'apt. (ieorge
save you or yours from pain and 'h ath.
li. ilu-ey. in conjunction with some
parties
Address, if desired, Dr. David Kennedy, Komi, from Provideuce
(one or two luwvors hoing
1 m2'.*
out, N Y.
among tlieinj eoneeived the idea of building
ihi- very large schooner on a
correspondingli
small capital, and to do this successfully re-

To the SMOKERS of
Blackwell’s Genuine
Bull Durham Smoking Tobacco.

Belfast. May s, 1SS4.—tfl'.'

*-

^0

IN CASH

$ 12.00.
L. HAYFORD.

From 10c. to $2.

lyre

j

Foal,

a

SPECTACLES

re-count of the sudden changes in the temper
aiure at thi-sea-oi, and in thiseiimate.il is almo.-t
impo-~ible to keep free from colds and coughs. but
a prompt use oi N. H. Downs’ Vegetable Balsamie

of

almost your

At

1

For

l trade

.ni

being brow

i'llorsANDS

lvrli

•

the stock

out

Terms, to insure

Pimples to Scrofula.

I___\i

Popularity

.S A.

Mil.

<

A I.LA Ul>. jewelry busine-s, in
Belfast, I am now prepared l<> oiler the must astonishing trade over seen in Belfast. My object ito dispose of the stock on hand so as to lit up anew.

banged?

take time by the
FROM
forelock, and not wait tii! tin Britishers have j
Built up a nav> of thi- type l'.»r their merehant
ser\ie*
as the\ did a score or more vears aim.
OF LETTERS in our possession
win n tin y changed from wood to iron, and
repeat tliis story: ! have been a terrible
then from iron to strain, and now from steam
'idb ivr for years \viti» Khn.ii and skin Humor.-;
1
have been obliged to shun l'ublie plat es by reason
to >t( el. con-iantly improvim;. wliil*- we stand
>t inv disfiguring humors, have had tlie best
and look idly on.
pliysii m-; lia\e spent hundreds of dollars and got no
The completion of the Panama < anal will be
al relief until I used the Cl’TUTka Rks<>lyknt,
the soundinir of tin* d*-ath-knell of
drip water the new I’.Io.m, Puritier, internally, and orrp ritA
ships, that i**. Cap** Horn round* is, as tin- en- '*u i * ri<a
Soap, the Oreat skin Cures and
tiiy wheat eiop of ( alifornia will j a» through "-in Reautitiei-. externally, whieh have eured me
thi~ aaite between the Atlantic and Paeilie. and an 1 left my -kin and blood’ as pure as a chilli's.
it will also devrloj a new competitor in Knmp* an w heat markets in tin* trade of d milivv* -t
Ann-riea. and it will nive m-w lit'** to tin i*rain
ALMOST BMCREDIBLE*
tratli*-. wbieii will e.-nter at San Ic -o. < al..
lames K. Kiehardson, Custom House. New Or■"an Pi ain i-eo and Portland. (>.
\.
m:uIinleans. i>n oath, says;—In 1*70 Scrofulous I'leers
"‘‘Is unpn»\ided witii auxiliary machinery will broke out ui my body until I was a mas-of eorrup
tim.
b.- a- powerless to
Kvervthing known to the medical faeulty was
compete w ith tin* droves of
tried in vain. I liei .uiie a inert' wreck. At times
British ••tramps" that will throng to San l-'ran•■onId
in.i lift my bands to my head, could not turn
ei-eo lik< a -warm of bees round a hive, ain
ed
wa-in constant pain, and looked upon life
would a Newfoundland dojr In* to stem tile eur- I
:■
N- relict or cure in ten years.
a
ur-e.
In l-.-o
rent of the Niagara Biver.
! heard "i the
I'lirriiA Rkmkdiks, used them
Ill view ot these facts il behooves e\er\
w a- perfeetlv cured.
and
shipsav'.j
builder and o\vn**r in the l nil* *1 Mat* nl make
in before r. s. Com. d. D. CitAwroitn.
preparations ii. due time foi tin- coming vent,
which i- already l»«*eiiiiiin^r to east it-shadowSTILL K5QBE SO.
before—anil behind, too: the opening of tie
grandest and greatest eii.L'inei-riim and eomuier 1
Will McDonald. J'dJ 1* ■arborn *treei, Chicago,
r,al enterprise the world lias e\«-r known. '111*
gr.ip-tullv ;ei,11<iu ledge.- a cure of L xenia, or Salt
Panama ( anal nia> \*t do for Asm rb-a and Rheum, nil bead, neck, face, arm- and leg- for
Aiii'-ricaiis what the Sue/ < anai ha- done f*ir ! -«• venieeii ear- ; not able to move, except on hand.the British and (ir**at Britain made it th< and knee-, for one year; not able to heln him-clt
for eiglo \ears; iried hundreds of reme-lies; doeliio-t } owerful shipping nation under tli** miii.
tors pronounced his ease hopeless.
Permanently
atei. as a result. its merchants have had tie
cured Ie, the Cl ipTltA Ukmi.imi.s.
lion”- share of ocean comne ive in every sea.
In Is!mi I!i«*i«* will probably l><* work enough
for a thousam: ships of one to three thousand 1
MORE WONDERFUL YET.
ton- reei-ter in tie* eomnieree between the AtH. K. Carpenter, Hemlerson, N. V.. cured of
lantic and Paeilie. ami the Mars and Stripes
P- rs-1 -iLeprosy, of twenty years standing, by
oiiirlit t* float from tin- peaks ot all those ves- j < rip i;a Sti
mi.dii>.
The most wonderful cure
a- the
British now doe** upon those pa-— on record. A
du-dpanful of scales fell from liim
iim through the Suez Canal, and tlie\ will.it dail-. Physicians and his friends thought he must
we tn lor it.
< dire sworn to before a
dn
Justice of tin- Peace
[The Nautical (.a/ette.'
and lb nd‘ r->n'- mo.-t prominent iti/.ens.

If you would Banish Disease
and gain Health, Take

D R.

YniiEI.ER 4 CO )

A

I Elaltimoiy.

On

siuv-iroinu: Amervan -ailing \-'>r|. and a- tin•ia}> ot wind-driven ships are numbered. Yan-

<
f
;red inf
y
several year* .standing. Many f-nds use aprais.
it.”
Mrs. 11. Lamoreaux, Isle La Motte, Vt.

The

light and Useless and idle and
changeable; they even dance;

Tin? auxiliary steamer i< a compromise, so
to speak, between tin fu.l-pow* red and tl
the. 1* d Ktigii-li t r.unjt siranj. rand tin- -low and

Are you Rheumatism racked?

are

world **o\vi:ig him

in:.-; i.i> «»f yin:
1

“Kidney Wort pcruianenti

Ladies,
“Kidrn
Wort

and

in

pmut.viu.i-:

Are you tormented with Pil^s?

t
and I

'Suoorjacr*

gave

Hat. >repon.

piles.

rl
“Kidney
die by physicians

The Charles A. Vogelec Co.

s

n.-l cured
causes easy « .at ua:.of other medicines
after 16 years us
N Ison Fairchild, b». Alban-, vt.

remedy

h-

failure is a step to success; every detection of what 1' false directs us toyvard what
is true; every trial exhausts some templing1
The ambitious American girl who w 'i.- a foreign
form of error.
Not only >o. bn: scarcely any title is like the independent voter—she stands up
attempt i- entirely ;t failure; scarcely any theo- to ho counted.
ry. the result of steady thought, is altogether
The Best Authorities in Hygiene
false; no tempting form or error i- without
now concede that yeast fermentation in the preparSlurn* latent charm dcriy- d from truth.
[\Vh<- ation
-,f
bread food- are less healthy than when
w. II.
raised by He* u-e of pure Hi ( arb *oda or >onr Milk,
bin
<,<>/({
Mftlal Soda or Saleratu*are Superior for
H would h< a j oor result of all our anguish
Ha ir purity -eel bealtbfuhie-.-.
t ooking raised by
and yvre-tling, if y\e yven nothing lm: oin old
the tie,hi \hi/al will he found more free from
u.-ing
!ve- at the < ml of it—if we could return to
Hie Saint oi ae-ohol than any other.
Ask your Drothe same blind love, the same si-lf-eoiilident eer for it until
ly4*J
you gel it.
blame, the s;,uie light t hoUg lit s of h 11 Ilia 11 sufferKite Kbdd -n}-: “There can he found no grand
ing, the same frivolous go->jp om r blighted
human lives, the -ame feeble seti-e of that un- men without grand mothers.” True, very true,
known toyvard which we have sent forth irre- Kate and great grandmothers.
pre-sible cries in our ioiieimess. [George Kliut.
Castoria.
When Dal y wa- sick, we gave her Castoria,
When -'ne was a Child, sin* cried for Castoria,
Win u .-lie was a Miss, she (dung to Castoria,
The Auxiliary steamer,
" hen she had Children, she
them ( a-toria.

east

Guard,

Folly.
me farmers adhere, even against the full light
oi fact and di-eovcry, to the old fashioned folly of
col. ring butler w ith carrots, aunatto, and Inferior
.-ub-tance-, notwithstanding the splendid record
made hv the Improved Butter ( olnr, prepared by
"'•■ii-, HiehaV'd-on & t *., Burlington, \t
At
-core- of the hist agricultural Fairs ii lias received
tin highest award over al I competitors.
Nothing i- more obnoxious than cant. Especially
if you are trying to move a safe and the cant ball-

Kyery

<i..-

>

an.,

Farmers’

Cunning signities » specially a habit «*f gift or
o\*-r-reaeliing. aeeomj»anied y\itb enjoyment
and a sense of superiority.
It i- associated
" i'li small and dull e-uieeit. and with an absolute waul of sympathy or idled ion.
It is tin
intense-: rendering of vuigai ity, absolute and
niter, with yvhuh lam acquainted,
[liuskin.

-.-t

Li\

you

'Kidin y-Wi
after I prayed
Henry V.

Hniiae.elpliia.

his w isdom ha- inn
them part of
the oak.
In so doing he lm* giv* n u* a lesson
not t<» den\ 1 lie -tout-heartedness w it bin because
we seethe lights ■■oneness without.
[Hare.

v
I have
ir.mi.-ii itr. IKE"
!li;>C. Bulb u, M- iik: n, Vt.

1

1

lies ahoin,

r

are

wavering

,ik»ess
M. M. B.
*.*.

re---

11

languages.

quarts of peanuts to meet the
during two days of a circus in

■-

Leaves

..I

from Diabetes ?
'i

tlives ai

l>r.

Have

as it

1

I *n’.u, Micli.

C'levelami,

t<>ok Jon.noo
popular demand

i'ing." I'll- world owe- him nothing hu? a
'eiy rougli eollin. ami a retired and otherwise
Useless I lace to put it ill.
fj. G. Holland.

v. my water war; just
d
i."
V- iison. Peabody. Mass.

u

Frank

evvr

.■:

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Sold by all Druggists and

Girl.

a

Solid Comfort.
Every one likes t,. take solid comfort and it may
be «■! joyed by everyone who keeps Kidney-Wort in
the house and takes a few doses at the lirst sympt mi- of .it) attack of Malaria, Khcumatism, Blli-ui-ness. Jaundice or any a fleet ion of the Liver,
Kidr.eys or Dowels, it is a purely vegetable compound of roots, leaves and berries known to have
peri a I value in kidney troubles. Added to these
are remedies acting directly on the Liver ami Dowel-.
It remove-tin* cause of disease and fortifies
ti:e -} -tern against new attacks.
1

a

weak?

Bright's
h.

you

is

-~i

The I oaf

have done.

nerves

-•
"Kl iuev V.
irvd i.i
like chalk a lid then Ilk--

j

the silent shore awaits at last even
wh-- longest mis* tin- old A relief's arrow,
pel h.ip- the eariy grave which mm weep ov<
mav be meant to save.
[Hyron.
ti

Happiness.

-upet me I: -it. n
1 hud ... /jv. n Up to ■
M. W Dev- rnux, Miruiu.i

Are your
W.

Thought.

Antithesis 111:i\ he the lilossojn of v*. it. hut it
will niter arrive at maturity unless sound
sins- he the trunk, and truth the root. [Colton.

Are your Kidneys disordered?
K»«!»’• v W- t l.i
Detroit."

ol*

the union of nu n. an 1 not m< n
themselves; the citizen mu\ perish. and yet
man may remain.
[Montesquieu.

CAIN

w.-:v.H

RI'RNS. M AUDS.
And all other bodily aches
and pains.

piT-on being asked what was meant by realiti -of life, answered: ‘-Ileal estate, real money
am! a real good oinner, none of which can lie reaii/a d w ithout real hard work.”

that wrestles with us strengthens our
nerves ami sharpen* our *kiil.
Our antagonist
is our helper.
[Hurke.

Society

^

SORE THROAT.
QUINSY, SWELLINGS,
SPRAINS,
Soreness. Cut9. Bruises,
FROSTBITES,

\

H<

Iyr5

cr&cmr

the dams of Dexter 2.17 4, Nettie 2.is, Robert McGregor 2.is. Driver 2.1!>1a, Orange Girl 2.20. Huntress 2.2o;‘4, Lowers 2.21, .lav Gould 2.21G and twenty-two others with records of 2..'50 or bettor) by
American Star son of Duroc; first dam by Harry,
the great thoroughbred racer; second dam by imported Messenger. Middletown is sire of Music
2-21?4, Nellie Irwin 2.2'*, Orange Blossom 2.2*5, and
manv other fast ones.
Mary Hulse, record 8.o:j to wagon at three years
old, is the dam of Charlie Champlain 2.20'a, Rival
2.H as a four-year-old, tin* Kentucky stallion Twi
light, and other noted ones.
Hainblctoniaii Chief is a bay horse, l.'i>2 hands
high, and weighs loto lbs. He is a very Mire foal
getter, and bis colts arc in demand at good prices.
Ili> line of breeding is of the very best and is the
favorite with most large breeders. He lias tin same
line of blood as De\i* r and bis full brother Dictator t he sire of Jay
Eye See 2.10 V
The only one of his colls that lias ever been trained for the. track is George (),, the sensational trot
ter of last season, who with only three week’s
preparation entered and trotted in nine races inside
id three weeks, winning eight out of the nine, and
i.oo out of a pos..ibli. *‘>>0.0(1.
He also placed
all of his heats in the thirties, and in every race ids
last beats were the fastest. Record 2.81'.,'.
The above record, taken a- a whole, lias never
been etjualled h\- ;1 Maine hr* d Imr-c.
HAMBLKTO.MA.\ i HIKF will stand for service
during the sen-am "t l^t -Srtliirtlay afternoons
and Nu ini ays excepted—at tin* stable of Harrison
Hay ford, Belmont Avenue, Belfast.
Laities w ishing jo semi marcs from a distance
are guaranteed that th >ir dock w ill receive the liest
«*f care, ami at moderate charges; but all
•idents
and escapes at the owner’s ri-k.
I:v ;Tlie bills on all Mi'-ii .-lock must be pai ! he
t'"iv it leave- the place, but marcs tailing t" aet
w itli foal the serviee
money will be returned, upon
satisfactory evidence.

of tlu* late 1>AA<

a

Health and

llACKACdE,
HEAlUmr. TOOTHACHE,

sumMKT iiiy wife’s health was al! run down,
and .-he wauled ;ne to hire a girl to do the work.
In a lit!it* while l found one 1 thought would .suit
to r. win n to n.v
-urpri-e she said I need not hire
nn.\ one, as -lie felt much better, and thought another bottle oi Sulphur Hitters would cure her.
I >> s
:;i;
41 Worcester square, Huston.

potent w itehery of smell!
The dust-dry leave- to life return?
And -he who plm-ked them own- the -pell.
And lifts her gho-tly fern.

...

Didn't Want

cures

Directions in

10NGLAND
—

I?y Middletown, by Kysdyks HumbleIonian, by Abdallah! by Mainbrino, thorr
\ oughbred son of imporied Messenger.
^
■'*
■ *
First dam of Middletown by American
Eclipse, second dam by Young Engineer, by Engineer, by imported Messenger.
Dam of Hambletonian Chief, Mary Hul.se, by Seeley’s American Star (sire of Widow Maehree, record
2.20, Holly Lewis 2.2!)*4, Newberg 2.80, and sire of

Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Lumbago,

Dealers.

NEW

t*'

RHEUMATISM,

as a

1

< >

—

Relieves and

“Cut U short,” said the customer, as he slid into a
talkative barber’s chair; and the barber kept still
lor a- much a- ten minutes trying to puzzle out
w hellier be m ant the remarks or the hair.

A fern. Inside the way we went.
She pliiek< d. and smiling, held it up.
While from her hand, the wild, -vvcet -cent,
1 drank as from a cup.

l.T> II< >ward Street. \
1"\vi:i.i Mass., .Ian. 17. \
Messrs. C. ! 11« i- a c.... »iemlemon
1 ha\<- used li>
> SARsAI’ARll.l.A in
my
family for scrofulous humor witli wonderful
Mieee'.s. and am hai py lo tell you that it is
the h»st na-di.■:;)«• v., *\er used. I do sinis troubled with
cerely :111 i-■
scrofula i•
:: .< \ .«is« hie eniedv a trial,
and assure line
v. hi not be disappoint\'< u v ; rniv yours,
ed.
c.c PICKEIJING.
(Coburn Shuttle'< ...

FOR PAIN.

\

*•1 would say to my friends, and all who chance
t" p ad (his. trial l have used Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam in my family for a long time, and
eon.-ider it a very valuable medicine. Itcures when
all other remedies fail; and I would cheerfully recommend it to those afilicted with coughs, colds,
“E. S. GETCHELL, Boston."
asthma, etc.

With me .June's freshness, lapsing brook.
Murmurs of leaf and bee, the call
Of birds, and one whose voice and look
In keeping were with all.

SCROFULA.

gists.

d“Pretty

Picture. Twenty-four beautiful
colors of the Diamond Dyes, for Silk, Wool, Cotton,
&<•., 10c. each. A child can use with perfect success.
Get, at once at your druggists. Wells, Richardson & Co., Burlington, Vt.

Ap

■

1884.

Hambletonian Chief,

REMEDY

This is the time of year when the pretty picnic
girl with the trim ankle and neat hoots calls out
“Snake!”

And Nature holds, in wood and lield,
Her thousand sun-lit censers still;
To spell of flower and shrub we yield
Agai nst or with our will.

^y

Hood’s Sarsaiwri;

distress her now, nor does she suffer from that extreme tired feeling which she did before taking
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” A second bottle effected a
No other preparation contains such a concure.
• cutration of
vitalizing, enriching, purifying and
invigorating properties as Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

STALLION FOR SERVICE.

1884.

1THE GREAT GERMAN

A

BY JOHN GHKKNLKAK WHITTIKlt.

:

j

P.

upon

application

LOMBARD,

DENTIST,
Corner of Churrh and
Sts., Belfast.
Itf

Spring

